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Условные обозначения /  
Умоўныя абазначэнні

Listen. 

Moving activity.

Test yourself and get a medal! 

Grammar reference (on the disc).

Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Use the Internet.

Board game.

Reading for pleasure.

Moving activity.

Grammar reference (on the disc).

Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Use the Internet.

Moving activity.

Test yourself and get a medal! 

Grammar reference (on the disc).

Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Test yourself and get a medal! 

Grammar reference (on the disc).

Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Test yourself and get a medal! 

Grammar reference (on the disc).

Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! 

Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).Irregular verbs (on the disc).

Board game.Board game.Board game.
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Lesson 1. BACK TO SCHOOL

	Challenge:	 Make classroom rules.
	Must	use:	 Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard,  
  understand.

1. Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
 a) Where are the children? What are they doing? What 
is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 
the pupils feel?
 b) Are you happy in your English class?

2. a) Do you remember classroom English? Discuss in 
pairs what you say when:

–	you don’t understand a word in English. 
– you want to go out.
– you don’t understand.
– you need your teacher’s help.

Challenge:	
Must

  

1. Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
a)

is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 
the pupils feel?

Are you happy in your English class?

Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, 

Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
Where are the children? What are they doing? What 

is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 

Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, 
understand.

Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
Where are the children? What are they doing? What 

is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 
the pupils feel?

Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
Where are the children? What are they doing? What 

is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 

Are you happy in your English class?

Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, 

Look at the picture and answer the questions below.
Where are the children? What are they doing? What 

is the teacher doing? What can you see in the class? How do 

Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, 
understand.
Rule, difficult, easy, polite, hard, 
understand.understand.understand.

Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?Are you happy in your English class?
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– you don’t have a pencil.
– you don’t know how to write a word.
– you are late.
– you don’t know a word in English.

b) Listen, check and repeat.

c) Write down the questions. Listen again to check.

3. Choose 3 phrases from ex. 2 and use them today in the 
lesson.

4. a) Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 
poster do you prefer? Why?

b) What rules from the posters would you like to have  
in your English class?

5. Moving activity. “A guessing game”.

6. a) Read more classroom rules below. Which rules are 
good for your class?

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 
poster do you prefer? Why?

b)
in your English class?

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 

What rules from the posters would you like to have 

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 
poster do you prefer? Why?

What rules from the posters would you like to have 
in your English class?

What rules from the posters would you like to have 

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 

What rules from the posters would you like to have 

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 
poster do you prefer? Why?

Look at the posters below. What are they for? Which 
poster do you prefer? Why?poster do you prefer? Why?poster do you prefer? Why?

What rules from the posters would you like to have What rules from the posters would you like to have 
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 b) Work in pairs. Which rule you think is the most  
clever / the funniest / the most boring / the most di�cult / 
the easiest / the best for an English class / for girls / for 
boys / for a teacher. Which rule you think nobody likes / all 
pupils really like.

– Try to speak English. 
– Don’t walk around the class. 
– Play games. 
– Have fun. 
– Learn from your mistakes. 
– No phones. 
– Listen to the teacher. 
– Be kind. 
– The teacher is always right. 
– Speak a lot. 
– Try new things. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Get up when you are tired. 
– Listen, think and learn. 
– Ask questions if you don’t understand. 
– Smile at your teacher. 
– Don’t play paper snowballs. 
– Help your friends. 
– Sing songs. 
– No chewing gum.

7. a) Work in small groups. Choose 3–5 rules for your  
English classroom or write your own.
 b) Make a “Classroom rules” poster. Run up to the  
poster on the board and write the rules with colour  
markers.
 c) Help the writer.

– Learn from your mistakes. 
– No phones. 

– Be kind. 
– The teacher is always right. 
– Speak a lot. 
– Try new things. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Get up when you are tired. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Get up when you are tired. 
– Listen, think and learn. 

– Learn from your mistakes. 
– No phones. 
– Listen to the teacher. 
– Be kind. 
– The teacher is always right. 
– Speak a lot. 
– Try new things. 
– Be a good friend. 

– The teacher is always right. 

– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 

– Learn from your mistakes. 

– The teacher is always right. 

– Learn from your mistakes. – Learn from your mistakes. 

– Listen to the teacher. – Listen to the teacher. – Listen to the teacher. – Listen to the teacher. 

– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 
– Be a good friend. 
– Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. – Work quietly, but don’t fall asleep. 

– Ask questions if you don’t understand. – Ask questions if you don’t understand. 
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Lesson 2. HOLIDAY PHOTOGRAPHS

	Challenge:	 Ask someone where they were in  
  summer.
	Must	use:	 Past Simple of “to be”, to be born, 
  city, country.

1. a) Which of the words in the box are cities? Which are 
countries?

Riga, Italy, the Czech Republic, Rome, Moscow, 
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

b) Listen, check and repeat. 

2. Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 
pairs.

Example: What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.

3. a) Look at the photos of famous places. Where are they? 

Riga, Italy, the Czech Republic, Rome, Moscow, 
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 
pairs.

Example:

Riga, Italy, the Czech Republic, Rome, Moscow, 
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 

 What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.

Look at the photos of famous places. Where are they? 

 What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.

Look at the photos of famous places. Where are they? 

Riga, Italy, the Czech Republic, Rome, Moscow, 
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

Listen, check and repeat. 

Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 

Listen, check and repeat. 

Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 

 What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.

Riga, Italy, the Czech Republic, Rome, Moscow, 
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

Match the countries with their capitals. Then check in 

France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris
France, Turkey, Latvia, Ukraine, Ankara, Prague, 
Egypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, ParisEgypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, ParisEgypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, ParisEgypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, ParisEgypt, Poland, Cairo, Russia, Warsaw, Kiev, Paris

 What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.Example: What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.Example: What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome. What’s the capital of Italy? — It’s Rome.
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b) Listen to 3 children talking about summer. Where 
was Lisa on her summer holidays? When were Helena 
and Antonio in Italy?

 c) Listen again. Fill in the gaps with was / wasn’t /  
were / weren’t.

Helena: Hey, Lisa. I could not find you anywhere. 
Where 1. … you?

Lisa: My holidays were fantastic! I 2. … in Europe! 
I can show you my photos. Look! It’s Rome. I was 
there with my mum and dad in June. The weather  
3. … great, and the people 4. … so friendly! 

Antonio: You all look sad in this photo! 5. … you 
tired?

Lisa: Ha-ha! No, we weren’t! We were hungry and 
there 6. … anything to eat. And the pizzas in Italy are 
yummy!

Helena: Is this your hotel?
Lisa: Yes. Our hotel 7. … fantastic! There were 3 

swimming-pools and a new playground!
Helena: When we were in Italy last summer, our ho-

tel 8. … very clean and the room was too small.
Antonio: You know I was born in Italy. My grandad 

is Italian.
Helena	 and	 Lisa: You’ve got an Italian name!  

Antonio!

4. a) Are the children talking about Present or Past? 

b) Copy and complete the chart.

can show you my photos. Look! It’s Rome. I
there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 
3. … great, and the people 

Antonio:
tired?

Lisa:
there 
yummy!

Helena:

there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 

 … you 

 Ha-ha! No, we weren’t! We were hungry and 
… anything to eat. And the pizzas in Italy are 

 Is this your hotel?
… fantastic! There were 3 

swimming-pools and a new playground!

 Is this your hotel?
Lisa: Yes. Our hotel 

swimming-pools and a new playground!

there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 
… great, and the people 

 You all look sad in this photo! 

 Ha-ha! No, we weren’t! We were hungry and 
… anything to eat. And the pizzas in Italy are 

 You all look sad in this photo! 

 Ha-ha! No, we weren’t! We were hungry and 
… anything to eat. And the pizzas in Italy are 

 Is this your hotel?

there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 
… so friendly! 

 You all look sad in this photo! 

 Ha-ha! No, we weren’t! We were hungry and 
… anything to eat. And the pizzas in Italy are 

there with my mum and dad in June. The weather there with my mum and dad in June. The weather there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 
… great, and the people 

there with my mum and dad in June. The weather 
… great, and the people 4.… great, and the people 4.… great, and the people … great, and the people 

 You all look sad in this photo! 
… great, and the people 

 You all look sad in this photo! 

 Is this your hotel? Is this your hotel? Is this your hotel? Is this your hotel? Is this your hotel? Is this your hotel?Helena: Is this your hotel?Helena:

 When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our hoHelena: When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our ho When we were in Italy last summer, our hoHelena:
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“To be” in Past Simple

+ – ?

I was in Europe. I wasn’t	in Europe. … I in Europe?

You … in 
France.

You … in France. Were you in 
France?

We	… in Prague. We weren’t in 
Prague.

… we in Prague?

They … in Italy. They … in Italy. Were they in 
Italy?

He was at home.
She … in Russia.
It was	fun.

He … at home.
She wasn’t	in Russia.
It … fun.

… he at home?
… she in Russia?
Was it fun?

5. Moving activity. “Stand up, clap your hands or 
stamp your feet”. 

6. a) Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed 
words.

Were you in Warsaw?
 No, I wasn’t.
Were you in Rome?
 No, I wasn’t.

Where were you?
Where were you?
 I wasn’t in Warsaw.
 I wasn’t in Rome. 
 I was in Liverpool.
 It was really cool!

 b) What’s the di�erence between the verbs in italics and  
in bold type?

 c) Repeat the chant line by line after the speaker.

 d) Practise saying the chant in pairs.

7. Guess where your teacher was in summer. Use the chant 
for help. 

He 
She
It was

5.
stamp your feet”. 

Italy?

 in Russia?

Moving activity. “Stand up, clap your hands or 

Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed 
words.

 at home.
 … in Russia.

He … 
She 
It … 

Moving activity. “Stand up, clap your hands or 
stamp your feet”. 

fun.

Moving activity. “Stand up, clap your hands or 

Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed 

Italy?

in Russia.
… he at home?
… she
Was

Moving activity. “Stand up, clap your hands or 

He … at home.at home.at home.He … at home.
wasn’twasn’twasn’twasn’t

Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed a) Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed a) Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed Listen to the chant, show and name the stressed 

were you in Warsaw?  you?were you?Where Where  you in Warsaw? you in Warsaw? you in Warsaw? you in Warsaw?

Правообладатель Адукацыя і выхаванне
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Lesson 3. AT THE SEASIDE
	Challenge:	 Speak about your last trip to the seaside.
	Must	use:	 Last, ago, yesterday, seaside, beach,  
  tourist, tent, rock, surfer, have fun,  
  sand, sandcastle, storm.

1. Look at the pictures below. Where can you see this: at a 
summer camp, in the mountains, at the seaside? 

a tent
seaweed

rocks

tourists

a surfer

a sandcastle

2. Look at the pictures of a beach below. In pairs unjumble 
the sentence to learn what happened. 

There / winter / storm / was / Britain / a / in / last.

before after

seaweed
a tent

rocks

a surfer

Правообладатель Адукацыя і выхаванне
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3. a) Use the chart below to write at least 5 sentences 
about one of the best Britain’s beaches before the storm.

There was
were
wasn’t
weren’t

many
a lot of
any
some

beautiful clean sand
people in the water
green seaweed
dangerous rocks
happy tourists
families with kids
tents
cars
sun umbrellas
people having picnics
pools of dirty water
cars
surfers
children having fun
sandcastles

 b) Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 
one in class has.

4. a) Complete the sentences with was / were / is / are.
Cornwall 1. … famous for its beautiful sandy beaches 

and there 2. … lots of tourists there before the cold 
winds and rains hit the UK last winter.

These pictures show Fistral. It 3. … a world famous 
place for surfing but now there 4. … millions of rocks, 
green seaweed and no tourists at all. There 5. … too 
many rocks on the beach and in the water today — it 
6. … dangerous1 for surfers and swimmers.

 b) Would you like to have a holiday on that beach in the 
UK? Why / why not?

1 dangerous — опасный / небяспечны

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 

sun umbrellas
people having picnics

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 

Complete the sentences with was / were / isComplete the sentences with was

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 

sun umbrellas
people having picnics
pools of dirty water
cars
surfers
children having fun
sandcastles

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 
one in class has.

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 
one in class has.

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 
one in class has.

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 
one in class has.

Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no Read out your sentences. Tick the sentences that no 

 … famous for its beautiful sandy beaches Cornwall  … famous for its beautiful sandy beaches 1. … famous for its beautiful sandy beaches Cornwall 
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5. a) When was that storm in Cornwall?
 b) What question do the words below answer?

last week yesterday 3 days ago

in 2010today on Sundaynow

when I was 6 last summer

c) Moving activity. “Present or Past?”

6. a) Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 
sea. How many questions does she answer?

1. When were you on a beach? 2. Where were you? 
3. Were you happy? Was it fun? 4. What / who was 
there? 5. What was the weather like?

 b) Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the 
beach / at the seaside. Use the questions above for help. 
Take notes.
 c) Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best  
storyteller?

Lesson 4. IN THE MOUNTAINS

	Challenge:	 Tell a story about the past.
	Must	use:	 Travel, visit, come back, mountain, 
  past forms of regular verbs,  
  past forms of irregular verbs  
  “have” (had) and “come” (came). 

1. a) Who said the following:
— I was born in Italy. My grandad is Italian.

c) Moving activity. “Present or Past?”

1. When were you on a beach? 
Were you happy? Was it fun? 

there? 

Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 

 Where were you? 
who was 

Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the 
at the seaside. Use the questions above for help. 

Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the 
/ at the seaside. Use the questions above for help. 

Take notes.

Moving activity. “Present or Past?”

Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 
sea. How many questions does she answer?
 When were you on a beach? 

Were you happy? Was it fun? 
5. What was the weather like?

Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 
sea. How many questions does she answer?
 When were you on a beach? 

Were you happy? Was it fun? 
 What was the weather like?

Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the 

Moving activity. “Present or Past?”

Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 
sea. How many questions does she answer?
 When were you on a beach? 2. Where were you? 

Were you happy? Was it fun? What
 What was the weather like?

Moving activity. “Present or Past?”Moving activity. “Present or Past?”Moving activity. “Present or Past?”Moving activity. “Present or Past?”

Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the Listen to Martha telling about her trip to the 

Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the Prepare to talk about the last time you were on the 

Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best Tell your group about your trip. Who is the best 
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 b) Walk around the class and ask your classmates where 
they were born.

Example: Where were you born? — I was born in 
Gomel.

 c) How many people were born in another country?

2. a) Listen and read the story about summer  
holidays. Would you like to spend holidays in the 
mountains?

Last summer holidays Paul and 
Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
a botanist and studied mountain 
flowers. They stayed in a tent and 
every morning cooked breakfast 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
The boys helped one old man in the garden and came 
back to their camp with a big basket of vegetables.

In the afternoon the boys played football, watched 
the birds and helped Paul’s dad take pictures of 
beautiful wild flowers. They bathed and washed hair 
in a cold mountain lake. They didn’t have a TV or a 
computer, so after dinner they talked for a while and 
Paul’s dad played the guitar. They had lots of fun!

 b) When did Paul and Kevin travel to the mountains?

c) Look at the story again. Which rule is correct? 
1. When you talk about the past, regular verbs 
take the -s	ending.
2. When you talk about the past, regular verbs 
take the	-ed	ending.

Last summer holidays Paul and 
Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
a botanist and studied mountain 
flowers. They stayed in a tent and 
every morning cooked breakfast 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 

on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
The boys helped one old man in the garden and came 
back to their camp with a big basket of vegetables.

that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
The boys helped one old man in the garden and came 
back to their camp with a big basket of vegetables.

Last summer holidays Paul and 
Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
a botanist and studied mountain 
flowers. They stayed in a tent and 
every morning cooked breakfast 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 

a botanist and studied mountain 
flowers. They stayed in a tent and 
every morning cooked breakfast 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
The boys helped one old man in the garden and came 

Last summer holidays Paul and 
Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
a botanist and studied mountain 
flowers. They stayed in a tent and 
every morning cooked breakfast 
on fire. Then they walked in the mountains for 2 or 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 

Kevin travelled to the mountains Kevin travelled to the mountains Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
Kevin travelled to the mountains 
with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was with Paul’s dad. Paul’s dad was 
a botanist and studied mountain a botanist and studied mountain 

that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 
3 hours. One day they visited a small village. People 
that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. that lived there were very friendly and hospitable. 

In the afternoon the boys played football, watched 
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3. When you talk about the past, regular verbs take 
the	-ing	ending.

 d) Make a list of verbs from the story in Past Simple. 

3. a) Look at the list of verbs and complete the main spell-
ing rule for -ed endings. Find more examples for each rule 
in your list. 

verb +	ed аsk — asked

verb ending in -e +	d like — liked

verb ending in -ry,	
py,	ny,	fy,	dy

y	→	i	+	ed cry — cried

 b) Add more past verbs to your list. In your list tick (V) 
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 
circle the verbs that change -y into -ied. 

4. Moving activity. “A miming game”.

5. a) Open the brackets to speak about  
Jimmy’s day.

Yesterday Jimmy’s morning 1. … 
(start) at 7. He 2. … (walk) to the bath-
room, 3. … (clean) his teeth and 4. … 
(wash) his face. Не 5. … (look) at him-
self in the mirror and 6. … (smile). 

 b) Add the verbs below in their past form to your list. 
Dance, climb, listen, tidy, like, invite, paint, walk, 

want, talk, look, clean, start, cry.

 c) Work in small groups. Write sentences in the Past to 
continue Jimmy’s story.
 d) Read out your stories.

verb ending in 

verb ending in 
py,

b)
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 
circle the verbs that change -y into -ied. 

like — liked

Add more past verbs to your list. In your list tick (V) 
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 

Moving activity. “A miming game”.

Open the brackets to speak about 

Moving activity. “A miming game”.

Open the brackets to speak about 

verb ending in -e

verb ending in -ry,
dy

Add more past verbs to your list. In your list tick (V) 
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 
circle the verbs that change -y into -ied. 

Add more past verbs to your list. In your list tick (V) 
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 
circle the verbs that change -y into -ied. 

Moving activity. “A miming game”.

like — liked

ed cry — cried

Add more past verbs to your list. In your list tick (V) 
the verbs that take -d, underline the verbs that add -ed, 
circle the verbs that change -y into -ied. 

→y→y

Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.Moving activity. “A miming game”.

Jimmy’s day.Jimmy’s day.
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Lesson 5. SUMMER STORIES

	Challenge:	 Tell a summer story.
	Must	use:	 Fall, sit, say.

1. Play “The Snowball game”. What 
do you think Bender did last sum-
mer? 

Example: S1 — Last summer 
Bender visited his granny. S2 — 
Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gar-
den. S3 — Last summer Bender 
visited his granny, helped her in the garden and…

2. a) Listen to Bender talking about his summer holi-
days. What did he do in summer?

 b) Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right 
form.

work, watch, visit (2), travel, play,  
help, wash, tidy up

I 1. … my granny in California. She is a surfer, so we 
2. … to the beach. I sat on a big rock and 3. … the sea.  
It was fun. Five hours later we came back home.

I 4. … basketball. I jumped and jumped very high. 
I was so happy, but my friend wasn’t happy. My friend 
wanted to jump very high, too. I 5. … my friend to jump 
very high. After he fell down, he cried and cried. Later 
I 6. … my friend in hospital.

I helped my friend in the kitchen. I 7. …, I cleaned, 
I 8. … and I 9. … very hard. My friend was happy and 
his mum was happy and she said, “Thank you, Bender, 
you are such a good robot!”

Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gar
den. S3 — Last summer Bender 
visited his granny, helped her in the garden and…

2.
days. What did he do in summer?
Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right 

Listen to Bender talking about his summer holi

Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right 

work, watch, visit (2), travel, play, work, watch, visit (2), travel, play, 

Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gar
den. S3 — Last summer Bender 
visited his granny, helped her in the garden and…

Listen to Bender talking about his summer holi
days. What did he do in summer?

visited his granny, helped her in the garden and…

Listen to Bender talking about his summer holi
days. What did he do in summer?
Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right 

Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gar-
den. S3 — Last summer Bender 
visited his granny, helped her in the garden and…

Listen to Bender talking about his summer holi
days. What did he do in summer?

Last summer Bender visited his Last summer Bender visited his Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gar
Last summer Bender visited his 
granny and helped her in the gargranny and helped her in the gargranny and helped her in the gargranny and helped her in the gar
den. S3 — Last summer Bender 
granny and helped her in the gar
den. S3 — Last summer Bender den. S3 — Last summer Bender den. S3 — Last summer Bender den. S3 — Last summer Bender den. S3 — Last summer Bender 

Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right Fill in the gaps with the words in the box in the right 

help, wash, tidy uphelp, wash, tidy uphelp, wash, tidy up
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c) Listen again and check. Which Bender’s story is 
fun?

3. a) Look at the pronunciation rule for -ed endings and 
put the words below into the right column.

likepaint staycrystudy walk

Pronunciation	of	-ed	ending

[t]

[p], [k], [f]
[ʃ], [tʃ], [s]

all other sounds

stopped
looked
danced (c = [s])

waited
started

played
opened
lived

[t] or [d]

[id] [d]

 b) Add -ed verbs from Bender’s stories to the chart.

с) Listen and check.

4. Moving activity. “Find your group: [t], [d], [id]”.

5. a) “Be” and “have” are irregular verbs. 
 b) Look at Bender’s stories again and �nd more irregu-
lar verbs. What are their forms in Present?

c) Look at the list of irregular verbs on the disc and 
check.

6. Get ready to tell your own summer story. Write down 
the verbs you need in their past form. Start with: 

Last summer I …

[p], [k], [f]
ʃ], [tʃ], [tʃ

stopped
looked

all other sounds

played

lived

Add -ed verbs from Bender’s stories to the chart.

danced (c = [s])

Add -ed verbs from Bender’s stories to the chart.

], [s]

waitedwaited
started

[t] or [d] all other sounds

waited played

[id][id][id]

danced (c = [s])danced (c = [s])danced (c = [s])danced (c = [s])
opened
lived
opened
lived
opened
lived
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Lesson 6. I KNOW WHAT YOU DID  
 LAST SUMMER
	Challenge:	 Ask questions about the past.
	Must	use:	 Irregular verbs, buy.

1. Take a piece of paper. You have 1 minute to write 3 things 
you did last summer.

2. a) Match the Present irregular verb form with its Past 
form. Write the verbs in pairs.

Example: do — did

do get say read [red] came flew 

come read draw sang caught said

sing fall fly bought gave made

go wear run got sat fell

buy have ride was / were wore ran

sit give catch had did ate

eat be make rode drew went

b) Listen and check. Then listen again and repeat.

c) Moving activity. “Find your group”.

3. a) Open the brackets to read what happened with Mary in 
summer, then check in pairs. Did Mary have a fun summer?

1.	My grandpa … (catch) a shoe in the lake. 2. During 
our holidays we … (ride) on horseback and I … (fall) off 
the horse. 3. I … (have) a birthday in August and only 
two girls … (come) to the party. 4. We … (go) to the 

Example: do — did

come

sing

go

flew 

said

made

was / were

did

ride

give

 do — did

get

read draw

fall fly

was / were

read [red] came

sang caught

bought gave

read [red]saysay

gotgot
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beach, but it started to rain. 5. One day my granny … 
(make) a cake and Chip, my dog, … (еat) it all. 

b) Listen and read an interview with 
Mary. Is there any new information 

about Mary’s summer?
— Did you go fishing in summer, 

Mary?
— Yes, I did. I went fishing with my 

grandpa. He didn’t catch any fish, he 
caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 
and we came back home.

— Did you have a fun birthday party?
— I didn’t have a big party. Only two 

of my friends came to my place. And we 
didn’t have a cake, my dog Chip ate it all. 
We had pizza and lemonade.

4. a) Find all negative sentences in the interview and 
read them out. How do you make negative statements 
in Past Simple?

 b) Read out the questions. How do you make questions 
in Past Simple?
 c) Which diagram is about Past Simple?

+ – ?

A 	+	V	-ing. 	+	do	not	+	V. Do	+		+	V?

B 	+	V2	(-ed). 	+	did	not	+	V. Did	+		+	V?

C 	+	V2	(-ed). 	+	not	+	V. Did	+		+	V2?

 d) Read the Grammar reference section and check your 
answers.

caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 
and we came back home.
caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 

— Did you have a fun birthday party?
— I didn’t have a big party. Only two 

of my friends came to my place. And we 
didn’t have a cake, my dog Chip ate it all. 

Find all negative sentences in the interview and 
read them out. How do you make negative statements 

a) Find all negative sentences in the interview and 
read them out. How do you make negative statements 
in Past Simple?

caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 
and we came back home.

— Did you have a fun birthday party?
— I didn’t have a big party. Only two 

of my friends came to my place. And we 
didn’t have a cake, my dog Chip ate it all. 
We had pizza and lemonade.

— I didn’t have a big party. Only two 
of my friends came to my place. And we 
didn’t have a cake, my dog Chip ate it all. 
We had pizza and lemonade.

Find all negative sentences in the interview and 

caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 

— Did you have a fun birthday party?
— I didn’t have a big party. Only two 

of my friends came to my place. And we 
didn’t have a cake, my dog Chip ate it all. 
We had pizza and lemonade.

caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain caught an old tennis shoe. And then it started to rain 
and we came back home.

— Did you have a fun birthday party?
and we came back home.

— Did you have a fun birthday party?— Did you have a fun birthday party?— Did you have a fun birthday party?

Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and a) Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and a) Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and Find all negative sentences in the interview and 

in Past Simple?in Past Simple?in Past Simple?in Past Simple?
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5. Moving activity. “Three groups”.

6. a) Look at the sentences you have on the piece of paper 
from ex. 1. Who in class did it in summer, too? Prepare your 
questions. 

Ask questions. Get 1 point for each 
“Yes, I did” answer.

Example:
— Did you visit a museum last  

summer?
— No, I didn’t.
— Did you travel to the seaside?
— Yes, I did.
— Hurray! I’ve got 1 point.

 b) How many points do you have?

Lesson 7. SUMMER FUN
	Challenge:	 Talk about summer activities.
	Must	use:	 Past Simple, inside, outside, camp,  
  see, spend, make friends, pick, build,  
  treasure.

1. a) Read the chant. Can you �nish it?
What did you do in summer?
Did you go to the seaside?
Did you swim in the sea?
Did you see a dolphin?
Did you water-ski?
I didn’t go to the seaside.
I didn’t swim in the sea.
I didn’t see a dolphin.
I … .

I visited a 
museum.
I travelled to 
the seaside.
I ate a lot of 
ice-cream.

— No, I didn’t.

— Yes, I did.
— Hurray! I’ve got 1 point.

b)

Lesson 7.

ice-cream.

Talk about summer activities.
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 

Challenge:	 Talk about summer activities.
Must

— No, I didn’t.
— Did you travel to the seaside?
— Yes, I did.
— Hurray! I’ve got 1 point.

How many points do you have?
— Hurray! I’ve got 1 point.

How many points do you have?

SUMMER FUN

— Did you travel to the seaside?

How many points do you have?

— Did you travel to the seaside?— Did you travel to the seaside?— Did you travel to the seaside?— Did you travel to the seaside?

SUMMER FUNSUMMER FUNSUMMER FUNSUMMER FUNSUMMER FUNSUMMER FUNLesson 7. SUMMER FUNLesson 7.

Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
Past Simple, inside, outside, camp, 
see, spend, make friends, pick, build, 
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b) Listen and check your ideas. Was it a fun summer?

 c) What is the transcription for “did you”? Listen to the 
chant again and repeat.

did you: [׀dɪdʒə] or [׀dɪdjuː]

d) Moving activity. “Role-play the chant”.

2. a) Look at the pictures. Do you spend 
more time in summer inside or outside? 
Why?

 b) Work in pairs. Discuss what you 
can do inside and outside in summer.

3. a) Look through the list of 48 things 
to do in summer. Which activities are  
unusual?

48	Fun	Things	to	do	in	Summer
 ride a bike
 camp in the garden
 pick berries
 go fishing
 eat ice-cream
 make a pizza with your friends
 make a kite and fly it on a windy day
 sleep in a tent
 play with water guns
 make lemonade and sell it 
 give the toys you don’t play with to little kids
 fly paper airplanes with your friends
 run, swim or ride a bike in the rain
 watch the stars in August
 see the Milky Way

b)
can do inside and outside in summer.

a)
to do in summer. Which activities are 
unusual?

 ride a bike
 camp in the garden

Work in pairs. Discuss what you 
can do inside and outside in summer.

Look through the list of 48 things 
to do in summer. Which activities are 

Look through the list of 48 things 
to do in summer. Which activities are 

Things to

Work in pairs. Discuss what you 
can do inside and outside in summer.

Look through the list of 48 things 
to do in summer. Which activities are 

Work in pairs. Discuss what you Work in pairs. Discuss what you Work in pairs. Discuss what you Work in pairs. Discuss what you Work in pairs. Discuss what you 
can do inside and outside in summer.can do inside and outside in summer.

ThingsThingsFun ThingsFun48 Fun
 ride a bike ride a bike

48
 ride a bike ride a bike

SummerSummerSummerSummerSummerinindo

 pick berries pick berries pick berries
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 build a sandcastle
 feed ducks
 take books to a children’s hospital
 draw on a T-shirt
 play with water balloons
 take photos of the summer sky
 start a sunflower or a carrot garden
 tell stories at night 
 make a campfire
 wash a car or a bike
 visit friends
 go bird-watching
 cook something yummy for your family
 play football
 help your grandma in the garden
 make a collection of rocks
 paint outside
 play hide-and-seek
 go swimming
 help a tourist
 pick summer fruit on a farm
 go rock climbing
 build a treehouse
 make a bracelet for a friend
 visit a zoo
 write or draw a story
 make new friends
 look for treasure on the beach or in the forest
 have a picnic
 spell your name with rocks on the beach
 have a concert in your garden
 have a “no TV day”
 go to the museum

 wash a car or a bike
 visit friends


 play football
 help your grandma in the garden
 make a collection of rocks
 paint outside
 play hide-and-seek
 go swimming
 help a tourist

 visit friends
 go bird-watching
 cook something yummy for your family
 play football
 help your grandma in the garden
 make a collection of rocks
 paint outside

 cook something yummy for your family

 help your grandma in the garden
 make a collection of rocks

 cook something yummy for your family

 help your grandma in the garden

 go bird-watching go bird-watching
 cook something yummy for your family cook something yummy for your family

 play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek play hide-and-seek

 pick summer fruit on a farm pick summer fruit on a farm
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 b) Match the pictures to the activities in the list.
 c) Read the list again and count how many of these 
things you did last summer.
 d) Look at the list again and ask your teacher what she / 
he did last summer. Are you surprised? 

4. Moving activity. “Question time!”

5. Discuss in small groups. 
1. What ideas in the list did you like? 2. What is 

your favourite activity in the list? 3.	Did you do it 
last summer? 4. What things are you going to do next  
summer?

Lesson 8. WHAT HAPPENED?

	Challenge:	 Tell a story.
	Must	use:	 Past Simple, next, after, then.

1. a) What did you do in the last  
lesson? Who is the last to make a  
sentence?
 b) What did you do in the lesson 
before that? Do you remember Mary’s 
summer stories? What happened to Mary?

2. a) You are going to listen to a story 
that happened to Sam last summer. Look 
at the picture. What is it?
 b) Do you buy lottery tickets? When 
was the last time you bought a lottery 
ticket? Did you win?

We didn’t 
catch fish 
in the last 

lesson.

 What ideas in the list did you like? 
your favourite activity in the list? 
last summer? 
summer?

Lesson 8.

Challenge:	

 What ideas in the list did you like? 
Did you do it 

 What things are you going to do next 

Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.

We didn’t 

Past Simple, next, after, then.

What did you do in the last 

 What ideas in the list did you like? 
your favourite activity in the list? 

4. What things are you going to do next 

Lesson 8. WHAT HAPPENED?WHAT HAPPENED?

Tell a story.
Past Simple, next, after, then.

 What ideas in the list did you like? 
your favourite activity in the list? 3. Did you do it 

 What things are you going to do next 

WHAT HAPPENED?

your favourite activity in the list? your favourite activity in the list? your favourite activity in the list? your favourite activity in the list? your favourite activity in the list? your favourite activity in the list? 
 What things are you going to do next  What things are you going to do next  What things are you going to do next 

Tell a story.
Past Simple, next, after, then.
Tell a story.
Past Simple, next, after, then.
Tell a story.
Past Simple, next, after, then.
Tell a story.
Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.

Challenge:	
use:	

Challenge:	
Must use:	
Challenge:	

use:	
Challenge:	
Must Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.Past Simple, next, after, then.

catch fish lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a catch fish catch fish lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a lesson? Who is the last to make a 
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c) Listen to Sam telling the story. What hap pened?

 d) Put the parts of the story into the right order.
a)	After he said my number, I put my hand into the 

pocket.
b)	 A man on the radio said my lottery ticket 

number!
c)	 It was on the table. Oh, no! It was the wrong 

number.
d)	Next morning, I got on a bus and went to the 

beach.
e)	On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in 

the driver’s cabin.
f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 

went home.
g)	One day I bought a lottery ticket in a shop.
h)	When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

look at the ticket.
i) At home I went to bed and didn’t think about the 

ticket.
j) Oh, no! The ticket wasn’t in my pocket.

e) Listen again and check. Was Sam happy when he 
saw the ticket? Why?

3. a) You are going to tell Sam’s story together. Take strips 
of paper from your teacher and put the verbs into the right 
form. Memorize your sentence.

b) Moving activity. “The right order”. Stand up and 
make a line to put Sam’s story into the right order. 

Take turns to tell the story. Is it a new story? Who is telling 
the story now?

Next morning, I got on a bus and went to the 
beach.

e)
the driver’s cabin.

f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 
went home.

g) One day I bought a lottery ticket in a shop.
h) When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

look at the ticket.

Next morning, I got on a bus and went to the 

On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in 

f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 

When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

i) At home I went to bed and didn’t think about the i) At home I went to bed and didn’t think about the 

Next morning, I got on a bus and went to the 

On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in 
the driver’s cabin.

f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 

One day I bought a lottery ticket in a shop.
When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 

One day I bought a lottery ticket in a shop.
When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

i) At home I went to bed and didn’t think about the 

Next morning, I got on a bus and went to the 

On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in 

f) I put the ticket in the pocket of my jacket, and 

One day I bought a lottery ticket in a shop.
When the bus doors opened I ran back home to 

On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in On the way to the beach I could hear the radio in 

look at the ticket.look at the ticket.look at the ticket.look at the ticket.look at the ticket.look at the ticket.

j) Oh, no! The ticket wasn’t in my pocket.
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 c) What words help you tell the story in order?  
Make a list.

4. Moving activity. “Running dictation”.

5. a) You are going to write summer stories in small 
groups. First, you need to get the verbs for your group. 

Group	1:	In turns, run to the board and circle your 
verbs. 

Group	2:	Cross out your verbs.	
Group	3:	Underline your verbs.

 b) Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 
the words in the box for help. 

One day,       In July,       First,       After that,  
Next,       After I …,       Then

 c) Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then 
vote for the best one. 

Lesson 9. GET A MEDAL!

 Test yourself and get a medal! 

1. Discuss the questions below.
Do you like board games? How often do you play 

them? Who do you play them with? What are your  
favourite games? When did you last play a board 
game?

2. You are going to play a board game. Read the rules 
and answer the questions. 

Group 3:

the words in the box for help. 
Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 

One day,       In July,       First,       After that, 

vote for the best one. 

Underline your verbs.

Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 
the words in the box for help. 

One day,       In July,       First,       After that, 
Next,       After I …,       Then

the words in the box for help. 

One day,       In July,       First,       After that, 
Next,       After I …,       Then

Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then 

Underline your verbs.

Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 

One day,       In July,       First,       After that, 
Next,       After I …,       Then

Underline your verbs.Underline your verbs.Underline your verbs.

Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 
the words in the box for help. 

Use the verbs on your list to write a short story. Use 
the words in the box for help. 

Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then 
vote for the best one. 

Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then 
vote for the best one. 

Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then Read out your stories. Listen to all stories and then 

Lesson 9. GET A MEDAL!GET A MEDAL!GET A MEDAL!GET A MEDAL!GET A MEDAL!Lesson 9.
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1. What did you 
see on your way  
to school today?

2. When was the 
last time you  

were on the beach?

3. come, run, go, 
jump

6. Were you  
a tourist last  

summer?

5. What did you 
do in August?

4. Where were 
you born?

7. When did you 
last build  

a sandcastle? 

8. Did you buy 
something new  
this summer? 

9. do, have,  
can, be

12. Did you  
do any sports  
in summer? 

11. Was the 
weather good last 

summer? 

10. When did you 
last fall down? 

13. write, read, 
listen, say

14. Did you spend 
more time inside  

or outside? 

15. Did you go to  
a summer camp  

in June?

18. fall, sit, feed, 
spend

17. Did you visit 
your grandparents 

last summer? 

16. What animals 
did you see last 

summer? 

19. Did you feed 
birds or animals  

in summer?

20. Did you sleep 
outside last  

summer?

21. When did you 
last go fishing?

24. catch, swim, 
see, watch

23. Did you go  
to the seaside  
2 years ago?

22. What did you 
do yesterday?

25. How many 
books did you 

read in summer?

26. Were there 
many tourists in 

your town last 
summer?

27. Did you learn  
a new game last 

summer?

30. fly, give, eat, 
ride

29. Did you pick 
berries last  
summer?

28. Where were 
your parents  

born?

31. When did you 
last have fun?

32. Did you go 
rollerblading  

in August?

33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

see on your way 
1. What did you 
see on your way 
to school today?

1. What did you 
see on your way 
to school today?

1. What did you 
see on your way 
to school today?

1. What did you 
see on your way 
to school today?

1. What did you 
see on your way 
to school today?to school today?

33. Did you enjoy 33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

33. Did you enjoy 
the game?

33. Did you enjoy 

write, read, 13. write, read, 
listen, say

13.

30. fly, give, eat, 
ride

18. fall, sit, feed, 
spend

9. do, have, 
can, be

24. catch, swim, 
see, watch

3. come, run, go, 
jump

25

Did you 
do any sports 
in summer? 

13.
listen, say

18. fall, sit, feed, 
spend

18. fall, sit, feed, 

10. When did you 
last fall down? 

15. Did you go to 
a summer camp 

in June?

16. What animals 
did you see last 

20. Did you sleep 
21. When did you 

last go fishing?

19. Did you feed 
birds or animals 

in summer?

20. Did you sleep 

more time inside 

17. Did you visit 
your grandparents 

write, read, 
listen, say

18. fall, sit, feed, 
spend

14. Did you spend 
more time inside 

or outside? 

17. Did you visit 
your grandparents 

last summer? 

20. Did you sleep 

weather good last 
10. When did you 

last fall down? 

14. Did you spend 
more time inside 

or outside? 

15. Did you go to 
a summer camp 

in June?

17. Did you visit 
your grandparents 

16. What animals 
did you see last 

weather good last weather good last weather good last 
summer? 

weather good last 
summer? summer? summer? 

14. Did you spend 14. Did you spend 

20. Did you sleep 20. Did you sleep 

last summer? 

20. Did you sleep 19. Did you feed 19. Did you feed 19. Did you feed 19. Did you feed 19. Did you feed 19. Did you feed 

summer? summer? summer? summer? last summer? last summer? 

20. Did you sleep 

23. Did you go 23. Did you go 23. Did you go 23. Did you go 
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1. The youngest student starts. 
Throw 2 coins: heads, heads = move 3; tails,  
tails = move 2; heads, tails = move 1. 
2. Move your counter. 
3. Read the question. 

Example: When did you last eat a cake?
Answer the question + one sentence. 

Example: The last time I ate a cake was 3 days ago / 
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer-
ence for help.
6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.

Lesson 10. FAVOURITE SUMMER MOMENTS 

	Challenge:	 Talk about your favourite summer  
  moments.

Before the lesson:
1. Ask your teacher when the presentation day is.

Think about your favourite summer moments. Pick 
some summer photographs to show in class. Or you can 
find pictures in magazines.

2. Write your story / stories.
 a) If you have a photograph or a picture:

Example: The last time I ate a cake was 3
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer
ence for help.

days ago / 
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 

4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer

6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.

The last time I ate a cake was 3
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer

with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer

6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.

The last time I ate a cake was 3
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
4. If you make a mistake, ask your group for help.
5. In a coloured box: say past forms of the verbs. If 
you make a mistake, go back. Use Grammar refer

The last time I ate a cake was 3The last time I ate a cake was 3
in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s in June / yesterday / last week. It was my friend’s 
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.
birthday. It was a chocolate cake. / I was in a cafe 
with my mum. / I didn’t like it.with my mum. / I didn’t like it.with my mum. / I didn’t like it.

6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.
ence for help.
6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.
ence for help.
6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.
ence for help.
6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.
ence for help.
6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.6. To get the medal, you must come to the finish.
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Start with the picture. Use the 
questions below for help.

– What is in the picture?
– What are you doing in the pic-

ture?

 Then answer the questions in point b)

 b) If you don’t have a photograph:
 Choose the questions you want to answer.

– When did your favourite moment happen?
– Where were you?
– Was there anything interesting around?
– Who were you with?
– What was the weather like?
– What did you do?
– What did you do next?
– Why were you happy?

3. Decorate your project if you wish.

4. If you have a problem, ask your teacher for help.

In the lesson:
1. Tell the class about your favourite summer moments.

2. Listen to the other students. Copy and �ll in the chart 
below. Draw 1, 2 or 3 stars.

Name Grammar Speaking Interesting

Example:
Ryan

It means Ryan’s stories were very interesting, she 
spoke clearly, but had problems with grammar.

3. Count the stars. Who had the best presentation?

– Where were you?
– Was there anything interesting around?
– Who were you with?
– What was the weather like?
– What did you do?
– What did you do next?
– Why were you happy?

Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.

If you have a problem, ask your teacher for help.

Decorate your project if you wish.

If you have a problem, ask your teacher for help.

– Where were you?
– Was there anything interesting around?
– Who were you with?
– What was the weather like?
– What did you do?
– What did you do next?
– Why were you happy?

– What was the weather like?

– What did you do next?
– Why were you happy?

Decorate your project if you wish.

– Was there anything interesting around?

– What was the weather like?

– Was there anything interesting around?– Was there anything interesting around?– Was there anything interesting around?– Was there anything interesting around?
– Who were you with?– Who were you with?– Who were you with?

Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.Decorate your project if you wish.

In the lesson:In the lesson:
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Lesson 11. PICTURE STORIES

	Challenge:	 Role-play a conversation.
	Must	use:	 Past Simple.

1. a) Look at the pictures. What do 
you think happened to these cats? 
Write down as many ideas as possible.

Example: I think he fell into a swimming pool. 

 b) Read out your ideas in turns. Have the class guess: is 
it about picture 1 or 2?

2. a) Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max 
a happy or a sad cat?
 b) Read the comic strip and �ll in Max’s words.

1. Don’t ask. 2. I played with it. 3. I ran into it. 
4. I slept on it. 5. I ate it.

What happened 
to my collection of 

rocks, Max?

What happened 
to my chicken 

sandwich?

……

……

What happened to 
my lemon tree?

What happened to 
the T-shirt that granny 

bought for me?

А B

C D

it about picture 1 or 2?

2.
a happy or a sad cat?

b)
1. Don’t ask. 
slept on it. 

Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max 

 I ran into it. 

What happened 
to my chicken 

sandwich?

What happened 
to my collection of 

rocks, Max?

it about picture 1 or 2?

Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max 
a happy or a sad cat?

Read the comic strip and �ll in Max’s words.
 Don’t ask. 2. I played with it. 

slept on it.  I ate it.

Read the comic strip and �ll in Max’s words.
 I played with it. 

Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max 

Read the comic strip and �ll in Max’s words.
 I played with it.  I ran into it. 

Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max Look through the comic strip below. Is Alex’s cat Max 

What happened What happened What happened What happened What happened What happened 
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 c) Would you like to have a cat like Max?
 d) Role-play the comics in pairs.

3. a) You are going to role-play similar stories. Choose one 
of the pictures and make up a conversation. Use the comics 
as an example.

…

Max! Why do you  
always eat or break 

everything  
in the house?

I’m sorry, Max. I know  
you are a cat. I love you 

for what you are.

What happened to 
my gold�sh?

Cats!!! 

That’s ok.

Humans!!!

I can’t help it.  
I’m a cat and 

I do what cats do!
E F

G H

What happened to 

Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?
Role-play the comics in pairs.

I’m sorry, Max. I know 
you are a cat. I love you 

for what you are.

That’s ok.

G

Would you like to have a cat like Max?

…

I’m sorry, Max. I know What happened to 
my gold�sh?

I’m sorry, Max. I know I’m sorry, Max. I know I’m sorry, Max. I know I’m sorry, Max. I know 
you are a cat. I love you you are a cat. I love you you are a cat. I love you 

for what you are.
you are a cat. I love you 

for what you are.for what you are.for what you are.

Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?Would you like to have a cat like Max?

You are going to role-play similar stories. Choose one 
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 b) Role-play the situation in pairs. Then act in front of 
the class. Are there good actors in your group?

Lesson 12. READING FOR PLEASURE:   
 HUMPTY DUMPTY

1. a) Listen to a traditional English rhyme. Do you 
know it? What happened in the rhyme?

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

 b) Read some facts about the rhyme. Which ones do 
you think are true?

1. This rhyme is more than 200 years old.
2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 

the world.
3. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme was a riddle for  

children.
4. Humpty Dumpty is King Richard III of England, 

who lost the war in 1485.
5. In 1648, the town Colchester had a high city wall 

with a large cannon1 (called Humpty Dumpty) on it. 
When they tried to move Humpty Dumpty to another 
part of the wall, it fell down. The cannon was so heavy 
that “All the king’s horses and all the king’s men 
couldn’t put Humpty together again”.

2. Read the rhyme following the rhythm. 

1 cannon — пушка / пушка

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,

Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

b)
you think are true?

1. This rhyme is more than 200 years old.
2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 

Read some facts about the rhyme. Which ones do 

3. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme was a riddle for 
the world.

3. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme was a riddle for 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Read some facts about the rhyme. Which ones do 
you think are true?

1. This rhyme is more than 200 years old.

Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Read some facts about the rhyme. Which ones do 

1. This rhyme is more than 200 years old.
2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Read some facts about the rhyme. Which ones do 

1. This rhyme is more than 200 years old.

Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 2. The Humpty Dumpty rhyme is popular all over 

children.
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3. a) Listen to the Humpty Dumpty rhyme. Read it 
and match the lines with the pictures.

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

He fell off the wall — from the highest
high — so high!

He had a great fall — from the highest 
high — high!

All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground,
Humpty Dumpty looked all around,
Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,
All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 
high — so high!

He had a great fall — from the highest 
high — high!

All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

А B

E F G

C

D
hooves

He had a great fall — from the highest 

Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground,
Humpty Dumpty looked all around,
Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,
All he could see was horses and hooves.

high — high!
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,

Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,

He fell off the wall — from the highest 
high — so high!

He had a great fall — from the highest 

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

He had a great fall — from the highest 

All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground,
Humpty Dumpty looked all around,
Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,
All he could see was horses and hooves.

Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground,
Humpty Dumpty looked all around,
Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,
All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

high — high!
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground,
Humpty Dumpty looked all around,
Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs,
All he could see was horses and hooves.

All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,All the king’s horses and all the king’s men,
Couldn’t put Humpty together again.Couldn’t put Humpty together again.

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest He fell off the wall — from the highest He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

All he could see was horses and hooves.

He fell off the wall — from the highest 

He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest He had a great fall — from the highest 
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 b) Read the translation of the rhyme1. Do you like it?
Шалтай-Болтай Шалтай-Балтай
Сидел на стене. Сядзеў на сцяне.
Шалтай-Болтай Шалтай-Балтай
Свалился во сне. Зваліўся ў сне.
Вся королевская конница, Уся каралеўская конніца,
Вся королевская рать Уся каралеўская раць
Не может Шалтая, Не можа Шалтая,
Не может Болтая, Не можа Балтая,
Шалтая-Болтая, Шалтая-Балтая,
Болтая-Шалтая, Балтая-Шалтая,
Шалтая-Болтая собрать! Шалтая-Балтая сабраць!2

c) Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.

4. Work in groups. Choose one task. 
1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

language. Can you make it a rhyme?
2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty  

rhyme.

5. If Humpty Dumpty is a riddle, what is the answer?

1 Перевод на русский язык С. Я. Маршака.
2 Пераклад на рускую мову С. Я. Маршака. Беларускі 

падрадкоўнік верша зроблены ў выдавецтве «Адукацыя і вы-
хаванне».

Шалтая-Болтая собрать!

4. Work in groups. Choose one task. 
1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

language. Can you make it a rhyme?
2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 

Шалтая-Балтая сабраць!

Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.

1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 

If Humpty Dumpty is a riddle, what is the answer?If Humpty Dumpty is a riddle, what is the answer?

Шалтая-Болтая собрать!

Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.

Work in groups. Choose one task. 
1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

language. Can you make it a rhyme?

Work in groups. Choose one task. 
1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

language. Can you make it a rhyme?
2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 

Шалтая-Балтая сабраць!

Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.

Work in groups. Choose one task. 
1. Translate the second part of the rhyme into your 

language. Can you make it a rhyme?

Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.Moving activity. “Say the rhyme with movements”.

2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 
rhyme.

2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 2. Write one more verse for Humpty Dumpty 
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Lesson 1. FAVOURITE DAY

	Challenge:	 Reading the timetable, talking about 
  weekends.
	Must	use:	 Go out, weekend (+ collocations),  
  picnic, workshop.

1. Look at the pictures below. What do they show? 

2. a) What’s your favourite day of the week? Why?
 b) Look at Phillip’s timetable below. Discuss in pairs:

– what Phillip does every day;
– what he does in his free time;
– what his favourite day of the week is.

Art workshop

Mon-
day

Tues-
day

Wednes-
day

Thurs-
day

Fri-
day

Satur-
day

Sun-
day

	Must
  

Look at the pictures below. What do they show? 

Go out, weekend (+ collocations), 
weekends.
Go out, weekend (+ collocations), 
picnic, workshop.

Look at the pictures below. What do they show? Look at the pictures below. What do they show? 

Go out, weekend (+ collocations), 
picnic, workshop.

Look at the pictures below. What do they show? 

weekends.weekends.weekends.
Go out, weekend (+ collocations), Go out, weekend (+ collocations), Go out, weekend (+ collocations), 
picnic, workshop.
Go out, weekend (+ collocations), 
picnic, workshop.picnic, workshop.picnic, workshop.

Satur-FriTues SaturThursThursWednesWednesWednesTues
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

8:00

S
ch

oo
l

S
ch

oo
l

S
ch

oo
l

S
ch

oo
l

S
ch

oo
l

sleep

9:00 visit-
ing

gran-
ny

10:00

home-
work

11:00

12:00 swim-
ming

13:00 art
work-
shop

14:00 swim-
ming

out-
side piano practice

15:00 outside

16:00 piano piano

17:00
homework

going 
out or 
visit-

ing 
friends

18:00 TV or 
com-
puter

19:00
TV Lego TV Lego TV

20:00 bedtime reading

3. a) Listen to Phillip. Were you right?

 b) Look through the script below. Can you fill in the 
gaps?

Well, I wake up at 7 and go to bed at 1. … every 
day, even at the weekend. I spend lots of time on 2. … 
and I don’t like it really. I go out a lot with my friends 
after school. We ride bikes, have picnics in the park, 
play football and just have 3. … . My favourite thing 
to do is reading and playing Lego with my brother. 

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

piano practice

friends
LegoTV

swim
ming

piano

homework

Lego

work
shop

piano practice

piano

going 
out or 

outout-out
sideside

outsideoutsideoutside

LegoTV

visit
ing 

visit
ing 

visit
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My favourite day of the week is Friday. Actually, it’s 
Friday afternoon, when my weekend starts. That’s 
why I like it so much. And there’s a workshop in our 
Art Centre that I go to every 4. … . I really like it there 
because every time you learn to do something new. 
Once we painted the sky, on the other day I decorated 
the 5. … for my room. Last week we made photo frames 
and decorated them with 6. … and seashells. Saturday 
is OK, but I do my homework in the morning and 
sometimes it’s too difficult or too much. Sunday isn’t 
fun at all: 7. … is coming.

c) Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check 
your ideas.

4. a) Look at Phillip’s timetable in ex. 2b. How much time 
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 
sports / on reading / doing homework?

Example: He spends 4–5 hours at school every day. 

 b) How much time do you spend on these activities? 
Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.

Example: I spend 6 hours playing the piano every 
week.

c) Moving activity. “A guessing game”.

5. a) Choose the best de�nition for the weekend.
The weekend is …
– the time when most people in Europe, North 

America and Australia do not go to work or school. 
– the end of a week, especially the period of time 

between Friday evening and Monday morning.

 b) When does your weekend start?

sometimes it’s too difficult or too much. Sunday isn’t 
fun at all: 

a)
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 
sports / on reading / doing homework?

Example:

Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check 

Look at Phillip’s timetable in ex. 2b. How much time 
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 

He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.

How much time do you spend on these activities? 

He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.

How much time do you spend on these activities? 
Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.

sometimes it’s too difficult or too much. Sunday isn’t 
 … is coming.

Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check 
your ideas.

Look at Phillip’s timetable in ex. 2b. How much time 
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 
sports / on reading / doing homework?

Look at Phillip’s timetable in ex. 2b. How much time 
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 
sports / on reading / doing homework?

He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.

sometimes it’s too difficult or too much. Sunday isn’t 

Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check 

Look at Phillip’s timetable in ex. 2b. How much time 
does Phillip spend at school / outside / watching TV / doing 
sports / on reading / doing homework?

 … is coming. … is coming. … is coming. … is coming.

Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check Listen to Phillip again, �ll in the gaps and check 

He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.Example: He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.Example: He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.He spends 4–5 hours at school every day.

Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.Write 2 true sentences and 1 false sentence.
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6. a) Look at a dictionary page for the word “weekend” 
and complete the questions. 

at the weekend (on the weekend — USA),  
at weekends, long weekend,  

this / next / last weekend, to spend weekend, 
weekend trip

1. Did you take part in a dance workshop …	week-
end? 2. Do you usually go out … weekends? 3. How are 
you going to … your … weekend?	4. Is Christmas a … 
weekend in Belarus? 5. Would you like to go on a week-
end	…	? 6.	What did you do … the	weekend?

 b) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in ex. 6a.

Lesson 2. LIKES AND DISLIKES

	Challenge:	 Talk about likes and dislikes.
	Must	use:	 Theme park, hiking trip, take part, 
  shopping, excursion, countryside,  
  dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.

1. Which would you like? Why?
To spend a weekend…	

in the countryside

in the city

at home 

you going to … your … weekend
weekend in Belarus? 
end

b)

Lesson 2.

 Is Christmas a … 
 Would you like to go on a week

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in ex. 6a.

Talk about likes and dislikes.
Theme park, hiking trip, take part,
shopping, excursion, countryside, 

Talk about likes and dislikes.
Must Theme park, hiking trip, take part,

you going to … your … weekend
weekend in Belarus? 

What did you do … the

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in ex. 6a.

Lesson 2. LIKES AND DISLIKES

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in ex. 6a.

LIKES AND DISLIKES

Talk about likes and dislikes.

you going to … your … weekend? 4. Is Christmas a … 
 Would you like to go on a week

What did you do … the weekend?

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in ex. 6a.

LIKES AND DISLIKES

you going to … your … weekendyou going to … your … weekend
 Would you like to go on a week

you going to … your … weekend
5. Would you like to go on a week5. Would you like to go on a week Would you like to go on a week

What did you do … the
 Would you like to go on a week

What did you do … theWhat did you do … theWhat did you do … theWhat did you do … theWhat did you do … the

Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Challenge:	Challenge:	Challenge:	Challenge:	 Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.Talk about likes and dislikes.

dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.dislike, enjoy, don’t mind, hate.
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2. a) Look at the pictures below and mime the emotions.

+	V	-inglove like/
enjoy

don’t 
mind

dislike hate

 b) Can you make the rule about using the words above?
 c) Unjumble the sentences to have some examples for 
the rule.

1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 
2. taking / I / love / in / part / workshops. 
3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 
5. my / video / hate / parents / games.

 d) Are these sentences true for you?

3. a) Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about 
her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her 
list?

Go to the 
theme park

Surf the 
Internet

Take part in 
a workshop

Go shoppingTidy up

Go to the 
cinema

Have  
a picnic

Go 
hiking

1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 
5. my / video / hate / parents / games.

d) Are these sentences true for you?

3.

4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 

her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her 
list?

1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 
/ I / love / in / part / workshops. 

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 
5. my / video / hate / parents / games.

Are these sentences true for you?

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 
5. my / video / hate / parents / games.

Are these sentences true for you?

Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about 
her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her 

1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 
/ I / love / in / part / workshops. 

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
4. enjoys / in / your / tent / sleeping / brother / a. 
5. my / video / hate / parents / games.

Are these sentences true for you?

1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 1. dad / mind / cooking / my / doesn’t. 
/ I / love / in / part / workshops. / I / love / in / part / workshops. / I / love / in / part / workshops. 

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 
/ I / love / in / part / workshops. 

3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 3. going / some / dislike / out / children. 

Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about 
her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her 

Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about a) Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about 
her favourite activities. Which one(s) is (are) not on her 

Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about a) Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about Look at the pictures. Listen to Jill talking about 
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b) Listen again and prepare to talk about Jill.
1. Jill really likes … 2. They all like … 3. At week-

ends they often … 4. Her younger brother loves … and … 
5. That’s … 6. And they really enjoy…

4. a) Draw the 6 faces from ex. 2 and hang them around 
the class.

b) Moving activity. “Listen and point”.

 c) Check your memory. What do you remember about 
Jill’s likes and dislikes?

5. Work in small groups. Discuss the activities in the  
pictures above. Say what you like / dislike / enjoy / don’t 
mind doing. Why?

6. a) You are going to play “Families”. Get a card from 
your teacher. You have some information about your  
family. Write the questions you are going to ask to �nd 
your family.
 b) Walk around the class. Ask and answer the questions 
to �nd your family. 
 c) Work in a family. Choose the speaker who can tell the 
class about your family, your likes and dislikes.
 d) Speakers introduce their families to the group.

Do/Play 
sport

Spend time 
with the 
family

Go out with 
friends

Go on an 
excursion

 Jill really likes … 
ends they often … 
5. That’s … 

4. a)
the class.

b)

3. At week
 Her younger brother loves … and

2 and hang them around 

Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about 
Jill’s likes and dislikes?

 Jill really likes … 
ends they often … 4.

 And they really enjoy…

Draw the 6 faces from ex.

Moving activity. “Listen and point”.

Draw the 6 faces from ex.

Moving activity. “Listen and point”.

Check your memory. What do you remember about 

 They all like … 
 Her younger brother loves … and

 And they really enjoy…

2 and hang them around 

Moving activity. “Listen and point”.

2. Jill really likes … 
 Her younger brother loves … and

 Jill really likes … 
 Her younger brother loves … and

 And they really enjoy… And they really enjoy… And they really enjoy… And they really enjoy… And they really enjoy… And they really enjoy…

Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about Check your memory. What do you remember about 

Work in small groups. Discuss the activities in the 
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Lesson 3. BRIGHT AUTUMN FESTIVAL

	Challenge:	 Invite friends to a workshop.
	Must	use:	 Activity, free, take part.

1. a) Read about workshops. What do people do in them? 
Can you think of more kinds of workshops?

People take part in workshops when they want to 
learn to do something new, or to do something better 
with the help of a professional. 

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 
cooking workshop.

 b) Ask and answer in pairs about the workshops 
above.

Example: Do you enjoy classical music workshops? 
No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.

 c) Tell about your partner.
Vika hates classical music workshops. She …

2. a) In class �nd symbols for four of the workshops above 
(e.g. it can be a small ball for a sports workshop) and put 
them in di�erent parts of the class.
 b) Think of a workshop you would like to take part in 
today. Ask your teacher how many people can take part in 
one workshop. There’s no workshop if there are less than 
two students in a group.

c) Moving activity. “Workshop run”.

3. a) Look at the brochure for the Bright Autumn festival. 
What activities are there?

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 
cooking workshop.

b)
above.

Example:
No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 

Ask and answer in pairs about the workshops 

 Do you enjoy classical music workshops? 

Vika hates classical music workshops. She …

Tell about your partner.
Vika hates classical music workshops. She …

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 
cooking workshop.

Ask and answer in pairs about the workshops 

Example: Do you enjoy classical music workshops? 

Ask and answer in pairs about the workshops 

 Do you enjoy classical music workshops? 
No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 

Ask and answer in pairs about the workshops 

 Do you enjoy classical music workshops? 

Some of the popular workshops for children are: Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 

Some of the popular workshops for children are: 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 
drama workshop, dance workshop, DIY workshop, art 
workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, workshop, outdoor sports workshop, Lego workshop, 

No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.No, I don’t. In fact, I hate them.

Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …Vika hates classical music workshops. She …
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Become	a	theatre	actor	with	this	work-
shop!

(drama and theatre)

Children’s Theatre Workshop is a fun 
2-hour theatre class with the Great Au-
tumn story told and acted out by children 
themselves.

When: 11:00 am — 14:30 pm.
Age Group: 6–14 yrs (Open for all  

visitors at 14:00 for the story presentation).

Work	in	the	fantastic	Kristie’s	ZOO!
(animals)

Visit our mini Zoo for work and play. 
That’s where you can learn how to look 
after domestic animals, clean after them, 
feed them and play with them. Would you 
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 
at work.

When: 11:00 am — 11:45 am, 13:00 pm — 
13:45 pm, 14:00 pm — 14:45 pm.

Age Group: 3–14 yrs.

Cook	with	a	famous	chef	step-by-step!
(culinary)

Kids Can Cook! Workshop. Two fun- 
filled hours for teens and kids.

Cooking yummy desserts in a real  
kitchen. Young chefs can eat their works 
of art. Free ice lemon tea for young chefs.

When: 10:00 am — 11:00 am (kids age 
3–8 yrs), 11:00 am — 13:00 pm (9 yrs +).

Age Group: 3–14 yrs.

Visit our mini Zoo for work and play. 
That’s where you can learn how to look 
after domestic animals, clean after them, 
feed them and play with them. Would you 
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 

11:00 am — 11:45 am, 13:00
pm, 14:00 pm — 14:45 pm.

at work.
When: 

13:45

Work in

Visit our mini Zoo for work and play. 
That’s where you can learn how to look 
after domestic animals, clean after them, 
feed them and play with them. Would you 

(animals)

Visit our mini Zoo for work and play. 
That’s where you can learn how to look 
after domestic animals, clean after them, 
feed them and play with them. Would you 
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 

Kristie’s ZOO!
(animals)

Visit our mini Zoo for work and play. 
That’s where you can learn how to look 
after domestic animals, clean after them, 
feed them and play with them. Would you 

fantasticthe fantasticfantastic
(animals)

fantastic
(animals)

like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 
at work.
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 
at work.
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 
at work.
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 
at work.at work.
like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet like to be a vet? In our zoo you can help a vet 

 3–14 yrs. 3–14 yrs.Age Group: 3–14 yrs.Age Group:Age Group:
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Take	part	in	our	fantastic	paper	airplane	race!
(sport)

Flying paper planes is fun! Spend 30 minu-
tes making the most fantastic bright paper 
planes. Go outside, watch the wind, follow the 
rules and fly your plane in the air as long as 
you can! 

When: 13:00 pm — 14:00 pm, 14:00 pm — 
15:00 pm.

Age Group: 6–14 yrs.

If	you	love	computer	games	—	come,	make	your	own!	
(IT)

Microsoft is inviting kids to take part in 
their workshops. Kids can learn game coding 
(making your own games; 8–14 year olds), 
film making using Windows Phone and Sur-
face Pro. (10–14 years old)

When: 10:00 am — 12:00 pm (coding), 
14:00 pm — 16:00 pm (film making).
Age Group: 8–14 yrs.

Here’s	a	great	activity	you	are	going	to	enjoy!
(DIY)

Make-it-take-it DIY Workshop has 
fun and clever projects like building 
stools, fire trucks and mail boxes, bird-
houses, toys, etc. Kids of all age are wel-
come to make something great that they 
can take home later. Each child gets an 
orange apron and a diploma.

When: 11:00 am — 12:30 pm, 13:00 pm — 14:30 pm.
Age Group: 5–14 yrs.Age Group:

Microsoft is inviting kids to take part in 
their workshops. Kids can learn game coding 
(making your own games; 8–14 year olds), 
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)

 10:00 am — 12:00 pm (coding), 
14:00 pm — 16:00 pm (film making).

face Pro. (10–14 years old)
When:

14:00 pm — 16:00 pm (film making).

computer

Microsoft is inviting kids to take part in 
their workshops. Kids can learn game coding 
(making your own games; 8–14 year olds), 

(IT)

Microsoft is inviting kids to take part in 
their workshops. Kids can learn game coding 
(making your own games; 8–14 year olds), 
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)

 10:00 am — 12:00 pm (coding), 

come, make your

Microsoft is inviting kids to take part in 
their workshops. Kids can learn game coding 
(making your own games; 8–14 year olds), 

gamesgames

film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Surfilm making using Windows Phone and Surfilm making using Windows Phone and Surfilm making using Windows Phone and Surfilm making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Surfilm making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)
film making using Windows Phone and Sur
face Pro. (10–14 years old)

 8–14 yrs. 8–14 yrs. 8–14 yrs.Age Group:Age Group:Age Group:
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 b) Find in the text the words that mean:
a) role-played in the theatre;
b) people who visit a place;
c) little;
d) it’s not for money;
e) a document that shows you did a good job;
f) making a computer game;
g) an activity where you run to come first.

 c) Read the information. Find answers for the questions 
below in the text.

1. Who is the festival for? 
2. How long is it?
3. What jobs can you do there?
4. Which workshop needs good weather? Why?
5. Where can you get a present?
6. What can you take home after the workshops? 

 d) Discuss your ideas in pairs.

4. Choose 3 activities you would like to take part in. Check 
the time, so that you can go to them all.

5. Walk around the class and �nd friends to go with you. 
Which workshop is the most popular? Is there a workshop 
that nobody likes?

Example: Are you going to / Would you like to take 
part in a drama workshop?

Lesson 4. BE HAPPY!

	Challenge:	 Write a poem, plan your free time 
  activities.
	Must	use:	 Past Simple, breathe, relax, stretch, 
  yoga.

below in the text.
1. Who is the festival for? 

3.
4.
5.
6. What can you take home after the workshops? 

Discuss your ideas in pairs.

Which workshop needs good weather? Why?

What can you take home after the workshops? 

Choose 3 activities you would like to take part in. Check Choose 3 activities you would like to take part in. Check 
the time, so that you can go to them all.

below in the text.
Who is the festival for? 
How long is it?
What jobs can you do there?
Which workshop needs good weather? Why?
Where can you get a present?
What can you take home after the workshops? 

What jobs can you do there?
Which workshop needs good weather? Why?
Where can you get a present?
What can you take home after the workshops? 

Discuss your ideas in pairs.

What jobs can you do there?
Which workshop needs good weather? Why?
Where can you get a present?
What can you take home after the workshops? 

Who is the festival for? Who is the festival for? Who is the festival for? 

Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.Discuss your ideas in pairs.
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1. a) Mike Benson, 12, wrote a poem about his last week-
end. How does it make you feel?

This weekend, I didn’t write a book about hobbits.
I didn’t catch a butterfly or a frog in the forest.
I didn’t ride a bike, or anything at all.
I didn’t learn to play the violin or the guitar.
I didn’t paint Mona Lisa, I never thought of art.
I didn’t make a cake for my family.
I didn’t find dinosaur bones in the sand.
I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 

get out of my own home.
I didn’t build my own computer.
I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t learn the art of ballet.
I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.
I didn’t learn how to say “hello” in Japanese.
I didn’t make a new friend.
I didn’t smile.
I didn’t cry.

 b) What do you think Mike wanted to say in his poem?
A.	There are so many fun things to do outside in 

your free time. It is so boring to stay at home.
B.	When you are unhappy, you don’t want to have 

fun and enjoy life. And it is sad. 
C.	Life is beautiful. It is too short to spend it crying 

or being sad. Enjoy it!

2. a) You are going to write a poem about your partner. 
Ask your partner about the last weekend.

Example: Did you go out with friends, Nastya?

 b) Write the �rst draft of your poem.
 c) Make some lines longer, add some details. 

I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 
out of my own home.

I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t learn the art of ballet.
I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.
I didn’t learn how to say “hello” in Japanese.
I didn’t make a new friend.

I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 

I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.

What do you think Mike wanted to say in his poem?
I didn’t cry.

What do you think Mike wanted to say in his poem?

I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 
out of my own home.

I didn’t build my own computer.
I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t learn the art of ballet.
I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.
I didn’t learn how to say “hello” in Japanese.
I didn’t make a new friend.

I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t learn the art of ballet.
I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.
I didn’t learn how to say “hello” in Japanese.
I didn’t make a new friend.

I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 

I didn’t build my own computer.
I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t learn the art of ballet.
I didn’t finish a book, or even read three lines.
I didn’t learn how to say “hello” in Japanese.
I didn’t make a new friend.

I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even I didn’t go to a Hollywood-style party, or even 
out of my own home.out of my own home.out of my own home.

I didn’t build my own computer.I didn’t build my own computer.
I didn’t become famous on the Internet.
I didn’t build my own computer.
I didn’t become famous on the Internet.I didn’t become famous on the Internet.I didn’t become famous on the Internet.

I didn’t smile.I didn’t smile.I didn’t smile.I didn’t smile.I didn’t smile.

There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in There are so many fun things to do outside in 
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 d) If you �nish �rst, ask your teacher to check grammar 
and spelling. Then help your teacher check other poems.
 e) Give your poem to your partner. Let them read it out 
if they like it.

3. a) Are you tired? Look at the pictures. What can help 
you feel better?

breathe relax stretch

b) Moving activity. “Let’s do yoga!”

 c) Do you feel more relaxed now?

4. a) Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.
 b) Work individually. On your list, cross out the  
activities you cannot do at the next weekend.
 c) Tick the things you are going to do at the next 
weekend.

5. a) Have a class survey. How many people in class are 
going to do the things you ticked in ex. 4? Walk around and 
ask questions.

Example: Are you going to do this fantastic yoga  
exercise at the next weekend, Gleb? — Yes, I am.  
I really enjoyed it.

 b) Report to the group.
Example:  All children in my group are going to do this 

beautiful new yoga relaxing exercise at the weekend.

c) Do you feel more relaxed now?

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 

Work individually. On your list, cross out the 
to do at the weekend.

Work individually. On your list, cross out the 

Moving activity. “Let’s do yoga!”

Do you feel more relaxed now?

Moving activity. “Let’s do yoga!”

Do you feel more relaxed now?

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 

stretch

Moving activity. “Let’s do yoga!”

Do you feel more relaxed now?

relaxrelax

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 
to do at the weekend.

Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like Work in groups. Make a list of things you would like 

activities you cannot do at the next weekend.activities you cannot do at the next weekend.
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Lesson 5. IN THE PARK

	Challenge:	 Tell a story, mind the articles.
	Must	use:	 Indefinite / definite articles, popular.

1. a) What are the most popular words in English? Look at 
the list below and �nd 3 words that are not so popular.

The, rock, be, to, next, of, and, a, in, that, enjoy, 
have, I.

 b) Which word do you hear the most?

c) There are two articles in the list. What are they?

 d) Discuss the questions below.
1. Are articles difficult to understand? Why? 
2. Are there articles in your language? 
3. How many articles are there in English? 
4. What do you know about articles?

2. a) Read the story below. What happened to the boy?
Yesterday I saw a boy in the park. The 

boy had a bag. A little kitten looked out 
of the bag. The boy gave the kitten a fish. 
The fish was too big for the little kitten. 
The kitten jumped out of the bag and tried 
to run away. The boy with the bag ran after the kitten. 
An old man helped the boy catch the kitten.

 b) Read the story again and discuss the questions below.
1. How many subjects (people and things) are there 

in the story? 
2. What article do we have when we first talk about 

them? 
3. What article do we use later? Find examples in 

the story.

c)

d)
1. Are articles difficult to understand? Why? 
2. Are there articles in your language? 
3. How many articles are there in English? 
4. What do you know about articles?

There are two articles in the list. What are they?

Read the story below. What happened to the boy?
Yesterday I saw a boy in the park. The 

Read the story below. What happened to the boy?Read the story below. What happened to the boy?
Yesterday I saw a boy in the park. The 

There are two articles in the list. What are they?

Discuss the questions below.
1. Are articles difficult to understand? Why? 
2. Are there articles in your language? 
3. How many articles are there in English? 
4. What do you know about articles?

Discuss the questions below.
1. Are articles difficult to understand? Why? 
2. Are there articles in your language? 
3. How many articles are there in English? 
4. What do you know about articles?

Read the story below. What happened to the boy?

There are two articles in the list. What are they?

Discuss the questions below.
1. Are articles difficult to understand? Why? 
2. Are there articles in your language? 
3. How many articles are there in English? 
4. What do you know about articles?

There are two articles in the list. What are they?There are two articles in the list. What are they?There are two articles in the list. What are they?There are two articles in the list. What are they?There are two articles in the list. What are they?

Discuss the questions below.Discuss the questions below.

4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?

Read the story below. What happened to the boy?

4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?

Read the story below. What happened to the boy?

4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?4. What do you know about articles?

boy had a bag. A little kitten looked out boy had a bag. A little kitten looked out 
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 c) Read Rule 1 for using articles below. Write your  
examples.

3. Look at the pictures and put  
articles into the sentences below.

I see … baby boy. … baby boy is surfing. 
There’s … tourist. … tourist has … camera. 
I see … theme park. … theme park is very old. 

4. Moving activity. “A memory game”.

5. a) What happened to the boy and the kitten next?  
Put the right article to continue the story.

1. … old man was the boy’s grandpa. Five minutes 
ago, he bought 2. … beautiful toy car. 3. … car was in 
his hands. He gave 4. … car to the boy. 5. … boy was 
very happy. “Thank you!” he said. “You are welcome,” 
answered 6. … old man, “But you can’t take 7. … kit-
ten home. Oscar, your dog can eat him. He hates cats”. 

Rule 1

When	we	first	talk	about	a	subject,	it	takes	an	
indefinite	article	(a/an).

I saw a boy in the park.
When	we	talk	about	it	again	(we	know	it	now),	it	

takes	a	definite	article	(the).
The boy had a bag.

3. Look at the pictures and put 
articles into the sentences below.

I see … baby boy. … baby boy is surfing. I see … baby boy. … baby boy is surfing. 

Look at the pictures and put 
articles into the sentences below.

Look at the pictures and put 
articles into the sentences below.

Look at the pictures and put Look at the pictures and put Look at the pictures and put Look at the pictures and put 
articles into the sentences below.articles into the sentences below.articles into the sentences below.articles into the sentences below.

There’s … tourist. … tourist has … camera. There’s … tourist. … tourist has … camera. 
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“We can take him to our house.” 8. … woman came up 
to 9. … boy. 10. … woman smiled and kissed 11. … boy. 
“You can come and play with him on weekends.” “Thank 
you, Granny,” said 12. … boy. “I don’t mind, if you ask 
me,” said 13. … old man and smiled, too.

 b) Check in pairs. Discuss the questions below.
1. Do you like the ending of the story? 
2. What new things and people are there in the 

story? 
3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 
5. What article did you write before people and 

things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man,  
kitten)? Why?

6. Think about your way to school today. What did you see 
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 
in your story.

I went to school by bus today. On the way I saw a …

Lesson 6. OUT FOR A WALK

	Challenge:	 Invite, accept or refuse an invitation.
	Must	use:	 Go for a walk / swim / run etc.,  
  what’s up.

1. Look at the picture. What did someone 
say to the dog?

2. a) You are going to listen to two dialogues. What  
is happening?

3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 
5. What article did you write before people and 

things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man, 
kitten)? Why?

Think about your way to school today. What did you see 
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 

3. What article did you use the first time? 

5. What article did you write before people and 
things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man, 

Think about your way to school today. What did you see 
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 

I went to school by bus today. On the way I saw a …

in your story.
I went to school by bus today. On the way I saw a …

3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 
5. What article did you write before people and 

things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man, 
kitten)? Why?

Think about your way to school today. What did you see 

5. What article did you write before people and 
things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man, 

Think about your way to school today. What did you see 
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 

3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 
5. What article did you write before people and 

things that we know from part 1 (boy, old man, 

Think about your way to school today. What did you see 

3. What article did you use the first time? 3. What article did you use the first time? 3. What article did you use the first time? 3. What article did you use the first time? 3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 
3. What article did you use the first time? 
4. What article did you use then? 4. What article did you use then? 4. What article did you use then? 
5. What article did you write before people and 5. What article did you write before people and 

on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 
in your story.
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 
in your story.
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 
in your story.
on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles on the way? Write a paragraph about it. Check the articles 
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b) Listen again and complete the conversations.

A:
— Hey, Tina. Let’s go for a 1. … .
— Yeah, great idea. I really want to go for a 2. … ! 
— Well, wait a minute, I’ve got a better idea. How 

about going for a picnic today?
— Sorry, I can’t. I’m going to 3. … Chris. Would 

you like to come?
— Not really. I don’t like cinema. I can 4. … at home. 

Next Saturday, then?
— Yeah! Great!
B:
— Hi, Olive. What’s up?
— Nothing much. Just going for a 5. … .
— How about going for a 6. … ? 
— Oh, that could be fun. My friends are always like: 

Let’s go 7. … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 
go for a run… I love sports.

— And then we could go 8. … .
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— OK. I think I can have one little piece, too.
— Very well, then. See you tomorrow morning.

 c) Compare your ideas with your partner. Then check as 
a class.

3. Discuss the questions below in pairs.
1. After you say Hello to someone you can ask: … or 

… . And the popular answers are: … and … .
2. When you invite someone out, you say: 

…	+	verb or …	+	to	+	verb or …	+	verb	+	ing.
3. When you agree with someone, you can say: …,  

or …, or ... .

Next Saturday, then?
— Yeah! Great!
B:
— Hi, Olive. What’s up?
— Nothing much. Just going for a 
— How about going for a 
— Oh, that could be fun.

Let’s go 
My friends are always like: 

 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.

go for a run… I love sports.
— And then we could go 
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.

Next Saturday, then?
— Yeah! Great!

— Hi, Olive. What’s up?
— Nothing much. Just going for a 
— How about going for a 
— Oh, that could be fun.

— Hi, Olive. What’s up?
— Nothing much. Just going for a 
— How about going for a 
— Oh, that could be fun. My friends are always like: 

 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 
go for a run… I love sports.

— Nothing much. Just going for a  … .
 … ? 

My friends are always like: 
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
7.

go for a run… I love sports.
 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

go for a run… I love sports.
Let’s go 
go for a run… I love sports.

 … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s  … … And I’m like: Let’s go for a walk, let’s 

— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
— I’m sorry, Tony. I hate pizza. It makes you fat.
— You can have salad while I eat my pizza.
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4. When you disagree with someone, you can say: … 
or ... .

4. a) Can you repeat “very well” quickly? 
Practise.
 b) Match the pictures with the V or W 
sounds. What other sound is picture B for?
 c) Practise saying the words and the 
tongue twister:

Fat, vet, wet, fish, wear, very well, Val, 
fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 
oval, free.

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

5. Moving activity. “Three lines”.

6. Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.

Situation	1.
Student	A: Think of some activities you would like 

to do at the weekend. Invite Student B to join you.
Student	B: Think what you are going to do at the 

weekend. Do not change your plans. Be polite. Invite 
Student A to do something else.

Situation	2.
Student	A: You don’t have any plans for the week-

end. But you don’t really like to go out. First, disagree 
with student B. Then, agree.

Student	B: Student A is your best friend. Think 
where you can go at the weekend. Invite him / her to 
go out and do something together.

А

BFat, vet, wet, fish, wear, very well, Val, 
fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 
oval, free.

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

5.

feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.

Situation 1.

Fat, vet, wet, fish, wear, very well, Val, 
fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

Moving activity. “Three lines”.

wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

Moving activity. “Three lines”.

Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.

Fat, vet, wet, fish, wear, very well, Val, 
fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 

Five very brave vets visited white wolves in winter.

Moving activity. “Three lines”.

fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
fell, travel, five, weekend, visit, surfer, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 
feed, seaweed, after, win, workshop, live, cafe, love, 
wash, walk, want, have, drive, watch, invite, white, 

Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.Work in pairs. Role-play the conversations below.

 Think of some activities you would like Student  Think of some activities you would like A: Think of some activities you would like Student
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Lesson 7. FUN WEEKEND

	Challenge:	 Read and discuss a story.

1. Reorder the pictures to make a weekend story. Is it your 
family story?

C DA B E

2. a) Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?
Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 

weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week-
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend,  
theatre weekend, housework weekend.

 b) Reorder them from the most fun to the most boring 
weekend ever.
 c) Compare your lists in pairs.
 d) What do you think is a fun weekend for ..?

a) a mother of 4 children;
b) your granny;
c) a dog;
d) 5 year-old twin sisters;
e) a group of teenagers;
f) a cat;
g) a taxi driver;
h) your teacher.

3. a) You are going to read Jacob’s weekend recount. Look 
it through. Did he have a fun weekend? 

A

2. a)
Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 

weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend, 
theatre weekend, housework weekend.

Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 
weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend, 

Reorder them from the most fun to the most boring Reorder them from the most fun to the most boring 
weekend ever.

Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?
Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 

weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend, 

Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 
weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend, 
theatre weekend, housework weekend.

Reorder them from the most fun to the most boring 

C D

Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?
Theme park weekend, fishing weekend, hiking 

weekend, yoga weekend, beach weekend, workshop 
weekend, art weekend, tourist weekend, TV week
end, visiting family weekend, outside sports weekend, 

Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?Which of these ideas are a fun weekend for you?

theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.theatre weekend, housework weekend.

Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.Compare your lists in pairs.
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My	Idea	of	a	Fun	Weekend
My idea of a fun weekend is going fishing. Fishing 

is my favourite thing to do. When I don’t catch any-
thing, I just want to go again as soon as possible. With 
or without fish, a fun weekend is a fishing weekend.

The last fun weekend that I had was when I went 
camping with my family. It was two nights and two 
days of fishing. It was also the first time I could fish 
on a camping trip. 

After my first day fishing, when I did not catch any-
thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau-
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish1. It was my first 
time fishing and I caught over a dozen that weekend.  
I also caught a lot of perches2, and breams3. 

I can’t wait to go again.

 b) Find the words in the text that mean:
a) 3 wet places; d) 4 activities;
b) 3 kinds of fish; e) a dog’s name.
c) 2 animals; 

 c) Read the recount. Are the sentences below true, false 
or we don’t know?

1. Jacob enjoys fishing.

1 catfish — сом / сом
2 perch [pɜːtʃ] — окунь / акунь
3 bream [briːm] — лещ / лешч

thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 

thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

can only catch at night, like catfish . It was my first 
time fishing and I caught over a dozen that weekend. 

3

can only catch at night, like catfish
time fishing and I caught over a dozen that weekend. 
I also caught a lot of perches

thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
anyway. Then I saw a deer. At first, it was afraid of the 
dog, but when I told him to stay behind, the deer came 
up and ate out of my hand. During the hike, I saw a nice 
quiet place for fishing and decided to come back later. 

thing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beauthing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beauthing, I went for a hike with my dog Dozer. It was a beau
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
tiful place: there were waterfalls and many little rivers 
and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim and lakes. The water was cool, but Dozer went for a swim 
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can only catch at night, like catfish
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After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
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After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
1. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
. It was my first 

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

After the hike, I went to fish. I caught fish that you 
can only catch at night, like catfish

, and breamsI also caught a lot of perches
I can’t wait to go again.

. , and breams, and breamsI also caught a lot of perchesI also caught a lot of perchesI also caught a lot of perchesI also caught a lot of perchesI also caught a lot of perches
I can’t wait to go again.

I also caught a lot of perches
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2. He hates it, when he doesn’t catch a fish.
3. He had a fun weekend when he travelled with his 

family 2 weeks ago.
4. This was his first camping trip.
5. Jacob didn’t catch any fish on the first day.
6. The dog’s name Dozer is short for Bulldozer.
7. When Jacob went hiking with his dog, he met a 

wild animal.
8. Jacob went hiking to find a quiet place for fishing.
9. At night he caught a lot of fish.

10. He would like to go back there one day.

d) Moving activity. “True or false?”

4. In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and  
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 
about).

5. Do you enjoy �shing? Would you like to go on a camp-
ing trip with Jacob? Why / Why not?

6. a) Interview your partner about fun activities in their 
life. Your task is to �nd some interesting information.

Example: When was the last time you went for a 
swim? — It was 3 days ago. I went to the swimming 
pool with my dad.

 b) Report to the class.

Lesson 8. WEEKEND RECOUNT

	Challenge:	 Writing a weekend recount.
	Must	use:	 Take a nap.

9. At night he caught a lot of fish.
10. He would like to go back there one day.

In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and 
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 
about).

In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and 
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 

Do you enjoy �shing? Would you like to go on a campDo you enjoy �shing? Would you like to go on a camp
ing trip with Jacob? Why

9. At night he caught a lot of fish.
10. He would like to go back there one day.

Moving activity. “True or false?”

In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and 
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 

Moving activity. “True or false?”

In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and 
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 

Do you enjoy �shing? Would you like to go on a camp

9. At night he caught a lot of fish.
10. He would like to go back there one day.

Moving activity. “True or false?”

In the text, �nd 2 situations when there is an inde�nite 
article (we talk about something for the first time) and 
later it is the de�nite article (we know what we are talking 

10. He would like to go back there one day.10. He would like to go back there one day.10. He would like to go back there one day.10. He would like to go back there one day.

Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”

Interview your partner about fun activities in their 
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1. a) Look at the pictures. Where is the 
girl? What is she doing?

 b) Discuss the questions.
1. Do you sometimes feel sleepy in class? 
2. How often do you have a nap (a short daytime 

sleep) in class?
3. Do you usually have a nap at the weekend?
4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

2. a) You are going to read one more weekend recount by 
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

My	Weekend
Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I got 

up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I went 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
We read comics till lunch-time. 

Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon 
nap. Taking an afternoon nap is something I really en-
joy at weekends. On weekdays I do not have time for it. 

After that I helped my father in the garden uproot-
ing weeds1. I thought: if you like it, it’s a flower; if you 
don’t, it’s a weed. But my dad didn’t agree with my idea. 
He told me to go home and help mum with housework. 
I spent the next hour tidying up. Then I had my bath and 
dinner. After dinner I watched television until bedtime. 

I got up late too on Sunday morning. For breakfast 
I had cornflakes with milk while listening to the radio. 

1 uproot weeds — пропалывать сорняки / палоць пус-
тазелле

Discuss the questions.

4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

2.
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I
up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 

4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

You are going to read one more weekend recount by 

Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I
up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 

Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon 

reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
We read comics till lunch-time. 

Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon 

4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

You are going to read one more weekend recount by 
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

My
Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I

up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I

a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

Weekend
Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I

up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 

4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

You are going to read one more weekend recount by 
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

Weekend
Nothing interesting happened last weekend. I

up late on Saturday morning. After breakfast, I

4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?4. Would you buy the stickers in the picture?

You are going to read one more weekend recount by You are going to read one more weekend recount by You are going to read one more weekend recount by 
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

You are going to read one more weekend recount by 
a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?a girl named Lily. Do you think it was a fun weekend?

over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
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reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
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reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 
over to my friend Alex’s house and spent some time 
reading comics there. Alex has hundreds of comics. 

Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon 
nap. Taking an afternoon nap is something I really en

Then I went home, had lunch and took an afternoon 
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Then I spent the rest of the morning doing homework. 
Again I took a nap after lunch. Then I finished up my 
homework. 

It was late afternoon and my turn to walk our dog. 
I took Chip for a walk to the river. It was great to re-
lax after all the homework and housework. My friend 
Amalia came and we threw some stones into the water 
and Сhip went for a swim. 

After dinner, I packed my books in my bag and went 
to bed early. And this is how my weekend ended.

 b) In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 
two columns: Fun things / Boring things.
 c) Compare Lily’s and Jacob’s weekends. Is your week-
end like Lily’s or Jacob’s?

3. Moving activity. “Relaxation pause”.

4. Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ-
ing have all 5 steps? What about 
Jacob’s story? Which one was more 
interesting to read?

5. Write a plan of your weekend re-
count.

LESSON 9. GET A MEDAL!

 Test yourself and get а medal! 

1. a) Board game. Look at the picture below. Which 
star are you today? 

to bed early. And this is how my weekend ended.

b) In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 
two columns: Fun things

c)
end like Lily’s or Jacob’s?

3.

Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ

In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 

Compare Lily’s and Jacob’s weekends. Is your week

Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ
ing have all 5 steps? What about 

Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ
ing have all 5 steps? What about 
Jacob’s story? Which one was more 

to bed early. And this is how my weekend ended.

In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 
two columns: Fun things

Compare Lily’s and Jacob’s weekends. Is your week
end like Lily’s or Jacob’s?

Moving activity. “Relaxation pause”.

Compare Lily’s and Jacob’s weekends. Is your week

Moving activity. “Relaxation pause”.

Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ
ing have all 5 steps? What about 

to bed early. And this is how my weekend ended.

In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 
/ Boring things.

Compare Lily’s and Jacob’s weekends. Is your week

Moving activity. “Relaxation pause”.

In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into In pairs write the things Lily did at her weekend into 
/ Boring things.two columns: Fun things / Boring things./ Boring things.two columns: Fun things / Boring things./ Boring things./ Boring things.

Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writLook at the plan. Does Lily’s writ-Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ-Look at the plan. Does Lily’s writ

interesting to read?interesting to read?
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 b) What star would you like your teacher to be?

2. You are going to play a board game. Read the rules.

1. You need a dice and 3 counters.
2. The youngest student starts.
3. If you get on a white square, make a sentence. 

If you make a mistake, take 3 steps back.
4. If you get on a yellow square, give an answer. 

If you can’t give an answer, ask for help.
5. If you get on a blue square, name past forms  

of the verbs. If you make a mistake, take 3 steps 
back.

What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?What star would you like your teacher to be?
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1. What can you 

do at a winter 

weekend?

2.

3. What work-

shops did you 

take part in last 

year? 

4. run
 jump
 swim
 walk

5. Name 5 pla-

ces to go to in 

the city at the 

weekend.

6. What can you 
do at weekends 
in summer? 

7.

8. What did you 
do at the last 
weekend? 

9. love
 enjoy
 hate
 dislike 

10. Name 5 free 
activities that 
you can do in the 
city at weekends.

11. What can 

you do with your 

dog at the week-

end?

12.
13. What did 

you do at week-

ends when you 

were little?

14. catch
 think
 buy
 teach

15. Name 5 kinds 

of workshops.

16. What can you 
do at weekends 
in autumn? 

17.

18. Where did 
you go at your 
last weekend? 

3. What work

shops did you 

take part in last 

year? 

15. Name 5 kinds 

of workshops.

16. What can you 
do at weekends 
in autumn? 

jump
swim

9.

3. What work-

shops did you 

take part in last you can do in the 
city at weekends.

love

activities that 
you can do in the 
city at weekends.

10. Name 5 free 
activities that 
you can do in the 
city at weekends.

15. Name 5 kinds 

of workshops.

10. Name 5 free 10. Name 5 free 10. Name 5 free 10. Name 5 free 10. Name 5 free 

9.runrun 16. What can you 

dislike walk
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19. take
 give
 fall
 break

2 0 .  N a m e  5 
things to do at 
weekends in the 
countryside.

21. What are 

you going to do 

at the weekend?

22.

23. When was 

the last time 

you had a fun 

weekend?

24. get
 do
 stretch
 relax

25. Name 5 

things you can 

do at weekends 

outside.

26. How do you 
usually spend 
time with your 
family?

27.

28. When was 
the last time 
you took part in 
a workshop?

29. ride
 take
 spend

 feed

30. Name 5 
things you hate 
doing at week-
ends.

31. What can 

you do at the 

weekend in the 

countryside?

32.

33. When was 

the last time you 

took a nap?

34. tell
 say
 sing
 fly

35. Name 5 

things you en-

joy doing at 

weekends.

36. What board 
games do you 
play at week-
ends?

28. When was 
the last time 

33. When was 

the last time you 

took a nap?

21. What are 

you going to do 

at the weekend?

28. When was 
the last time 

28. When was 

34.27.

28. When was 28. When was 28. When was 21. What are 21. What are 21. What are 28. When was 28. When was 28. When was 

took a nap?took a nap?
a workshop?
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Lesson 10. WEEKEND PLANNER

	Challenge:	 Advertise a workshop.

Before the lesson:
You are going to make a poster for an activity or a 

workshop and invite people to take part in it.

1. Ask your teacher when the presentation day is.
2. Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 
yourself.
3. If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 
together. Then do steps a–e.

4. If you are working on your own:
 a) Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 
going to plan.
 b) Write some information about your workshop for 
visitors. (Use lessons for help.)
 c) Think of a name for a workshop.
 d) Make a poster and 6 tickets to go with it. (1 for every 
2 students in your group.)
 e) Get ready to talk about your workshop.

In the lesson:
1. Hang up your posters around the class.

2. Copy the chart below. Fill in the second column with 
smileys.

Yes, you are happy 
with the result.

You don’t 
know.

You don’t like what 
you have got.

Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 
yourself.
3. If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 
together. Then do steps a–e.

If you are working on your own:
a) Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 

going to plan.

Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 

If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 

Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 

Write some information about your workshop for Write some information about your workshop for 
visitors. (Use lessons for help.)

Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 

If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 
together. Then do steps a–e.

If you are working on your own:
Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 

If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 
together. Then do steps a–e.

If you are working on your own:
Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 

Write some information about your workshop for 

Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 

If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 

If you are working on your own:
Think what kind of a workshop or an activity you are 

Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by Ask your teacher if you are going to work in pairs or by 

If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work If you are working in pairs, decide when you can work 

Write some information about your workshop for 
going to plan.going to plan.going to plan.going to plan.

Think of a name for a workshop.Think of a name for a workshop.
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Your poster is bright and looks 
great.

There are some pictures that show 
the activity.

The poster has interesting infor-
mation about the workshop.

The grammar and spelling are 
fine.

I would like to take part in your 
project.

3. a) Moving activity. “Choose a workshop”. 

 b) If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 
workshop. Try to give away all the tickets.

Example: — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to 
take part in my yoga class this afternoon? It’s free. You 
are going to have a great time!

— I’d love to! Can I have a ticket? / No thanks. 
I don’t mind yoga, but I’m busy today. Sorry.

 c) Walk around, listen to your classmates and get  
tickets for two more workshops.

4. The festival is over. Report on your day at the festival. 
Start like this:

It was a great day! I took part in three workshops 
today. First…

I would like to take part in your 
project.

3.

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 
workshop. Try to give away all the tickets.
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 
workshop. Try to give away all the tickets.

I would like to take part in your 

Moving activity. “Choose a workshop”. Moving activity. “Choose a workshop”. 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

I would like to take part in your 

Moving activity. “Choose a workshop”. 

I would like to take part in your I would like to take part in your I would like to take part in your I would like to take part in your I would like to take part in your I would like to take part in your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

If you still have any tickets for your workshop, walk 
around the class, talk to people and invite them to your 

 — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to Example: — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to  — Hey, Rita, what’s up? Would you like to Example:
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Lesson 11. WHAT A DAY!

	Challenge:	 Role-play a story.

1. a) Work in pairs. Match the pictures with the activities.
1) Gardening; 2) making a kite; 3) painting a fence; 

4) buying clothes; 5) cooking a cake.

А B C

D
E

 b) Discuss in pairs. Are the activities below fun or hard 
work?

Example:	I think buying clothes is fun. — I’m sorry, 
I disagree. In my opinion, it’s hard work.

2. a) Alex steps through the Magic Mirror and he is in the 
19th century American South. Read the comic strip. Who 
does Alex meet?
 b) Read the comic strip again and correct the state-
ments below.

1. It was a rainy summer morning.
2. Tom was unhappy because Aunt Polly told him to 

go outside.
3. Tom didn’t mind painting the fence.
4. At first, Ben wanted to help Tom.

C

Discuss in pairs. Are the activities below fun or hard Discuss in pairs. Are the activities below fun or hard 

А

D

Discuss in pairs. Are the activities below fun or hard 

B

E

Discuss in pairs. Are the activities below fun or hard 

I think buying clothes is fun. — I’m sorry, Example: I think buying clothes is fun. — I’m sorry, Example:
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It was a happy bright summer morning. But Tom didn’t feel happy.  
To punish him for his bad behaviour, Aunt Polly told him to go and paint  

the fence in front of the house.

Hello, old chap,  
a lot of work, hey?

Can I paint a little?

1 hour later.

Well, maybe it’s work,  
and maybe it isn’t.

I can  
give you  

my apple.

Like it? A boy 
doesn’t paint 

a fence every day.

No – no – I don’t think so, Ben.  
You see, Aunt Polly says you need  
to be very careful. Jim wanted to,  

but she didn’t let him.

Isn’t that 
work?

Hey, it’s you, 
Ben! What do 
you call 
work?

1

3
7

8

9

4

5

6

2

Do you mean 
you like it?

Ben! What do 
you call 
work?

Like it? A boy 
doesn’t paint 

fence every day.

Well, maybe it’s work, 
and maybe it isn’t.

Can I paint a little?

a lot of work, hey?

Isn’t that 

doesn’t paint 
a fence every day.5

6
Do you mean 

you like it?

a lot of work, hey?a lot of work, hey?a lot of work, hey?a lot of work, hey?

work?work?work?3
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5. Tom said that painting the fence was hard work.
6. Ben gave Tom a ninja turtles mask.
7. Alex hated painting the fence, too.
8. He didn’t give anything to Tom to paint the 

fence.

 c) What did Alex give Tom to paint the fence? Why do 
you think so? What could you give Tom?

3. Role-play the story in two groups. You need Tom, Aunt 
Polly, Ben and other children, some toys and a paintbrush.

Lesson 12. READING FOR PLEASURE:  
 TEDDY AND LUCKY

1. Discuss the questions below.
1. Are dogs good friends for children? 2. What can 

a dog and its master do together? 3. How do dogs help 
people? 4. Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

2. Find one wrong answer for each question.
1. What is a lap dog?
a) it’s a dog that can sit on your lap
b) a dalmatian
c) a small pet dog 
2. How do dogs talk?
a) they croak
b) they wag their tail
c) they bark
3. What clever tricks can a dog do?
a) bring a shoe
b) sit
c) catch mice

Lesson 12.

Discuss the questions below.
1. Are dogs good friends for children? 

a dog and its master do together? 
 What can 

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

Find one wrong answer for each question.

people?  Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

Find one wrong answer for each question.

READING FOR PLEASURE: 
TEDDY AND LUCKY

Discuss the questions below.
 Are dogs good friends for children? 

TEDDY AND LUCKY

Discuss the questions below.
 Are dogs good friends for children? 

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

READING FOR PLEASURE: 
TEDDY AND LUCKY

 Are dogs good friends for children? 2.

READING FOR PLEASURE: READING FOR PLEASURE: READING FOR PLEASURE: READING FOR PLEASURE: 

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
4. Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
people? 4.

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

 How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

3. How do dogs help 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

a dog and its master do together? 
 Do you have a dog? / Would you like to?

1. What is a lap dog?1. What is a lap dog?1. What is a lap dog?1. What is a lap dog?1. What is a lap dog?
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4. What can dogs do for fun?
a) catch flies
b) surf the Internet
c) run after cars

3. a) Read the �rst part of a story about a boy and his dog. 
What happened?

Two best friends were Teddy White and his little 
dog Lucky. Teddy could never think of taking a walk 
without Lucky. He taught his dog many clever tricks, 
and often said that Lucky could do almost anything in 
the world but talk.

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some-
thing. Let me tell you how he did this.

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be-
gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 
ripples as they made one circle after another.

Lucky sat on the grass, watching the flies that buzzed 
around his nose, and catching any that came too near.

Teddy came up closer to the water to see if he could 
throw a rock across the river. He drew back, and threw 
the rock with all his might. Just as it left his hand, 
Teddy lost his balance and fell into the water.

Teddy was terrified, he did not know how to swim, 
he called as loudly as he could for help but there was no 
one to hear. Poor little Lucky didn’t know what to do. 
He was a small lap dog, he couldn’t help his master in 
the water.
 b) Answer the following questions. 

1. Why did Teddy fall into the water? 2. Why couldn’t 
Lucky help Teddy in the water? 3.	What could a boy do 
to help himself? 4. What could Lucky do to help him?

and often said that Lucky could do almost anything in 
the world but talk.

a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some
thing. Let me tell you how he did this.

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be
gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 

and often said that Lucky could do almost anything in 

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be

ripples as they made one circle after another.
Lucky sat on the grass, watching the flies that buzzed 

ripples as they made one circle after another.
Lucky sat on the grass, watching the flies that buzzed 

and often said that Lucky could do almost anything in 
the world but talk.

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some
thing. Let me tell you how he did this.

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be

a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some
thing. Let me tell you how he did this.

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be
gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 
ripples as they made one circle after another.

and often said that Lucky could do almost anything in 

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some
thing. Let me tell you how he did this.

It was on a bright summer afternoon. Teddy took 
Lucky for a walk to the river, which was not more than 
two blocks from his father’s little bookshop. Teddy be

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some

It’s true that Lucky couldn’t talk, but there came 
a time, when Lucky really told Teddy’s father some

gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 
ripples as they made one circle after another.
gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 
ripples as they made one circle after another.
gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the gan to throw rocks into the water, and to watch the 

around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.around his nose, and catching any that came too near.
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 c) Read the second part. How did Lucky help?
He ran up and down the river bank two or three 

times, barking, looking first at Teddy and then around. 
Then he started, as fast as he could run, up the street 
to the bookshop.

When he got there the door was shut but he barked 
loudly until someone came and opened it. Lucky caught 
hold of Mr. White’s clothes, then ran to the door, then 
back again, catching at him, barking, and jumping.

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 
hand thrown up.

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap-
pier than his clever dog Lucky.

 d) Answer the following questions.
1. Could Lucky talk? 2. How did he tell Mr. White 

about Teddy?

4. What does this story teach us?

5. What saying about dogs do you like most? Why?
1. The more I see of men, the more I love dogs.
2. Happiness is a warm puppy.
3. A dog is the only thing on earth that loves you 

more than he loves himself.

6. Do you know any stories about dogs helping people? 
Discuss as a class.

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 
hand thrown up.

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
pier than his clever dog Lucky.
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
pier than his clever dog Lucky.

Answer the following questions.

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 
hand thrown up.

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
river, he saw Teddy’s hat on the water and his small 

He jumped in and caught him just as he was going 
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 

A friend who was in the store said to Mr. White, 
“Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing “Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing “Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing “Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing “Something happened, go with the dog.” Lucky, seeing 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 
Mr. White take his hat, started for the river.

Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the Then Mr. White thought of Teddy. As he ran to the 

down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap
down for the last time, and quickly brought him to the 
bank. Soon Teddy was fine again and no one was hap

Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.Answer the following questions.
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Lesson 1. DO YOU LIKE TV?

	Challenge:	 Express your opinion on TV program - 
  mes.
	Must	use:	 The news, a documentary, a nature  
  programme, a game-show, a sports  
  programme, a talk show, a music pro- 
  gramme, a film, a cartoon, an educa- 
  tional programme, a TV series, object 
  pronouns: me, him, her, it, us, you, 
  them.

1. a) Listen to the chant. What programmes does the 
boy like / hate?

Do you like game-shows? 
I love them. I love them. 
Do you like talk shows? 
I don’t mind them. 
Do you like the news?
I like it. I like it.
Do you like cartoons?
No! I hate them! They’re for little children!

 b) Do you watch game-shows / talk shows / the news / 
cartoons?
 c) Say the chant in two groups. Group 1: ask the  
questions, Group 2: answer them. Then swap the roles. 
Mind the intonation.

	Must
  
  
  

The news, a documentary, a nature 
programme, a game-show, a sports 
programme, a talk show, a music pro-
gramme, a film, a cartoon, an educa-
tional programme, a TV series, object
pronouns: me, him, her, it, us, you,

Listen to the chant. What programmes does the a) Listen to the chant. What programmes does the 
boy like / hate?

mes.
The news, a documentary, a nature 
programme, a game-show, a sports 
programme, a talk show, a music pro-
gramme, a film, a cartoon, an educa-
tional programme, a TV series, object
pronouns: me, him, her, it, us, you,

programme, a talk show, a music pro-
gramme, a film, a cartoon, an educa-
tional programme, a TV series, object
pronouns: me, him, her, it, us, you,

Listen to the chant. What programmes does the 

The news, a documentary, a nature 
programme, a game-show, a sports 
programme, a talk show, a music pro-
gramme, a film, a cartoon, an educa-
tional programme, a TV series, object
pronouns: me, him, her, it, us, you,

The news, a documentary, a nature The news, a documentary, a nature The news, a documentary, a nature 
programme, a game-show, a sports 
The news, a documentary, a nature 
programme, a game-show, a sports programme, a game-show, a sports programme, a game-show, a sports 

them.them.them.them.them.

Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? Do you like game-shows? 
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2. a) Listen to Kate. She’s reading the TV guide. What 
programme doesn’t she mention?

What’s	on	TV?	
a) the news [njuːz] f) a TV series [׀sɪəriːz]
b) a documentary g) a nature programme
c) a game-show  h) a sports programme
d) a talk show i) a music programme
e) a cartoon j) an educational programme

1

5 6 7

8 9 10

2 3 4

 b) Work in pairs. Speak about the programmes you and 
your family like.

Example: I like documentaries. My dad and granny 
like documentaries, too.

3. a) Kate interviews Alex on the phone. Listen and 
answer. What or who does he like / love / hate? What 
doesn’t he mind?

75

2

6

3
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TV        nature programmes        game-shows 
Emma Watson         Brad Pitt

 b) Read some of Alex’s answers. Replace the words in 
bold with the words from the box in ex. 3a.

1. I don’t mind them. 
2. I like them. 
3. I love it! 
4. I hate him. 
5. I don’t know her.

4. Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are 
these sentences true or false about you?

I you he she it we they 

me	 you	 him	 her	 it	 us	 them	

1. Cinderella is very beautiful. I love … .
2. “Ice Age” is a cool cartoon. I like … .
3. Some documentaries are intersting. I don’t  

mind … .
4. Rumpelstiltskin is a bad man. I hate … .
5. My friend and I love educational programmes. 

They teach … . 
6. I don’t watch the news. It makes … sad.

5. Moving activity. The “Paper snowball” game. 

6. a) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions as in 
the example. Use love, like, don’t mind, hate and the words  
from the box. 

5. I don’t know 

me

Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are 

they 

them

Cinderella is very beautiful. I love … .
“Ice Age” is a cool cartoon. I like … .
Cinderella is very beautiful. I love … .
“Ice Age” is a cool cartoon. I like … .

5. I don’t know her

Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are 
these sentences true or false about you?

you he 

you him

these sentences true or false about you?

she 

her

Cinderella is very beautiful. I love … .

Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are 
these sentences true or false about you?

it 

her it us

.

Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are Complete the sentences with object pronouns. Are 
these sentences true or false about you?these sentences true or false about you?

Cinderella is very beautiful. I love … .

Some documentaries are intersting. I don’t 
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Example: S1: Do you like game-shows? —  
S2: Yes, I like them. They’re great!

 S2: Do you like Liza Boyarskaya? —  
S1: Sorry, I don’t know her.

 talk shows  the news
 game-shows  TV series
 educational programmes  cartoons
 sports programmes  nature programmes
 music programmes  Johnny Depp
 Robin Hood  Liza Boyarskaya
 Angelina Jolie  documentaries
 animals  TV

            (not) interesting          boring          great           
     cool              super              for girls             for boys 
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

 b) Report to the class.
Example: We both [bəʊθ] love animals. We like them 

because they’re nice. 

Lesson 2. FILMS FOR YOU AND ME

	Challenge:	 Speak about your family’s favourite  
  films.
	Must	use:	 A detective film, a horror film,  
  a comedy, an action film, an adventure 
  film, a romantic film, a science fiction  
  film, a fantasy film, a fairy tale.

the	news	=	it

 Robin Hood
 Angelina Jolie
 animals

            (not) interesting          boring          great          
     cool              super              for girls             fo

 Liza Boyarskaya
 documentaries

            (not) interesting          boring          great          
r boys

= it

             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

Report to the class.

 Angelina Jolie

            (not) interesting          boring          great                      (not) interesting          boring          great          
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

 Liza Boyarskaya
 documentaries
 TV

            (not) interesting          boring          great          

the

     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

r boys
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

r boys
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             for boys
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad
     cool              super              for girls             fo
             beautiful          kind          nice          OK          sad

Report to the class.Report to the class.Report to the class.Report to the class.Report to the class.
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1. a) Work in groups. Are you “�lm experts”? Match the 
photos with the �lm titles.

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

I. Romeo [׀rəʊmiəʊ] 
and Juliet [׀dʒuːlɪət]

D. Spy Kids

F. Star WarsE. Home Аlone

A. Cinderella

C. The Lord of the Rings

B. Sherlock Holmes

G. The Pirates [׀paɪrəts] of the Caribbean [׀kærɪ׀bi:ən]

H. Monster House

b) Listen to the children and check.

 с) Read the definitions of film genres [׀ʒɒnrəz] and 
match the �lms with their genres.

D. Spy Kids The Lord of the Rings

8

5

 Cinderella Cinderella Cinderella CinderellaA. Cinderella CinderellaA.  Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes Sherlock HolmesB.B.
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Example: The Lord of the Rings is a fantasy film. 
1.	 A romantic	film is a film about love.
2.	 A science	fiction	film [ˈsaɪənsˈfɪkʃn] is a film about 

planets, stars, and robots.
3.	 A fantasy	film is a film about dragons, elves, 

goblins, or hobbits.
4.	 A detective	film is a film about detectives and 

criminals.
5.	 An adventure	film [ədˈventʃə] is a film about pi-

rates, new lands and travelling.
6. In an	action	film there are fast cars, strong men 

and a lot of computer effects.
7. After watching a	horror	film you can’t sleep at 

night.
8.	 A	comedy is a film with a lot of funny moments.
9.	 A	fairy	tale is a film about magic places, prin-

cesses, and animals that can talk.

 d) Play a “Guessing game”.
Example:
A: Is it a comedy? — B: No, it isn’t.
A: Is it an adventure film? — B: Yes, it is.
A: It’s The Pirates of the Caribbean!

2. Moving activity. “A class survey”.

3. a) Work in pairs. Choose and read true sentences about 
watching TV in your family.

1. I watch comedies every day. 2. My dad loves sci-
ence fiction films. 3. My mum doesn’t like fantasy 
films. 4. My parents don’t mind cartoons. 5. My mum 
and dad enjoy romantic films. 6. My granny watches 
detective films every day. 7. My grandad likes adven-

rates, new lands and travelling.
In an

and a lot of computer effects.
7.

night.
8.
9.	 A

cesses, and animals that can talk.

 there are fast cars, strong men 

 you can’t sleep at 

 is a film with a lot of funny moments.
 is a film about magic places, prin

Play a “Guessing game”.
Example:

Is it a comedy? — 

rates, new lands and travelling.
action

and a lot of computer effects.
After watching 

comedy is a film with a lot of funny moments.
fairy  is a film about magic places, prin

cesses, and animals that can talk.

horror

 is a film with a lot of funny moments.
 is a film about magic places, prin

cesses, and animals that can talk.

Play a “Guessing game”.

rates, new lands and travelling.
 there are fast cars, strong men 

film you can’t sleep at 

 is a film with a lot of funny moments.
 is a film about magic places, prin

cesses, and animals that can talk.

 there are fast cars, strong men  there are fast cars, strong men film there are fast cars, strong men film there are fast cars, strong men 
and a lot of computer effects.

 there are fast cars, strong men 
and a lot of computer effects.and a lot of computer effects.and a lot of computer effects.and a lot of computer effects.

horror
and a lot of computer effects.

a horrora horror

Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.Play a “Guessing game”.

No, it isn’t.Is it a comedy? — 
Is it an adventure film? — 

No, it isn’t.
Is it an adventure film? — 

No, it isn’t.
Is it an adventure film? — Is it an adventure film? — 
Is it a comedy? — 
Is it an adventure film? — 
Is it a comedy? — 
Is it an adventure film? — 
Is it a comedy? — 
Is it an adventure film? — 
Is it a comedy? — 
Is it an adventure film? — 
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ture films. 8. My friend doesn’t mind horror films.  
9. I hate TV series. 

 b) Write 6–8 sentences about watching TV in your 
family.

Example: My mum loves romantic films. She doesn’t 
mind horror films. …

Lesson 3. WHAT TIME IS IT?

	Challenge:	 Present an ideal TV guide.
	Must	use:	 Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.

1. Look at the clock. What time is it? 
Example: It’s two forty-five. It’s three o’clock.

toto pastpast12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10
12

39

6

11 1
2

4
57

8

10

Challenge:	
	

1. Look at the clock. What time is it? 
Example:

Present an ideal TV guide.
Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.

Look at the clock. What time is it? 
It’s two forty-five. It’s three o’clock.

Look at the clock. What time is it? 
It’s two forty-five. It’s three o’clock.

Present an ideal TV guide.
Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.

Look at the clock. What time is it? 
It’s two forty-five. It’s three o’clock.

Present an ideal TV guide.Present an ideal TV guide.Present an ideal TV guide.
Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.
Present an ideal TV guide.
Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.Quarter, half, past, to, to be on.
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2. a) Listen to the chant “What time is it?” and match 
the pictures to the clocks in ex. 1.

What time is it? 

It’s quarter  
to three. 

Quarter to 
three? 

Let’s swim in 
the sea! 

What time is it? 

It’s quarter  
past three. 

Quarter past 
three? 

Let’s climb a 
tree! 

What time is 
it?

It’s half  
past three.

Half past  
three?

Let’s watch TV!

 b) Say the chant in two groups.
 c) Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
in ex. 1.

It’s three o’clock. It’s quarter past three.
It’s twenty past three. It’s half past three.
It’s quarter to three.  It’s five to three.

3. Moving activity. “What time is it?”

4. a) Read the TV guide. What programmes are there?
Example: “Zootopia” is a cartoon.

 b) What is on? Ask and answer as in the example.
Example: S1: What time is it? —  

S2: It’s five past three. 
S1: A cartoon is on.

to	be	on	=	
to	be	on	TV

It’s quarter 
to three. 

Quarter to 
three? 

Let’s swim in 
the sea! 

b) Say the chant in two groups.

Let’s watch TV!

Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 

It’s quarter past three.

Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
in ex. 1.

It’s three o’clock.

Let’s swim in 

three? 

Let’s climb a 
tree! 

Say the chant in two groups.

three? 

Let’s climb a 

Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 

It’s quarter 

Quarter past 

Let’s climb a 

it?

It’s half 
past three.

Half past 
three?

Let’s watch TV!

Say the chant in two groups.

It’s quarter It’s quarter 
past three. 
It’s quarter 
past three. past three. past three. past three. 

Quarter past 

past three. 

Quarter past Quarter past Quarter past Quarter past Quarter past 

Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 
Say the chant in two groups.
Work in pairs. Read the times and point to the clocks 

It’s quarter past three.
It’s half past three.
It’s quarter past three.
It’s half past three.

It’s three o’clock.
It’s twenty past three.

It’s quarter past three.It’s quarter past three.It’s quarter past three.
It’s twenty past three.
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9.45 am The	Jungle	
Book

A new film about Mowgli’s 
adventures in the jungle

11.00 am Zootopia Disney Studio presents

1.15 pm Sportsworld	 Table tennis from London

2.00 pm Animal	Planet Gorillas in Africa

2.40 pm UK	Top	10 Music hits of the week

3.05 pm Tom	and	Jerry A cartoon

3.15 pm Superquiz A popular TV show for all 
the family

4.00 pm Newsweek Tim Doyle presents the 
day’s news

4.45 pm Home	Alone A comedy with M. Culkin

6.10 pm Terminator	II Arnold Schwarzenegger 
saves the world 

7.55 pm Dinosaurs	
come	back

A horror film

9.30 pm Robin	Hood Episode 5: Dinner with the 
Sheriff

11.00 am

1.15 pm

2.00 pm

2.40 pm

3.05 pm

Disney Studio presents

Table tennis from London

Music hits of the week

A popular TV show for all 
the family

3.15 pm Superquiz

Zootopia

Sportsworld

Animal Planet

Top 10

Planet

Disney Studio presents

Table tennis from London

Gorillas in Africa

Music hits of the week

SportsworldSportsworldSportsworld

Jerryandand JerryTomTomTom3.05 pm A cartoonA cartoonA cartoonA cartoonA cartoon
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 c) Are the sentences true or false?
1. An action film is on at half past six.
2. A comedy is on at quarter to five.
3. A Disney cartoon is on at five past three.
4. A horror film is on at five to seven.
5. The news is on at four o’clock.
6. A music programme is on at twenty past three.
7. An adventure series is on at half past ten.

 d) Play a “Guessing game”. 
Example: 
S1: In this sports programme you can see a table 

tennis match from London. 
S2: Sportsworld! This nature programme is about 

gorillas in Africa. 
S1: Animal Planet!

5. a) Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

 b) Present your guide in the next lesson. Whose  
channel is the most original?

Example: The Disney cartoon Peter Pan is on at 
11 am. This cartoon is about a boy who can fly. Super-
quiz is on at 3.45. It’s a popular game-show for all the 
family.

Lesson 4. HOW OFTEN DO YOU WATCH TV? 

	Challenge:	 Interview your classmates about  
  TV programmes and films.
	Must	use:	 Exciting, amusing, scary, touching, 
  silly, always, often, sometimes,  
  rarely, never.

Example:
S1: In this

tennis match from London. 
S2:

gorillas in Africa. 
S1:

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 

 a table 

 is about

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Present your guide in the next lesson. Whose 

day. Give your channel a name.

Present your guide in the next lesson. Whose 

 sports programme
tennis match from London. 

 Sportsworld! 
gorillas in Africa. 

Animal Planet!

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 

This nature programme

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

 sports programme you can see

 nature programme

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 

 sports programme sports programme sports programme
tennis match from London. 

 sports programme
tennis match from London. tennis match from London. tennis match from London. tennis match from London. 

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 
day. Give your channel a name.

Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one Do a mini-project. Write an ideal TV guide for one 

channel is the most original?channel is the most original?channel is the most original?
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1. Speak in pairs. What TV programmes and �lms did you 
watch yesterday? 

2. a) Listen to Kate’s classmates. What �lms did they 
watch yesterday? Did they like them?

b) Listen again and match. 

1.	exciting	[ɪk׀saɪtɪŋ]  
films …
2.	scary	[׀skeəri] films …
3.	touching	[׀tʌtʃɪŋ]  
films …
4.	amusing	[ə׀mjuːzɪŋ] 
films …
5.	silly films …

A. … scare1 [skeə] people.
B. … are fun to watch.
C. … are interesting to 
watch. They are never 
boring.
D. … aren’t very clever.
E. … make people feel sad 
and cry.

 c) Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program-
mes and �lms.

Example: A: Fantasy films. — B: I think they’re ex-
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — C: Talk shows. — D: I think 
talk shows …

3. a) Listen to the interview 
with Kate’s mum and answer. 
Which programmes does she 

like / hate? Follow the chart.

 b) Look at the chart and complete 
the sentences about Mrs. Fletcher.

1 scare — пугать / палохаць

scary [ skeəri
touching

films …
4. amusing
films …

silly

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program

C. … are interesting to 
watch. They are never 

D. … aren’t very clever.
E. … make people feel sad 

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program

 Fantasy films. — B: I think they’re ex
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

Example: A: Fantasy films. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

] films …
tʌtʃɪŋ] 

ə׀mjuːzɪŋ

 films …

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program

D. … aren’t very clever.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program

C. … are interesting to 
watch. They are never 
boring.
D. … aren’t very clever.
E. … make people feel sad 
and cry.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program

] films …
watch. They are never watch. They are never 

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV program
mes and �lms.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program
mes and �lms.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program
mes and �lms.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV program
mes and �lms.

Work in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV programWork in groups of three. Speak about TV program

citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
D:

citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
Talk shows. — 

citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

Talk shows. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

Talk shows. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

Talk shows. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 

C: 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
citing. Sometimes they’re scary — when I see dragons 
or goblins I feel scared. — 
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

the 
news

       always	

game-
shows

    often	

co-
medies

 
some-
times	

car-
toons

 rarely	

horror 
films

never	

Example: She always watches the news. 
1. She often watches … . 
2. She sometimes … . 
3. She rarely … .
4. She never … . 

 с) Look at the chart again and guess the meaning of 
the words in bold.

4. Moving activity. “Pass the envelope”.

5. a) Kate is making a pro-
gramme for the school TV. She 

is interviewing her granny and gran-
dad. Listen and answer. What pro-
grammes and films do they like 
watching? 

toons

horror 
films

Example:
1. She often watches … . 
2. She sometimes … . 

 rarely

never

3. She rarely … .
4. She never … . 

Example: She always watches 
1. She often watches … . 

She always watches 
1. She often watches … . 

She always watches the news. 

2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 2. She sometimes … . 

Look at the chart again and guess the meaning of 
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b) Listen again and make sentences about Kate’s 
grandparents.

Kate’s 
grandad

Kate’s 
granny

Kate’s 
grand-
parents

always

watches

watch

the news

quiz 

shows 

romantic 
films

horror 
films

TV series

because

they’re …

it’s …

often

some-
times

rarely

never

6. a) Work in pairs. Act out your interview.

Reporter:	Excuse me, I’m from the … programme.
Can I ask you some questions?
Do you watch …?
Thank you very much.

You:	Yes, sure.
Yes, often. 
Yes, sometimes. 
No, never. 
No, rarely. 
They’re exciting / … .
You’re welcome.

 b) Say three facts about your partner.
Example: Nastya sometimes watches quiz shows.

 c) Swap the roles. Now your partner interviews you.

parents

rarely

6. a)

Reporter:
Can I ask you some questions?
Do you watch …?
Thank you very much.

Excuse me, I’m from the … programme.

You: Yes, sure.
Yes, often.

rarely

never

Work in pairs. Act out your interview.

Reporter: Excuse me, I’m from the … programme.
Can I ask you some questions?
Do you watch …?

Work in pairs. Act out your interview.

Excuse me, I’m from the … programme.
Can I ask you some questions?

films

TV series

Work in pairs. Act out your interview.

Excuse me, I’m from the … programme.
Can I ask you some questions?

Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.Thank you very much.

Yes, sometimes.Yes, sometimes.Yes, sometimes.Yes, sometimes.
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Lesson 5. RECOMMEND A TV SHOW!

	Challenge:	 Write a review and recommend  
  a TV show to your classmates.

1. Work in pairs. What programmes can you watch on 
these channels?

Example: We can watch sports programmes on Bela-
rus 5.

 Belarus 1  Belarus 2  Belarus 5

 ONT  STS  Nickelodeon 

 Cartoon
Viasat  
Nature

Viasat  
History

National 
Geographic

 Jetix  Animal Planet

 Discovery  Disney  Euronews

2. a) Read the conversation. What are their favourite 
channels and programmes?

Alex: What’s your favourite TV channel?
Kate: Discovery.
Alex: What programmes do you watch on the Dis-

covery Channel?
Kate: Nature and educational programmes. What 

about you?
Alex: My favourite TV channel is Belarus 5.
Kate: What programmes do you watch on Belarus 5?
Alex: Sports programmes.

 Belarus 1

 Cartoon

 Belarus 5

 Nickelodeon 

History

 Jetix
Geographic

 Jetix

 Cartoon

 STS

Viasat 
Nature

 Jetix

 Belarus 2  Belarus 5

 Nickelodeon 

Viasat 
History

 Belarus 2 Belarus 2

 STS STS STS

National National 
Geographic
National National  Animal Planet Animal Planet Animal Planet Animal Planet

 Euronews Discovery  Disney Disney Discovery Discovery
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 b) Work in pairs. Have a similar conversation. Report 
about your partner.

3. a) Read the TV programmes reviews. What program-
mes and what genres are they?

TV	Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre
Description

—
—
—	
—
—	

Junior	Vets
Sharon, age 12
CBBC
Game-show
Six kids from the UK help save the 
lives of sick animals at one of the 
best vet schools.

Why	would	you	recommend	it	for	kids	your	age?
Junior Vets is my favourite TV show because I love 
animals. They are so nice and touching. I want to be a 
vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 
this show!
Rating	—	

TV	Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre
Description

—
—
—
—
—

Doctor	Who
Greg, age 12
Syfy
Science-fiction series
It’s a clever, funny, exciting  
science-fiction series that tells  
us a story of an alien who travels 
in his time machine and saves the 
residents of the galaxy.

Why	would	you	recommend	it	for	kids	your	age?	
It is full of action and sci-fy adventure. Some episodes 
are a little scary but I don’t mind. I love Doctor Who! 

Rating	—	

Why
Junior Vets is my favourite TV show because I
animals. They are so nice and touching. I
vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 
this show!
Rating

lives of sick animals at one of the 

love 
want to be a 

vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 

Show

you recommend
Junior Vets is my favourite TV show because I
animals. They are so nice and touching. I
vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 
this show!

Junior Vets is my favourite TV show because I
animals. They are so nice and touching. I
vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 

lives of sick animals at one of the 
best vet schools.

for kids your
Junior Vets is my favourite TV show because I
animals. They are so nice and touching. I want to be a 
vet when I’m older. I can’t wait for the next series of 

lives of sick animals at one of the lives of sick animals at one of the lives of sick animals at one of the lives of sick animals at one of the lives of sick animals at one of the 
best vet schools.best vet schools.best vet schools.best vet schools.

recommendrecommendrecommendrecommend

—Rating—

Greg, age 12Greg, age 12—Reviewer
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TV	Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre
Description

—
—
—
—
—

Newsround
Erik, age 11
CBBC
the news
It’s the home of news and fun facts 
for kids.

Why	would	you	recommend	it	for	kids	your	age?
Newsround is the best! I think it is really important for 
kids to know what is happening around the world and 
Newsround does that! I want to be one of the presenters 
when I grow up!

Rating	—	

TV	Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre
Description

—
—
—
—
—

Horrible	Histories
Cathy, age 13
CBBC
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
facts about history they don’t teach 
you at school.

Why	would	you	recommend	it	for	kids	your	age?	
I didn’t like History last year, but when I started  
watching Horrible Histories, History became my  
favourite lesson. 

Rating	—	

TV	Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre
Description

—
—
—
—
—

Mythbusters
Drew, age 15
Discovery
Documentary, TV series
Two special effects professionals 
use the power of science to crack 
the greatest myths of our day! 

Newsround does that! I want to be one of the presenters 
when I grow up!

Rating

TV Show
Reviewer
Channel
Genre

The show teaches kids lots of fun 
facts about history they don’t teach 
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
facts about history they don’t teach 

when I grow up!

Horrible
Cathy, age 13
CBBC
Comedy, TV series

Horrible
Cathy, age 13

Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 

Histories
Cathy, age 13

Comedy, TV seriesComedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun —DescriptionDescriptionDescription The show teaches kids lots of fun The show teaches kids lots of fun The show teaches kids lots of fun The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 
Comedy, TV series
The show teaches kids lots of fun 

age?kidswould yourkidsforrecommendyouwould
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Why	would	you	recommend	it	for	kids	your	age?	
It is very educational and amusing. Adam and Jamie’s 
experiments are never boring. I can’t wait to watch it.

Rating—	

STAR	  =	Great!
RATING  = Very	Good!
GUIDE:  = Good

 b) Speak in pairs.
1. What are these programmes about? 2. Why do 

the children recommend them? 3. Do you watch them? 
4. Which programmes would you like to watch?

4. Moving activity. “Clap your hands!”

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 
“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”

“What? Where? When?”        “Master Chef”
“Eralash”        “Animal world”        “X-Men”

“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”

5. a) Write a review on a TV programme. Use the ideas 
from the box as well as your own ideas.
 b) Read your classmates’ reviews. Which programmes 
would you like to watch and why?

Lesson 6. THE HISTORY OF CARTOONS
	Challenge:	 Learn about the history of cartoons.

1. Read the phrase. Do you agree with it?
[kɑː׀tuːnzɑːrɪk׀saɪtɪŋ]

Speak in pairs.
1. What are these programmes about? 

the children recommend them? 
4. Which programmes would you like to watch?

4.

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

 Why do 
 Do you watch them? 

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 
“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”

“What? Where? When?”        “Master Chef”
“Eralash”        “Animal world”        “X-Men”

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“What? Where? When?”        “Master Chef”
“Eralash”        “Animal world”        “X-Men”

Speak in pairs.
 What are these programmes about? 

the children recommend them? 
 Which programmes would you like to watch?

Moving activity. “Clap your hands!”

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

 Which programmes would you like to watch?

Moving activity. “Clap your hands!”

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 
“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”

 What are these programmes about? 
3. Do you watch them? 

 Which programmes would you like to watch?

Moving activity. “Clap your hands!”

 What are these programmes about?  What are these programmes about?  What are these programmes about?  What are these programmes about? 
the children recommend them? the children recommend them? the children recommend them? the children recommend them? 

 Which programmes would you like to watch? Which programmes would you like to watch?

“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 
“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”
“I sing”        “Only girls”        “Adventure Time” 

“The Voice. Children”        “For the love of dogs”

“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”“Mythbusters”        “Heads or tails”
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2. a) Listen and repeat the names. Do you know 
these names? 

Stuart Blackton [׀stjʊət ׀blæktən],
Winsor McCay [׀wɪnzəmə׀keɪ],
Walt Disney [׀wɔːlt ׀dɪznɪ],
Gertie [׀ɡɜːtɪ], Felix [׀fiːlɪks].

b) Are the sentences true or false? Listen to the story 
and check your answers.

1. The first cartoons were made fifty years ago.
2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col-

oured cartoons.
4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

films.
5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.

1. The first cartoons were made fifty years ago.
2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col

oured cartoons.
4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

films.
5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.

2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col

4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col

oured cartoons.
4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.

4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.

2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col

4. “Dumbo” and “The Jungle Book” are Disney 

5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.5. “Toy Story” is a computer cartoon.

2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.2. The first cartoon character was a mouse.
3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col3. Cartoons about Mickey Mouse were the first col
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c) Listen again and match the years to the facts.

In 1906 …

In 1914 …

In 1928 …

In 1937 …

In 1995 …

… The Disney Studio made the cartoon 
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”.
… children all over the world saw the 
first computer-animated cartoon, “Toy 
Story”.
… Stuart Blackton made a short cartoon 
called “Funny Faces”.
… Disney drew a funny mouse and called 
him Mickey.
… Winsor McCay made a short cartoon 
called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.	

1906 — nineteen-oh-six
1914	—	nineteen fourteen

3. Moving activity. “True or false?” 

4. Complete the sentences.

Mickey Mouse, cartoon character, full-length, 
series, computer, character, Walt Disney

1. Winsor McCay made the first cartoon with a … .
2. “Gertie the Dinosaur” was the first … .
3. “Felix the Cat” was the first cartoon … .
4. … became the most popular cartoon character in 

the world.
5. … made the first cartoons with sound.
6. “Snow White and seven Dwarfs” was the first … 

cartoon.
7. “Toy Story” was the first … cartoon.

In 1995 …

3.

… Winsor McCay made a short cartoon 

 — nineteen-oh-six
nineteen fourteen

Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” 

Complete the sentences.

him Mickey.
… Winsor McCay made a short cartoon 
called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.

1906
1914

Moving activity. “True or false?” 

… Winsor McCay made a short cartoon 
called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.

 — nineteen-oh-six
— nineteen fourteen

him Mickey.him Mickey.him Mickey.him Mickey.him Mickey.
… Winsor McCay made a short cartoon … Winsor McCay made a short cartoon … Winsor McCay made a short cartoon … Winsor McCay made a short cartoon 
called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.called “Gertie the Dinosaur”.

Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” Moving activity. “True or false?” 
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5. a) Split into two teams and have a competition. Stu-
dents from each team say facts about the history of car - 
toons in turn. The team which says more facts is the winner.
 b) What’s your favourite cartoon? Why do you like it?

Lesson 7. WINNIE-THE-POOH  
 AND ALL, ALL, ALL
	Challenge:	 Describe cartoon characters.
	Must	use:	 Nosy, hard-working, helpful,  
  cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak,  
  rude, lazy, mean.

1. a) Look at the characters. What do they look like?
Example: Cinderella is a nice girl with long blond 

hair and big blue eyes. 

Cinderella Pinocchio
Winnie-
the-Pooh Robin Hood

b) Listen to the characters and guess who is speaking.

 c) Read the riddles and mime the words in bold.
1. I’m very nosy. I want to know everything and 

ask a lot of questions.
2. I’m kind, hard-working	and	helpful. I work a lot 

to help my family.
3. I’m always happy. I’m a cheerful [׀tʃɪəfəl] bear.

use:	
  
  

1. a)
Example:

hair and big blue eyes. 

Nosy, hard-working, helpful, 
cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak, 

Cinderella is a nice girl with long blond 

Nosy, hard-working, helpful, 
cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak, 
rude, lazy, mean.

Look at the characters. What do they look like?
Example: Cinderella is a nice girl with long blond 

hair and big blue eyes. 

Look at the characters. What do they look like?
Cinderella is a nice girl with long blond 

Nosy, hard-working, helpful, 
cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak, 
rude, lazy, mean.

Look at the characters. What do they look like?
Cinderella is a nice girl with long blond 

Nosy, hard-working, helpful, Nosy, hard-working, helpful, Nosy, hard-working, helpful, 
cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak, 
Nosy, hard-working, helpful, 
cheerful, loyal, cowardly, weak, 
rude, lazy, mean.rude, lazy, mean.rude, lazy, mean.rude, lazy, mean.rude, lazy, mean.rude, lazy, mean.
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4. I live in Sherwood forest. I’m brave and	loyal	to 
my people. I’m ready to do everything for them. 

 d) Speak in pairs about your family and friends. What 
are they like?1 

Example: My mum is hard-working.

2. a) Read the opposites and guess their meaning.

brave ≠ cowardly [׀kaʊədli] polite ≠ rude
hard-working ≠ lazy strong ≠ weak
clever ≠ silly kind ≠ mean

 b) What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?
Example: Karabas Barabas is mean.

3. Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

4. a) Match the cartoon characters and their names.
Batman Sponge Bob Shrek
Rumpelstiltskin Rapunzel Mickey Mouse
Tom and Jerry Alice Piglet

1 What are they like? — Какие они по характеру? / Якія 
яны?

1

2 3

7
8

9

5

6

4

≠ silly

b)
Example:

3.

Match the cartoon characters and their names.

≠ mean

What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?

Match the cartoon characters and their names.
Sponge Bob
Rapunzel Mickey Mouse

Piglet

Sponge Bob
Rumpelstiltskin
Tom and Jerry

What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?
Karabas Barabas is mean.

Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

Match the cartoon characters and their names.

Karabas Barabas is mean.

Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

Match the cartoon characters and their names.
Sponge Bob

kind 

What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?
Karabas Barabas is mean.

Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

Match the cartoon characters and their names.

What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?What cartoon characters have negative characteristics?

BatmanBatman ShrekShrekShrekShrekSponge BobSponge BobSponge BobSponge Bob
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 b) Speak about the characters. Use the help box.
Example: S1: What is Batman like? S2: Batman is 

strong and clever. / Sorry, I don’t know him. S1: Yes, 
he’s also very brave. 

Nosy,    brave,    strong,    polite,  
hard-working,    helpful,    cheerful,    loyal,  

cowardly,    weak,    rude,    lazy,    silly,    mean,  
clever,   naughty,    funny,    nice,    kind,    friendly

5. Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does  
he / she look like? What is he / she like? Number the riddles 
and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 
classroom and guess the characters.

Lesson 8. MY FAVOURITE  
 CARTOON CHARACTER

	Challenge:	 Describe your favourite cartoon  
  character.

1. Who’s your favourite cartoon character? Why do you 
like him / her?

2. a) Look at the cartoon character.  
Answer the questions in pairs.

1. What’s his name?
2. What cartoon is he from?
3. What does he look like?
4. What is he like?

 b) Read Kate’s composition for the school contest.  
Why does she like her favourite cartoon character?

clever,   naughty,    funny,    nice,    kind,    friendly

5. Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does 
he / she look like? What is he
and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 
classroom and guess the characters.

Lesson 8.

Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does 
/ she like? Number the riddles 

and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 

CARTOON CHARACTER

Describe your favourite cartoon 

CARTOON CHARACTER

Challenge:	

Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does 
he / she look like? What is he
and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 
classroom and guess the characters.

/ she like? Number the riddles 
and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 
classroom and guess the characters.

MY FAVOURITE 
CARTOON CHARACTER

Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does 
/ she like? Number the riddles 

and put them around the classroom. Walk around the 
classroom and guess the characters.

Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does Write a riddle about a cartoon character. What does 
he / she look like? What is he / she like? Number the riddles he / she look like? What is he

MY FAVOURITE MY FAVOURITE MY FAVOURITE 
CARTOON CHARACTER
MY FAVOURITE MY FAVOURITE MY FAVOURITE Lesson 8.Lesson 8. MY FAVOURITE Lesson 8. MY FAVOURITE 

Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Challenge:	 Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Describe your favourite cartoon Challenge:	Challenge:	
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My	Favourite	Cartoon	Character
My favourite cartoon character is Simba from “The 

Lion King” made by Walt Disney Pictures in 1994. 
It’s a very exciting and touching cartoon. There are 
also some amusing moments in it. Simba is the main  
character and he is a young lion.

At the beginning of the cartoon, Simba is a little and 
funny cub1 with short yellow hair. When he grows up, 
he becomes big and strong with long red-brown hair, a 
big mouth and clever eyes.

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 
and romantic. He loves his family very much. 

I love this character because I learn a lot from  
Simba. He’s a real hero!

 c) Read the plan and answer the questions.
Plan:
P a r a g r a p h  1: What cartoon is the character 

from? When was it made? What is the cartoon like? 
What general information about the character (age, 
family, job, place of living) do you know?

P a r a g r a p h  2: What does the character look like?
P a r a g r a p h  3: What is the character like?
P a r a g r a p h  4: Why do you like this character?

3. a) Find articles a / an / the in Kate’s composition. 
Explain why we use articles. Consult the Grammar  
reference if necessary.

 b) Read the description of another cartoon character 
and �ll in the articles a / an or the. 

1 cub — детёныш / дзіця, дзіцяня

big mouth and clever eyes.
Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 

Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 
and romantic. He loves his family very much. 

I love this character because I learn a lot from 
Simba. He’s a real hero!

Read the plan and answer the questions.

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 

I love this character because I learn a lot from 

What cartoon is the character 
from? When was it made? What is the cartoon like? 

P a r a g r a p h  1: What cartoon is the character 
from? When was it made? What is the cartoon like? 

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 
and romantic. He loves his family very much. 

I love this character because I learn a lot from 
Simba. He’s a real hero!

Read the plan and answer the questions.

Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 
and romantic. He loves his family very much. 

I love this character because I learn a lot from 

Read the plan and answer the questions.

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 
and romantic. He loves his family very much. 

I love this character because I learn a lot from 

Read the plan and answer the questions.

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 

Simba is very brave. In the story his mean uncle 
Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. Scar kills his father Mufasa — the king of the animals. 
Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind Simba fights Scar and becomes king. Simba is also kind 

Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.
Plan:

Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.Read the plan and answer the questions.

What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, What general information about the character (age, 
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Alice is 1. … main character of 2. … car-
toon “Alice in Wonderland”. This cartoon 
is exciting, amusing but a bit scary. 
Alice is 3.	… 7-year-old girl with long 
blond hair and big blue eyes. She is 
nosy and brave. 4.	… girl falls into … 
rabbit hole1 and has a lot of adventures 
in 5. … magic world. Alice is 6. … polite 
girl and she hates rude people. I think she 
is clever but she sometimes asks silly questions.

4. Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.

5. Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for  
paragraphs 1–4.

Example: Para 1: Zootopia, 2016, Walt Disney Ani-
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 
who becomes a police-officer.

Lesson 9. THE QUIZ

	Challenge:	 Make a quiz about TV programmes 
  and films.

Before the lesson:
1. a) Welcome to “The Superquiz”! Work in pairs and  
answer the questions.

1. Who made the first cartoon about Mickey 
Mouse?

a) Walt Disney c) Stuart Blackton
b) Winsor McCay 

1 rabbit hole — кроличья нора / трусіная нара

is clever but she sometimes asks silly questions.

4.

5. Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 
paragraphs 1–4.

Example:
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 
who becomes a police-officer.

Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 

Zootopia, 2016, Walt Disney Ani
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 

Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.

Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 
paragraphs 1–4.

Example: Para 1: Zootopia, 2016, Walt Disney Ani
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 

Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 

Zootopia, 2016, Walt Disney Ani
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 
who becomes a police-officer.

Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.

Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 

Zootopia, 2016, Walt Disney Ani
mation Studios, amusing, Judy Hopps, the first rabbit 

Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.Moving activity. “Clap or stamp”.

Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for Use ex. 2c to plan your composition. Take notes for 

who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.who becomes a police-officer.

Lesson 9. THE QUIZLesson 9.
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2. Where does Alice meet the White Rabbit?
a) In Disneyland c) In Finland
b) In Wonderland

3. What is the cartoon about Mowgli called?1

a) “The Jungle Book” c) “The Jungle Story”
b) “The Jungle Boy”

4. What kind of film is “Jurassic Park”?
a) comedy c) horror film
b) detective film

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup-
pies called?

a) “100 Dalmatians” c) “104 Dalmatians”
b) “101 Dalmatians”

6. What colour is Robin Hood’s hat?
a) Blue c) Green
b) Grey 

7. Who is Remi?
a) A rat c) A dog
b) An elephant 

8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?
a) Robinson Christopher c) Robin Hood
b) Christopher Robin 

b) Listen to the quiz show and check your answers.

2. Moving activity. “Make questions and answer 
them”.

1. is / from / where / Pinocchio / ?
2. called / about / zoo animals / funny / is / what / 

the cartoon / ?
3. Mufasa / is / who / ?

1 is called — называется / называецца

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup
pies called?

a) “100 Dalmatians”
b) “101 Dalmatians”

6. What colour is Robin Hood’s hat?
a) Blue
b) Grey

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup

c) A doga) A rat
b) An elephant

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup

a) “100 Dalmatians”
b) “101 Dalmatians”

6. What colour is Robin Hood’s hat?

b) Grey

6. What colour is Robin Hood’s hat?
c) Green

c) A dog

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup

c) “104 Dalmatians”

6. What colour is Robin Hood’s hat?
c) Green

5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup5. What is the cartoon about black and white pup

a) “100 Dalmatians”a) “100 Dalmatians”

7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?7. Who is Remi?

8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?8. What’s the name of Winnie-the-Pooh’s friend?
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4. colour / Rapunzel’s / what / is / hair / ?
5. Snow White / like / is / what / ?
6. can / Remi the Rat / do / what / ?

3. Make your quiz.
1. Work in pairs. Write 8–10 questions about TV 

programmes and films. Write the answers on another 
sheet of paper.

2. Show your questions to the teacher. Get a point 
for each interesting and correct question.

In the lesson:
1. Swap your quizzes with another pair. 

2. Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 
the winner?

Lesson 10. MEETING ROBIN HOOD

	Challenge:	 Tell a story about Robin Hood.

1. a) Alex’s favourite TV series is “Robin Hood”. Work in 
pairs and choose the correct answer.

1. Robin Hood lived in… 
a) England  b) the USA  c) France
2. He took money from the rich and 

gave it to … 
a) his friends  b) the poor 

poor	[pʊə]

to take off

a sword	[sɔːd]rich

In the lesson:
1. Swap your quizzes with another pair. 

2. Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 
the winner?

Lesson 10.

Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 

Tell a story about Robin Hood.

Alex’s favourite TV series is “Robin Hood”. Work in 

Challenge:	 Tell a story about Robin Hood.

Alex’s favourite TV series is “Robin Hood”. Work in 

Swap your quizzes with another pair. 

Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 

Lesson 10. MEETING ROBIN HOOD

Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 

MEETING ROBIN HOOD

Tell a story about Robin Hood.

Swap your quizzes with another pair. 

Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 

MEETING ROBIN HOOD

Swap your quizzes with another pair. Swap your quizzes with another pair. Swap your quizzes with another pair. Swap your quizzes with another pair. 

Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is Do the quiz. Get a point for each correct answer. Who is 

Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Challenge:	Challenge:	Challenge:	Challenge:	 Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.Tell a story about Robin Hood.

pairs and choose the correct answer.pairs and choose the correct answer.
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3. Look at the pictures and say which one shows 
Robin Hood …

1
2 3

b) Look at the comic strip, listen and check your  
answers. 

Alex steps through the Magic Mir-
ror and sees a very big man. They’re 
in Sherwood Forest, England.	

 c) Answer the questions.
1. Who did Alex meet in Sherwood Forest?
2. What did the Sheriff give to the boy?
3. What did Robin Hood ask Alex about?
4. Was the Sheriff hungry?
5. Where did Alex sleep at night?

to	snore	[snɔː]

answers. 
Alex steps through the Magic Mir

ror and sees a very big man. They’re 
in Sherwood Forest, England.

snɔːsnɔː]
Alex steps through the Magic Mir

ror and sees a very big man. They’re 
in Sherwood Forest, England.in Sherwood Forest, England.

Alex steps through the Magic Mir
ror and sees a very big man. They’re to snore

Alex steps through the Magic MirAlex steps through the Magic MirAlex steps through the Magic MirAlex steps through the Magic MirAlex steps through the Magic Mir
ror and sees a very big man. They’re 

Alex steps through the Magic Mir
ror and sees a very big man. They’re ror and sees a very big man. They’re ror and sees a very big man. They’re 
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d) Listen again and complete the story about Robin 
Hood and the Sheri�.

His real name was 1. … . He was the 2. … of the Earl1 
of Huntingdon. When Robin was 3. …. , the Sheriff of 
Nottingham killed his father, and took away his lands. 
Young Robin lost his father and his home. Sherwood 
Forest became his 4. … . Here he met other men who 
lived in the forest because they 5. … to be free. Robin 
became the leader of the group. They took 6. … from 
the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 7. …, clever 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was 8.	… . One 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 
forest and took him to 9. … . Robin Hood invited the 
Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
the Sheriff to give him all his money and 10. … . Then, 
he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 
11. … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
on his 12.	… and rode to Nottingham.

2. Moving activity. “Stand up!”

3. Work in pairs. Tell the story about Robin Hood and the 
Sheri� of Nottingham in 6–8 sentences. Change one fact. 
Your partner listens and spots the wrong fact.

Lesson 11. GET A MEDAL!

 Test yourself and get a medal! 

1. Play the board game. Follow the rules.

1 earl — граф / граф

the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 
forest and took him to 
Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
the Sheriff to give him all his money and 
he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 

7. …, clever 
8. … . One 

day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 
 … . Robin Hood invited the 

Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
 … . Then, 

he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 
 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 

… and rode to Nottingham.… and rode to Nottingham.

Moving activity. “Stand up!”

the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 
forest and took him to 
Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
the Sheriff to give him all his money and 
he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 

 … . Robin Hood invited the 
Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
the Sheriff to give him all his money and 
he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 

 … . Robin Hood invited the 
Sheriff to dinner with them. After dinner, Robin told 
the Sheriff to give him all his money and 10.
he told him to take off his clothes. The Sheriff was a 

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 

the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was 
the rich and gave it to the poor. He was 
and very brave. His best friend’s name was and very brave. His best friend’s name was and very brave. His best friend’s name was and very brave. His best friend’s name was and very brave. His best friend’s name was 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 

 … . Robin Hood invited the 
day, Little John met the Sheriff of Nottingham in the 
forest and took him to 9. … . Robin Hood invited the 9.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
12. … and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
12.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got  … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got  … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got  … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got  … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got  … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.

 … man and did all Robin Hood wanted. Then he got 
… and rode to Nottingham.
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1. Work in pairs or groups of three. You need  
a coin and counters.
2. Place your counters on the START space. 
3. Toss the coin in turn. If it lands heads up, move 
your counter 2 spaces up. If it lands tails up, move 
your counter 1 space up.
4. Read and do the task in the square. Say 5 or more 
sentences. If you have a problem, your partners can 
help you.
5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 
FINISH space.

2. Moving activity “Pass the ball”.

What TV pro-
grammes and films 
do you like / hate / 

don’t you mind? 
Why?

Speak about 
your family’s 

favourite films.

Present 
your ideal 
TV guide.

Interview  
your classmates 

about their  
favourite TV 
channels and 
programmes.

Recommend 
a TV show 

to your 
classmates.

Speak  
about the 
history of 
cartoons.

Make a riddle 
about a cartoon 

character.

Describe your 
favourite 
character.

Ask three  
questions about 

TV programmes.

Tell a story 
about Robin 

Hood.

sentences. If you have a problem, your partners can 
help you.
5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 
FINISH space.

Tell a story 
about Robin about Robin 

5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 

What TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV pro
grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films 
do you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hate

don’t you mind? don’t you mind? 
Why?

Speak about Speak about 

Hood.Hood.Hood.

sentences. If you have a problem, your partners can 

5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 
FINISH space.

Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story Tell a story 

sentences. If you have a problem, your partners can 

5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 

What TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV proWhat TV pro
grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films grammes and films 
do you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hatedo you like / hate

5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 5. To get the medal, each student must come to the 

about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin about Robin 
don’t you mind? 

Why?Why?Why?Why?Why?
don’t you mind? 

Why?Why?Why?Why?Why?
don’t you mind? 

Why?Why?Why?Why?Why?Why?Why?
don’t you mind? don’t you mind? don’t you mind? don’t you mind? 

your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s your family’s 
Ask three Ask three Ask three Ask three Ask three Ask three 

your family’s 
Ask three 
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Lesson 12. READING FOR PLEASURE:  
 ROBIN HOOD AND  
 THE GOLDEN ARROW

1. What do you know about Robin Hood? 

2. a) Listen and read the story. Why was the Sheri� 
angry?

Robin Hood lived in England, near Nottingham, a 
long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 
the rich and give it to the poor. Robin was not alone. 
He had a group of friends who helped him.

The Sheriff of Nottingham 
wanted to catch Robin but his peo-
ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 
friends lived in Sherwood Forest. 
The rich didn’t want to go there 
because they knew Robin Hood 
could attack them. 

One day the Sheriff said, “Let 
us have a competition to find the 
best shooter in Nottingham. Robin Hood is the best 
shooter in Nottingham. He will come and we will catch 
him,” he told his people. All of them said, “Yes! Yes! 
Good idea!”

Robin Hood’s friends told him, “Robin, this compe-
tition is dangerous and they will catch you! It is silly to 
take part in it.” But Robin Hood didn’t want to listen.

So, the next day hundreds of people came to watch 
ten people who were there to shoot. The Sheriff asked 

a shooting 
competition

long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 
the rich and give it to the poor. Robin
He had a group of friends who helped him.

The Sheriff of Nottingham 
wanted to catch
ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 

long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 

was not alone. 

friends lived in Sherwood Forest. friends lived in Sherwood Forest. 
The rich didn’t want to go there 

long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 
the rich and give it to the poor. Robin

had a group of friends who helped him.
The Sheriff of Nottingham 

wanted to catch Robin but his peo

the rich and give it to the poor. Robin
had a group of friends who helped him.

The Sheriff of Nottingham 
but his peo

ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 
friends lived in Sherwood Forest. 

long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 
the rich and give it to the poor. Robin was not alone. 

had a group of friends who helped him.
The Sheriff of Nottingham 

but his peo-

long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the long time ago. When he was a little boy he saw how the 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with rich people took away the house of a poor family with rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from 
rich people took away the house of a poor family with 
two little kids. Then he started to take money from two little kids. Then he started to take money from two little kids. Then he started to take money from 

ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 
friends lived in Sherwood Forest. 
ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 
friends lived in Sherwood Forest. 
ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his ple couldn’t do it. Robin and his 

because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood because they knew Robin Hood 
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one of his people, “Is Robin here?” 
“No, I don’t think so! Robin has 
red hair but nobody has red hair 
here.” The Sheriff said, “He knows 
we will catch him.” 

The competition began. After 
ten rounds, William, the Sheriff’s 
man, and a man in a green cos - 

tume were shooting for the first prize, a golden arrow. 
William took the first shot; it was near the centre. 
The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, 
William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went through1 
William’s arrow. And in a moment 
the man in green sent two more ar-
rows that flew to the place where the 
Sheriff sat. The Sheriff was so much 
afraid that he became white.

The man in green was Robin Hood. The Sheriff and 
his people didn’t see his red hair because of the hood. 
He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. 
“Get him, get him! That’s Robin Hood!” But it was too 
late. Robin Hood ran away again. The Sheriff was very 
angry.

 b) Read the text again and say true or false.
1. Robin Hood lived in Nottingham.
2. He took money from the rich and gave it to the 

poor.
3. He could shoot very well.
4. The Sheriff of Nottingham was his friend.

1 through — насквозь / наскрозь

to shoot  
an arrow

send — sent,
shoot — shot

William took the first shot; it was near the centre. 
The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, 
William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went through
William’s arrow. And in a moment 
the man in green sent two more ar
rows that flew to the place where the 
Sheriff sat. The Sheriff was so much 

William took the first shot; it was near the centre. 

send — sent,
shoot — shot
send — sent,
shoot — shot

The man in green was Robin Hood. The Sheriff and 
his people didn’t see his red hair because of the hood. 

afraid that he became white.
The man in green was Robin Hood. The Sheriff and 

his people didn’t see his red hair because of the hood. 

William took the first shot; it was near the centre. 
The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, 
William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went through
William’s arrow. And in a moment 
the man in green sent two more ar
rows that flew to the place where the 
Sheriff sat. The Sheriff was so much 

in green. The arrow went through
William’s arrow. And in a moment 
the man in green sent two more ar
rows that flew to the place where the 
Sheriff sat. The Sheriff was so much 
afraid that he became white.

William took the first shot; it was near the centre. 
The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, 
William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went through
William’s arrow. And in a moment 
the man in green sent two more ar
rows that flew to the place where the 
Sheriff sat. The Sheriff was so much 

send — sent,

The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, The Sheriff was happy. “Well done, 
William!” he said. Next was the man William!” he said. Next was the man William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went through
William!” he said. Next was the man 
in green. The arrow went throughin green. The arrow went throughin green. The arrow went through

afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.afraid that he became white.

He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. He jumped over the wall onto his horse and rode away. 
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5. Robin won the first prize, the golden arrow.
6. The Sheriff of Nottingham and his people 

caught Robin.

 c) Answer the questions.
1. Who was Robin Hood?
2. Why did the Sheriff of Nottingham want to 

catch him?
3. What idea did he have to catch Robin?
4. Why did Robin want to take part in the com-

petition?
5. How did Robin run away?

3. Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.

Example: T: Ride! S: Rode! 

Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want,  
can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot,  

fly, become, jump, ride, run.

4. Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham 
or William. Tell your story for the local TV programme.

petition?
5. How did Robin run away?

Example:

Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want, Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want, 
can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, 

fly, become, jump, ride, run.
can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, 

fly, become, jump, ride, run.

5. How did Robin run away?

Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.

Example: T: Ride! S: Rode! 

Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want, 

Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.

 T: Ride! S: Rode! 

Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want, 
can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, 

fly, become, jump, ride, run.

Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.

Live, see, take, start, be, have, help, want, 

5. How did Robin run away?5. How did Robin run away?5. How did Robin run away?5. How did Robin run away?

Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.Moving activity. “The Paper ball game”.

can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, can, can’t, begin, go, send, shoot, 

Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham Choose one role: Robin Hood, the Sheri� of Nottingham 
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Lesson 1. A BRITISH CALENDAR

	Challenge:	 Make a Belarusian calendar of special  
  days.
	Must	use:	 Celebrate, names of holidays and  
  special days, prepositions of time.

1. Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 
What other holidays and special days do you know?

  h s a r s i c t m  

2. a) Listen to Robert speaking about holidays,  
special days and festivals in Britain. Which of them 
does he like and why?

January 1st New Year’s Day
February 14th Valentine’s Day 
February / March Pancake Day 
March / April Mother’s Day
 Easter
April 1st April Fool’s Day
May 1st May Day
June the Queen’s Official Birthday 
 Father’s Day
July Swan Upping 
August Notting Hill Carnival
September Harvest Festival 

	Must
  

Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 
What other holidays and special days do you know?

2.

Celebrate, names of holidays and 

Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 

Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, 
special days and festivals in Britain. Which of them 

Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, 
special days and festivals in Britain. Which of them 
does he like and why?

days.
Celebrate, names of holidays and 
special days, prepositions of time.

Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 
What other holidays and special days do you know?

  h s a r s i c t m    h s a r s i c t m  

Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 
What other holidays and special days do you know?

  h s a r s i c t m  

Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, 
special days and festivals in Britain. Which of them 

Celebrate, names of holidays and 
special days, prepositions of time.

Unscramble the name of a holiday. Do you like it? Why? 
What other holidays and special days do you know?

  h s a r s i c t m  

Celebrate, names of holidays and Celebrate, names of holidays and Celebrate, names of holidays and 
special days, prepositions of time.
Celebrate, names of holidays and 
special days, prepositions of time.special days, prepositions of time.special days, prepositions of time.

Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, a) Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, a) Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, Listen to Robert speaking about holidays, 

New Year’s DayJanuary 1st New Year’s DayNew Year’s DayNew Year’s DayNew Year’s DayJanuary 1stJanuary 1st
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October 31st Halloween 
November 11th Remembrance Day 
December 25th Christmas 

 b) Work in pairs. Match the special days with the pic-
tures.
 c) When do British people celebrate these special 
days?

Example: Christmas is on December 25th (= on the 
twenty-fifth of December).twenty-fifth of December).
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3. a) Listen and read. Guess the special days.
1. Europe’s biggest street festival takes place in 

London. People demonstrate their multicultural past 
and present. Music bands play and dancers in beautiful 
costumes dance in the street. 

2. In the third week of July, from Monday to Friday 
people catch, count and mark swans on the River Thames 
[temz] in London. They do it to protect1 the birds. 

3. This festival is a celebration of food. On this day 
people give thanks for the harvest they have. 

4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 
remember those who died in the two World Wars [wɔːz] 
and other conflicts. 

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum-
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

 b) Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 
in Belarus? 

You	can	find	more	information	about	British	
special	days	at	http://projectbritain.com/.

4. Moving activity. “Greetings”.

1 protect — защищать / абараняць

Happy Easter! The same to you!

Happy Teacher’s Day!

Happy Valentine’s Day!

Happy holidays!

Happy Women’s Day!

Merry Christmas!
All the best for a New Year!

Happy Victory Day!

Happy New Year!

Thank you!

people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

remember those who died in the two World Wars [
and other conflicts. 

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

b) Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 
in Belarus? 

people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

wɔːz] 

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 

information British
http://projectbritain.com

You find more
special days

people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

remember those who died in the two World Wars [
and other conflicts. 

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 

information

people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

remember those who died in the two World Wars [

5. On this day people celebrate the coming of sum
mer. They wear costumes and dance around a Maypole.

Which of the British special days don’t we celebrate 

people give thanks for the harvest they have. people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

people give thanks for the harvest they have. 
4. It is a special day when people wear a red poppy to 

remember those who died in the two World Wars [remember those who died in the two World Wars [remember those who died in the two World Wars [remember those who died in the two World Wars [remember those who died in the two World Wars [remember those who died in the two World Wars [

in Belarus? in Belarus? 
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5. When do Belarusian people celebrate these special 
days?

Independence Day Women’s Day
Fatherland Defender’s Day Victory Day
Labour Day  Kupalle
Teacher’s Day Maslenitsa

The first Sunday of October        March 8th 
July 3rd        May 1st        February / March 
May 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7th

6. Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela-
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the  
British calendar.

Lesson 2. LET’S CELEBRATE!

	Challenge:	 Speak about your favourite days.
	Must	use:	 Celebration, invite relatives, deco - 
  rate … with …, light candles, get  
  presents and cards, watch a parade,  
  watch fireworks, play jokes on …,  
  wish happiness, paint eggs.

1. What does the word “celebration” mean? Continue the 
list. The student to say the last word is the winner.

Presents, balloons, … .

2. a) Listen to Kate and Alex. What are their favourite 
days?

July 3rd        May 1st        February

6. Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the 
British calendar.

/ March

Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the 

LET’S CELEBRATE!

Speak about your favourite days.

LET’S CELEBRATE!

Challenge:	

July 3rd        May 1st        February
May 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7th

Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the 
British calendar.

Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the 

LET’S CELEBRATE!

July 3rd        May 1st        February / March
May 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7th

Work in pairs or small groups. Make a calendar of Bela
rusian holidays and special days. Compare it with the 

July 3rd        May 1st        FebruaryJuly 3rd        May 1st        FebruaryJuly 3rd        May 1st        FebruaryJuly 3rd        May 1st        February
May 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7th
July 3rd        May 1st        February
May 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7thMay 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7thMay 9th        February 23rd        July 6–7th

LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!Lesson 2.Lesson 2. LET’S CELEBRATE!LET’S CELEBRATE!

Celebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decouse:	 Celebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decoCelebration, invite relatives, decouse:	Must
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b) Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you 
hear in their conversation?

 invite relatives   decorate … with …
 light candles  get presents and cards
 watch a parade  watch fireworks  
 play jokes on …  wish happiness 
 paint eggs

 c) Why do they like these special days?
Example: Kate’s favourite day is Valen-

tine’s Day because she likes getting cards.

3. a) Use the phrases in ex. 2b and make true sentences 
about you.

Example: I get presents on New Year’s Day. I don’t 
light candles.

Top	secret:  at Christmas  on Christmas Day

like	+	
V -ing

b)
hear in their conversation?
b)
hear in their conversation?

Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you 

 decorate … with …
 get presents and cards

 invite relatives 
 light candles

Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you 
hear in their conversation?

 decorate … with …

Listen again. Which of the phrases below can you 
hear in their conversation?hear in their conversation?

 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives 

hear in their conversation?
 invite relatives  decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with … decorate … with …

 watch fireworks  watch a parade  watch fireworks  watch fireworks  watch fireworks  watch fireworks  watch a parade watch a parade watch a parade
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 b) Work in pairs and answer the questions. What do you 
both like doing?

1. Do you like giving presents or getting them?
2. Do you like sending cards or getting them?
3. Do you like inviting your friends or visiting them?
4. Do you like watching parades or fireworks?
5. Do you like playing jokes on your friends or on 

your relatives?
6. Do you like decorating a room with flowers or 

with balloons?
7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

4. Moving activity. “True or false?”

5. a) Work in groups of three. Each group gets one special 
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

Example: We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

watch 

decorate

sing and 
dance 

give

wish

invite

flowers and cards to 
veterans 
concerts
fireworks 
a parade
happiness
the streets with flags and 
balloons
in the streets and in parks 
veterans to schools

on May 9th

on July 3rd

on March 8th

…

in the morning 

in the evening

at night

7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

5. a)
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

Example:

7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

Work in groups of three. Each group gets one special 
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 
on May 9th

on July 3rd

flowers and cards to 
veterans 

7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

Moving activity. “True or false?”

Work in groups of three. Each group gets one special 
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

Example: We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

Work in groups of three. Each group gets one special 
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

Moving activity. “True or false?”

Work in groups of three. Each group gets one special 
day to describe: Victory Day, Independence Day or Women’s 
Day. Use the ideas below and write 5 or more sentences.

7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?7. Do you like painting eggs or eating them?

Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”Moving activity. “True or false?”

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

 We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

Example:Example: We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

Example: We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th. We celebrate this holiday on May 9th.

flowers and cards to 

on July 3rdon July 3rdconcertsconcertsdecorate
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 b) Tell your story to the class. You get one point for each 
correct sentence. Students from the other groups can add 
their ideas to your story and get more points. 

6. a) Speak to your classmate about your favourite day. 
Example: My favourite day is Easter. We celebrate it 

in spring. I like painting eggs and eating Easter cake.

 b) Report to the class. What special days are the most 
popular in your class?
 c) Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

Lesson 3. MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

	Challenge:	 Interview your classmates about  
  Mother’s and Father’s Days.
	Must	use:	 Question words, helping words,  
  the rule of asking questions  
  in Present Simple and Past Simple.

1. Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your 
classmates’.

The most special person in my life is my … .

2. a) Helen speaks about one of 
her favourite days. Listen, read and 

answer: Who liked the last year’s cele-
bration most of all? Why?

British Mother’s Day is on Sun-
day in March or April. We celebrate 
it three weeks before Easter Sunday. 
On this day we show our love and give 
thanks to our dear mothers.

Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

Lesson 3.

Challenge:	

Must

Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

Interview your classmates about 

Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
in Present Simple and Past Simple.
the rule of asking questions 
in Present Simple and Past Simple.

Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

Challenge:	 Interview your classmates about 
Mother’s and Father’s Days.

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

Interview your classmates about 
Mother’s and Father’s Days.
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 

Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

Interview your classmates about 
Mother’s and Father’s Days.

Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.Write 6–8 sentences about your favourite day.

MOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAYMOTHER’S DAY AND FATHER’S DAY

Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 

use:	use:	use:	Must Question words, helping words, Question words, helping words, Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 
Question words, helping words, 
the rule of asking questions 

Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your Complete the sentence. Compare your idea with your 
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This holiday has its story. Many years ago a lot of 
poor people worked and lived far away from home. On 
Mothering Sunday they could go home to spend the day 
with their mothers. They often brought home a special 
cake called “Mothering cake”. 

Now on Mother’s Day children give their mums nice 
cards, small presents and flowers and cook their fa-
vourite food. Some people invite their mothers to a 
cafe. I always make a card for my mum on this day.

Last year Mother’s Day was on March 6th. My sister 
and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the 
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi-
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 
I couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 
pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! 
But our dog Charlie was very happy! He liked the cake, 
especially the pink creamy roses. We 
didn’t have time to get angry or make an-
other cake, so we ran to the supermarket 
and bought a chocolate cake. In fact, it 
was OK. Everyone was happy, but Char-
lie was the happiest! 

 b) Answer the questions.
1. When is Mother’s Day in Britain?
2. Why do people celebrate this special day?
3. Does Mother’s Day have a story? 
4. Why did people start to celebrate Mother’s Day 

in the past? 
5. How do people celebrate Mother’s Day now?

bring — 
brought

can — 
could

Last year Mother’s Day was on March 6th. My sister 
and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 

couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 
pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! 

and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 

couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 

But our dog Charlie was very happy! He liked the cake, 
especially the pink creamy roses. We 
But our dog Charlie was very happy! He liked the cake, 
especially the pink creamy roses. We 

Last year Mother’s Day was on March 6th. My sister 
and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 

couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 

made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 

couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 
pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! 
But our dog Charlie was very happy! He liked the cake, 

Last year Mother’s Day was on March 6th. My sister 
and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
pink creamy roses. It looked fantastic! We went to the
living room to lay the table for the party. Five mi
nutes later I came back to the kitchen to get the cake. 

couldn’t believe my eyes! The kitchen was a mess! The 

and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
and I made beautiful cards and gave them to our mum 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 
in the morning. She liked them very much! Then we 
made a special Mothering cake. We decorated it with 

pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! pieces of the cake were all over the floor! I was shocked! 

bring — didn’t have time to get angry or make andidn’t have time to get angry or make an
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6. What does Kate always do on this day?
7. When was Mother’s Day last year?
8. How did Kate and her sister decorate the 

Mothering cake?
9. Were the girls angry?

10. Did Charlie eat the pink roses?
11. What cake did they buy?
12. Was their mum happy?

c) Look at the questions. What words go before the 
subject? 

3. Grammar secret.

Present	Simple
am	/	is	/	are	+	S	…?
do	/	does	+	S	+	V	…?

Past	Simple
was	/	were	+	S	…?
did	+	S	+	V	…?

Mother’s Day is  in 

March or April.

Is  Mother’s Day in 
March or April?

When  is  Mother’s 

Day?

Kate	gives a card to her 
mum.

Does  Kate	give a card 

to her mum?

What  does  Kate	
give to her mum?

Mother’s Day was  on 

March 6th last year.

Was  Mother’s Day on 
March 6th last year?

When  was  Mother’s 

Day last year?

Kate	gave a card to her 
mum last year.

Did  Kate	give a card to 

her mum last year?

What  did  Kate	give 

to her mum last year?

subject? 

3. Grammar secret.

am
do /

…?
…?

Mother’s DayMother’s Day was

March 6th last year.
Mother’s DayMother’s Day  in 

March or April.

Grammar secret.

Present Simple
/ S …?

does + + V …?

Mother’s Day

Past Simple
was were +
did + S + V

 in  in is  in Mother’s Day isMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s Day Mother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s Day

Mother’s DayMother’s DayMother’s Day Mother’s DayMother’s DayWas in Mother’s Day in Mother’s Day
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4. Moving activity. “Question chain”.

people / their / do / what / mums / give / Britain / 
in / Mother’s / on / Day / ?

5. a) Make questions about Mother’s Day celebration in 
your family.

1. Mother’s Day / in Belarus / when / is / ?
2. your / does / make / on this day / mum / a cake / ?
3. give / mum / you / your / what / do / usually / to / ?
4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?
7. buy / a cake / did / you / ?
8. mum / happy / your / was / ?

 b) Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 
about him / her. 

6. a) Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. 
Why does he like this day?

b) Complete the questions.  
Listen and check. 

1. When … people celebrate 
Father’s Day in Britain?

2. When … people begin to 
celebrate this special day?

3. What … people usually give 
their fathers on this day?

4. How … you celebrate Father’s Day in your family?
5. … you go for a picnic on Father’s Day last year?
6. What … you enjoy most of all?
7. … your dad happy?

3. give / mum / you / your / what / do / usually / to
4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?
7. buy / a cake / did / you / ?
8. mum / happy / your / was / ?

b) Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 
about him / her. 

4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?

Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 

Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. a) Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. 
Why does he like this day?

4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?
7. buy / a cake / did / you / ?
8. mum / happy / your / was / ?

Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 
about him / her. 

7. buy / a cake / did / you / ?
8. mum / happy / your / was / ?

Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 

Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. 

4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?
7. buy / a cake / did / you / ?
8. mum / happy / your / was / ?

Interview your classmate. Say one interesting fact 

4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
4. you / how / your / house / do / decorate / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?
5. you / did / celebrate / this year / how / it / ?
6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?6. did / where / a party / have / you / ?

Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. a) Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. a) Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. Listen to David. He speaks about Father’s Day. 

Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. Complete the questions. 
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 c) Answer the questions.
 d) Do people celebrate Father’s Day in Belarus? Would 
you like to have Father’s Day on the calendar? 

Lesson 4. SPECIAL DAYS OF THE PLANET

	Challenge:	 Speak about special days  
  of the planet.
	Must	use:	 Present Simple and Past Simple.

1. Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 
your ideas with the class.

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

2. a) Listen and read about special days and match 
the texts with the names of the holidays. 

the Queen’s Official Birthday 
Valentine’s Day                        April Fool’s Day

1. The British Queen has two birthdays — one in 
April and one in June. The Queen’s real [rɪəl] birthday 
is on April 21st. She was born in 1926. In 1805 peo-
ple began to celebrate the Queen’s birthday publicly 
 in summer, when the weather is better than [pʌblɪkli׀]
in spring. It is on the second Saturday in June. There is 

Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 
your ideas with the class.

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

2.
the texts with the names of the holidays. 

Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 

Listen and read about special days and match 

Valentine’s Day                        April Fool’s DayValentine’s Day                        April Fool’s Day

Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 
your ideas with the class.

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

Listen and read about special days and match 
the texts with the names of the holidays. 

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

Listen and read about special days and match 
the texts with the names of the holidays. 

the Queen’s Official Birthday 
Valentine’s Day                        April Fool’s Day

Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

Listen and read about special days and match 
the texts with the names of the holidays. 

Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share Work in pairs. Make the question and answer it. Share 
your ideas with the class.your ideas with the class.

like / celebrations / do / why / people ?like / celebrations / do / why / people ?

the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday 
Valentine’s Day                        April Fool’s Day

the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday 
Valentine’s Day                        April Fool’s Day

the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday the Queen’s Official Birthday 
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the Queen’s Birthday Parade. It is a military parade. 
Thousands of people come to watch the parade. They 
celebrate the Queen’s Birthday in other countries, 
too — in Australia, New Zealand and Canada. 

2. On this day people celebrate romantic love. 
It started during the Roman Empire when a priest1 
named Valentine came to defend love. He died on Feb-
ruary 14th, 270 BC (Before Christ). Today people 
give presents to those they love — flowers, often red 
roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

3. It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 
play jokes on their friends and relatives. But you can 
play a joke only before noon. If you play a joke after 
noon, you become an April Fool. The Internet, TV and 
radio programmes play jokes on people, too. People 
started to celebrate April Fool’s Day in 1582 when a 
new calendar replaced the old one. In the old calendar 
New Year’s Day was April 1st. In the 
new calendar, it became January 1st. 
Some people didn’t want to celebrate 
New Year in January, they celebrated it 
on April 1st. Other people played jokes 
on them and called them April Fools.

1 priest — священник / святар

begin — 
began

become — 
became

give presents to those they love — flowers, often red 
roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

 It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 

give presents to those they love — flowers, often red 
roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

 It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 
play jokes on their friends and relatives. But you can 
play a joke only before noon. If you play a joke after 

 It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 
play jokes on their friends and relatives. But you can 
play a joke only before noon. If you play a joke after 

give presents to those they love — flowers, often red 
roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

 It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 
play jokes on their friends and relatives. But you can 

give presents to those they love — flowers, often red 
roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
people send a lot of cards — to the people they love: to 
their friends, mothers, brothers and sisters, parents 
and teachers. They wish them happiness and love. 

roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the roses, or heart-shaped chocolates and cakes. In the 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 
evening they decorate their houses with heart-shaped 
balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day balloons, light candles and have dinner. On this day 

 It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people  It is a day of fun and jokes. On this day people 

noon, you become an April Fool. The Internet, TV and 
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 b) Work in pairs. Fill in the helping verbs and write the 
questions in your exercise-books. Answer the questions.

1.	When … the Queen’s real birthday? 2. When …  
people celebrate the Queen’s Official Birthday? 3. When 
… the Queen born? 4. When … people begin to celebrate 
the Queen’s birthday in summer? 5. What … people  
usually watch on this day? 6. What … people celebrate 
on Valentine’s Day? 7. Who … Valentine? 8. Why … 
people start to celebrate St. Valentine’s Day on Feb-
ruary 14th? 9. How … people decorate their houses 
on Valentine’s Day? 10. Who … people send cards to 
on St. Valentine’s Day? 11. When … people start to  
celebrate April Fool’s Day? 12. When … New Year’s  
Day in the old calendar? 13. Who … April Fools in 
the past? 14. Who … April Fools now? 15. What … 
the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 
Fool’s Day in Britain? 

3. Moving activity. “Stand up”.

4. a) Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 
the three special days. If the question is correct, the team 
gets a point. If the opposite team gives the correct answer, 
it gets a point. Who wins?

 b) What’s common and what’s different about these 
days in Britain and in Belarus?

Example: In Britain and in Belarus people play 
jokes. In Britain you can play jokes only before noon, 
but in Belarus you can play jokes all day.

5. Work in groups of three. Choose one of the special days 
and speak about it. Make one mistake in your story. The 
other students spot the mistake.

ruary 14th? 9.
on Valentine’s Day? 
on St. Valentine’s Day? 
celebrate April Fool’s Day? 
Day in the old calendar? 
the past? 
the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 
Fool’s Day in Britain? 

 How … people decorate their houses 
Who … people send cards to 

When … people start to 
 When … New Year’s 

 Who … April Fools in 
 What … 

the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 

Moving activity. “Stand up”.

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 

Moving activity. “Stand up”.

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 

 How … people decorate their houses 
on Valentine’s Day? 
on St. Valentine’s Day? 
celebrate April Fool’s Day? 
Day in the old calendar? 

14. Who … April Fools now? 
the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 

Day in Britain? 

celebrate April Fool’s Day? 
Day in the old calendar? 13.

Who … April Fools now? 
the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 

Moving activity. “Stand up”.

 How … people decorate their houses 
Who … people send cards to 

When … people start to 
12. When … New Year’s 

 Who … April Fools in 
Who … April Fools now? 15.

the Internet, TV and radio programmes do on April 

Who … people send cards to 10. Who … people send cards to 10.10.
on St. Valentine’s Day? 

Who … people send cards to 
11.11.on St. Valentine’s Day? 

celebrate April Fool’s Day? 
on St. Valentine’s Day? 
celebrate April Fool’s Day? 

Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.Moving activity. “Stand up”.

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 

Close the books. Split into two teams and play a game. 
Students from di�erent teams in turn ask questions about 
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Lesson 5. BEFORE CHRISTMAS
	Challenge:	 Speak about Christmas and  
  New Year celebrations in your family.
	Must	use:	 pull crackers, hang stockings, 
  sing carols, a stocking, a fireplace,  
  an angel, tinsel, an ornament, lights,  
  a snowman, a snowflake.

1. Work in pairs. Complete the questions and answer 
them.

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 
and in Belarus? 

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?
3. Where … you usually celebrate Christmas?
4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

2. a) Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?

to put an angel	
[eɪnʤ(ə)l]

tinsel

a snowflake
[snəʊfleɪk׀]

an ornament
[ɔːnəmənt׀]

a snowman
[snəʊmæn׀]

to pull [pʊl]
crackersa fireplace

to hang
stocking

to sing 
carols

lights
[laɪts]

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 
and in Belarus? 

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?
3. Where … you usually celebrate Christmas?
4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

2.2.

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 

4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?

a snowflaketo put an angel
)l]

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 
and in Belarus? 

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?
3. Where … you usually celebrate Christmas?
4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

a) Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?
3. Where … you usually celebrate Christmas?
4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?
3. Where … you usually celebrate Christmas?
4. Where … you celebrate Christmas last year?

Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?

1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 1. When … people celebrate Christmas in Britain 

2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?2. … Christmas your favourite holiday?

Listen, read and answer. How do people feel?
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Glittering1 ornaments, many-coloured lights.
Silvery2 tinsel and sweet, tasty delights3.
An angel at the top of the Christmas Tree …
It’s time to light candles — don’t you see?

Hang	your	stockings over fireplaces.
Sing	carols, pull	crackers with happy faces! 

b) Listen again. Use the words in bold to name the 
items in the picture.

 c) Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 
is there in the room?

Example: There’s a Christmas tree in the room.
There are some lights on the Christmas tree.

3. Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be-
larus?

1. People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
Year. 2. They decorate a Christmas tree. 3. They hang 
ornaments, tinsel and lights on the tree. 4. They put 
an angel on the top of the tree. 5. They send Christ-
mas cards. 6. They sing Christmas carols. 7. They pull 
crackers at Christmas. 8. Children hang Christmas 
stockings by the fireplace. 9. Ded Moroz puts presents 
under the tree. 10. Father Christmas puts presents  
into Christmas stockings.

4. a) Alex is with Kate’s family. Listen and answer. 
What is Alex doing?

1 glittering — сверкающий / зіхатлівы
2 silvery — серебристый / серабрысты
3 delights — удовольствия, наслаждение / задавальненне, 

асалода

Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 
is there in the room?

Example:
There are some lights on the Christmas tree.

Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be
larus?

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 

Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 

Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree.  They hang 

ornaments, tinsel and lights on the tree. 4. They put 
They send Christ

2. They decorate a Christmas tree. 
ornaments, tinsel and lights on the tree. 
an angel on the top of the tree. 

Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 
is there in the room?

There’s a Christmas tree in the room.
There are some lights on the Christmas tree.

Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be

There are some lights on the Christmas tree.

Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 

There’s a Christmas tree in the room.
There are some lights on the Christmas tree.

Read the sentences. Are they about Britain or about Be

Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What Work in pairs. Look at the picture and answer. What 

There’s a Christmas tree in the room.There’s a Christmas tree in the room.There’s a Christmas tree in the room.There’s a Christmas tree in the room.

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
2. They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They hang 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They hang 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
3. They hang 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 3.

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

 People usually celebrate Christmas, not New 
 They decorate a Christmas tree. 

They send Christ5. They send Christan angel on the top of the tree. They send ChristThey send Christan angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. an angel on the top of the tree. 
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 b) True or false?
1. It’s 6 o’clock. 2. Mr. Fletcher is writing a Christmas 

card. 3. Mrs. Fletcher is decorating the Christmas tree. 
4.	Kate is hanging a Christmas stocking by the fireplace. 
5. Charlie is playing with tinsel.

c) Listen again and check your answers. 

5. Moving activity. “A miming game”.

6. a) Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 
Britain. What picture is missing? 

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ-
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 
have roast turkey1, potatoes and carrots, Christmas 
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

 b) Speak in pairs. What do you usually have for Christ-
mas dinner? What do you usually eat on New Year’s night?

7. a) Speak in new pairs. Which holiday do you like best: 
Christmas or New Year? Why?

 b) Compare your answers with your classmates.

1 roast [rəʊst] turkey [׀tɜːki] — зажаренная индейка / засма-
жаная індычка

Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 
Britain. What picture is missing? 

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 
have roast turkey
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 

, potatoes and carrots, Christmas 
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 
Britain. What picture is missing? 

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 
have roast turkey1, potatoes and carrots, Christmas 
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 

, potatoes and carrots, Christmas 
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 

On December 25th families have a traditional Christ
mas dinner. They cook a lot of food, but they always 

, potatoes and carrots, Christmas 
cake and Christmas pudding for Christmas dinner.

Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in Read about the traditional Christmas dinner in 
Britain. What picture is missing? Britain. What picture is missing? Britain. What picture is missing? Britain. What picture is missing? 

On December 25th families have a traditional ChristOn December 25th families have a traditional Christ
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Lesson 6. “BELARUSIAN SPECIAL DAYS”  
 SCRAPBOOK1

	Challenge:	 Make a page for the “Belarusian  
  special days” scrapbook.
	Must	use:	 Vocabulary of the unit,  
  Present Simple and Past Simple.

Before the lesson:
1. Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 
special days and festivals do you know?

Example:
S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic-

tory Day, Kupalle, Christmas.

2. a) Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

A

B

C

b) Listen to Alex speaking about Kalyady and check 
your guesses. 

 c) Speak about Kalyady. Use the words in the box.
1. When is this special day?
2. When did people begin to celebrate it? 

1 scrapbook — альбом с наклейками, записями, вырезка-
ми из журналов / альбом з наклейкамі, запісамі, выразкамі 
з часопісаў

Before the lesson:
Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 

special days and festivals do you know?
Example:
S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic

tory Day, Kupalle, Christmas.

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 

S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 

A

Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 
special days and festivals do you know?

S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic
tory Day, Kupalle, Christmas.

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 

S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic
tory Day, Kupalle, Christmas.

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 

Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 
special days and festivals do you know?

S1: Victory Day. S2: Victory Day, Kupalle. S3: Vic

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 

Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 
special days and festivals do you know?

Play “the Snowball game”. What Belarusian holidays, 
special days and festivals do you know?special days and festivals do you know?special days and festivals do you know?

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
is the odd one out? 

Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture Kalyady is an old Belarusian tradition. Which picture 
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3. How do people prepare for it?
4. How do people celebrate it?
5. How did Alex celebrate Kalyady last year?

 old and interesting celebration  eat kuttzya
 started to celebrate  sing carols
 tidy and decorate their houses  play snowballs
 wash in the sauna  play jokes
 dress in the costumes of animals  dance
 go from house to house  wish happiness
 give sweets and fruit  have fun

 d) Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 
traditions do you know?

3. a) Prepare for the project. Play paper snowballs 
and choose the day for your project.

 b) Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe-
cial days”. 

1. Find information about this special day. Use the 
material of the unit, books, the Internet and your  
parents’ or grandparents’ stories.

2. Write about this day on an A4 sheet of paper. 
Use the questions in ex. 2c as a plan. Start doing it in 
class.

3. Stick or draw pictures.

In the lesson:
1. Present your story to the class. 

2. Answer three questions from your classmates.

3. Collect all the pages and make up your class’s scrap-
book.

 go from house to house
 give sweets and fruit

d)
traditions do you know?

3.
and choose the day for your project.

Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe

have fun

Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 

Prepare for the project. Play paper snowballs 

Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe

1. Find information about this special day. Use

Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe
cial days”. 

1. Find information about this special day. Use

 go from house to house
 give sweets and fruit

Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 
traditions do you know?

Prepare for the project. Play paper snowballs 
and choose the day for your project.

Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 

Prepare for the project. Play paper snowballs 
and choose the day for your project.

Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe

wish happiness
have fun

Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 

Prepare for the project. Play paper snowballs 
and choose the day for your project.

 give sweets and fruit give sweets and fruit

Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian Do you celebrate Kalyady? What other Belarusian 

Make a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian speMake a page for the class scrapbook “Belarusian spe

material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your material of the unit, books, the Internet and your 
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Lesson 7. QUIZ TIME!

	Challenge:	 Make a quiz about Belarusian  
  special days.
	Must	use:	 Vocabulary of the unit.

1. Play the X’s and O’s game (Noughts and crosses).

1 2 3 Split into two teams: X’s and O’s. 
Name the number of the square and 
the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The 
winner is the team which first gets 
a line of X’s or O’s.

4 5 6

7 8 9

2. a) Read the names.

Christmas Eve [׀krɪsməs ׀iːv] Germany [׀ʤɜːmənɪ]

Rudolf [׀ruːdɔlf]Trafalgar Square [trə׀fælgə ׀skweə] 

Norway [׀nɔːweɪ] Finland [׀fɪnlənd]

 b) Split into three teams. Do the quiz about Christmas 
and New Year.

1. When is Christmas Eve?
a) on December 24th c) on December 26th
b) on December 25th

2. Where did the tradition to decorate a Christmas 
tree come from?

a) Finland b) Norway c) Germany

6

7

a) Read the names.

the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The 
winner is the team which first gets 

] ʤɜːmənɪ

Rudolf [

krɪsməs 

Trafalgar Square [

the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The 
winner is the team which first gets 
a line of X’s or O’s.

Read the names.

winner is the team which first gets 
a line of X’s or O’s.

krɪsməs ׀iːv

the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The 
winner is the team which first gets 
a line of X’s or O’s.

the teacher asks you a question. If the teacher asks you a question. If the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
the teacher asks you a question. If 
your answer is correct, replace the 
number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The number with an ‘X’ or an ‘O’. The 
winner is the team which first gets winner is the team which first gets 

krɪsməs krɪsməs Christmas Eve [׀krɪsməs Christmas Eve [Christmas Eve [Christmas Eve [Christmas Eve [Christmas Eve [ ʤɜːmənɪʤɜːmənɪGermany [׀ʤɜːmənɪGermany [Germany [Germany [Germany [Germany [Germany [

Rudolf [Trafalgar Square [ Rudolf [Rudolf [fælgə Trafalgar Square [Trafalgar Square [Trafalgar Square [
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3. When is Boxing Day?
a) on December 24th 
b) on December 25th 
c) on December 26th

4. What do people do on Bo - 
xing Day?

a) They make boxes 
b) They give presents
c) They watch boxing matches on TV

5. Where is Father Christmas’s home?
a) in Norway b) in Germany c) in Finland

6. Who helps Santa to make presents?
a) elves
b) dwarfs
c) Snow White

7. How many reindeer are there in Father 
Christmas’s sleigh?

a) seven b) ten c) twelve

a chimney 
[tʃɪmni׀]

a reindeer 
[dɪə׀reɪn׀]

a sleigh 
[sleɪ]

a mince pie 
[paɪ׀mɪns׀]

midnight

a mince pie 
[ mɪns

3. When is Boxing Day?
a) on December 24th
b) on December 25th
c) on December 26th

a sleigh 
[sleɪ]

4. What do people do on Bo-4. What do people do on Bo
xing Day?

3. When is Boxing Day?
a) on December 24th
b) on December 25th

3. When is Boxing Day?

4. What do people do on Bo

c) on December 26thc) on December 26thc) on December 26th

4. What do people do on Bo

c) on December 26thc) on December 26thc) on December 26thc) on December 26th

4. What do people do on Bo

c) on December 26thc) on December 26th

4. What do people do on Bo

a) They make boxesa) They make boxesa) They make boxesa) They make boxesa) They make boxes
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8. Who is Rudolf?
a) the first deer with a red nose
b) father Christmas’s father 
c) father Christmas’s friend from Norway

9. When does Santa get into houses 
through [θruː] the chimneys?

a) at midnight on December 31st
b) at midnight on December 25th
c) at midnight on December 24th

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ-
mas Eve?

a) a present b) a mince pie c) a candle

11. Where do many people  
celebrate New Year in London?

a) in Trafalgar Square
b) at home
c) in Independence Square

12. Where is the Christmas tree 
in Trafalgar Square from?

a) Finland
b) Germany
c) Norway

c) Listen and check. Which team is the winner?

3. Moving activity. “Pass the envelope”.

4. Play “The last sentence” game about Christmas and  
New Year.

5. What do you know about Belarusian Ded Moroz?

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ
mas Eve?

a) a present

11. Where do many people 
celebrate New Year in London?

a) in Trafalgar Square
b) at home
c) in Independence Square

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ

c) in Independence Square

12. Where is the Christmas tree 

c) in Independence Square

12. Where is the Christmas tree 
in Trafalgar Square from?

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ

a) a present b) a mince pie

11. Where do many people 
celebrate New Year in London?

a) in Trafalgar Square
b) at home

11. Where do many people 
celebrate New Year in London?

c) in Independence Square

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ

b) a mince pie c) a candle

11. Where do many people 

10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ10. What do children leave for Santa on Christ

b) a mince pieb) a mince pieb) a mince pieb) a mince pie

c) in Independence Squarec) in Independence Squarec) in Independence Squarec) in Independence Squarec) in Independence Squarec) in Independence Square
b) at home
c) in Independence Square
b) at home
c) in Independence Square
b) at home
c) in Independence Square

in Trafalgar Square from?
a) Finland

in Trafalgar Square from?in Trafalgar Square from?in Trafalgar Square from?in Trafalgar Square from?in Trafalgar Square from?
a) Finland
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6. Make your quiz.
1. Work in pairs or small groups.
2. Make a quiz about special days in Britain and Be-

larus.
3. Have a quiz show in the next lesson.

Lesson 8. CHRISTMAS FUN

	Challenge:	 Make a Christmas cracker  
  and write a Christmas card.

1. a) Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ 
names? Who is Chris?

 b) Get a name of your classmate from the teacher. Write 
a Christmas or New Year card to this classmate and bring it 
to the next lesson. 

1. a)
names? Who is Chris?names? Who is Chris?

and write a Christmas card.

Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ 

and write a Christmas card.

Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ 
names? Who is Chris?names? Who is Chris?

and write a Christmas card.

Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ 

and write a Christmas card.and write a Christmas card.

Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ Look at the Christmas cards. What are Kate’s parents’ 
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2. These are some Christmas jokes you can find in a  
cracker. Match the questions to the answers.

1. What do snowmen eat for breakfast? 2.	What do 
monkeys sing at Christmas? 3.	What bird cannot fly? 
4. What do you have in December that you don’t have in 
any other month? 5. Who gives presents to elephants? 
6. Can I have a puppy? 7. What game do cows play at 
Christmas? 

E. No, you can’t.  
You can have turkey like everybody else!

D. “Jungle bells!”C. Snowflakes.

G. Roast turkey.F. Moo-sical chairs.

B. Elephanta Claus.A. The letter “D”.

3. Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.

4. a) Read how to make a Christmas cracker and put the 
pictures in the correct order.

1. Take a piece of cardboard1 and make a pipe2. 
2. Write a joke on a piece of paper3.
3. Make a paper crown.
4. Put the joke, the crown and a small gift into the 

pipe.
5. Take a piece of paper and decorate it with pictures.
6. Cover4 the pipe with the decorated paper.

1 cardboard [׀kɑːd׀bɔːd] — картон / кардон
2 a pipe — трубка / трубка
3 a piece [piːs] of paper — лист бумаги / аркуш паперы
4 cover [׀kʌvə] — оберните, заверните / абгарніце, загарніце

C. Snowflakes.

F. Moo-sical chairs.

D. “Jungle bells!”

G. Roast turkey.

Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.

E. No, you can’t. 
You can have turkey like everybody else!

C. Snowflakes.

F. Moo-sical chairs.

E. No, you can’t. 
You can have turkey like everybody else!

Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.

E. No, you can’t. 
You can have turkey like everybody else!

D. “Jungle bells!”

G. Roast turkey.

Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.Moving activity. “Musical Chairs”.

Read how to make a Christmas cracker and put the Read how to make a Christmas cracker and put the Read how to make a Christmas cracker and put the Read how to make a Christmas cracker and put the 
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 b) Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 
friend.

Lesson 9. PANCAKE DAY

	 Challenge:	 Tell the story of Pancake Day.

1. a) Look at the picture and answer the questions.

an apron flip

a racea headscarf

1. What British holiday is it? 2. What kind of com-
petition is it? 3. What are the boys wearing? 4. What 
are they flipping in the frying pans? 

b) Look at the comic and guess the answers. Listen 
and check. 

1. What did Kate ask Alex to do? Why?
2. Did he like the idea? Why / Why not?
3. Did Alex enjoy the race? Why / Why not?

Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 
friend.

Lesson 9.

	 Challenge:	

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

a racea headscarf

Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 

PANCAKE DAY

	 Challenge:	 Tell the story of Pancake Day.

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

PANCAKE DAY

Tell the story of Pancake Day.

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 

Tell the story of Pancake Day.

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your Make your Christmas cracker and give it to your 

Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.Look at the picture and answer the questions.
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4. How many flips did Alex have?
5. What did he like?

Alex steps through the Magic Mirror and sees Kate. 
They’re in Olney, England.	

c) Listen again and complete the story of Pancake 
Day in Britain.

People celebrate Pancake Day in February or March, 
on 1. …, 2. … days before Easter Sunday. The most in-
teresting tradition on this day is Pancake races. It dates 
back to 3. … and started at Olney, a small town in 4. … . 
The race usually begins at 5. … . In the past women in 
6. …. ran in the race and flipped 7. … in the frying pan. 
Today men can take part in the Pancake Race, but they 
wear 8. …, too. They must run 9. … metres and flip the 
pancakes 10. … times. School children take part in the 
races but they run only 11. … metres. Another popular 
game on this day is flipping a pancake. You must flip 
the pancake in the frying pan. The student with 12. … 
number of flips is the winner!

2. Moving activity. “The Pancake game”.

c)
Day in Britain.

Listen again and complete the story of Pancake 

People celebrate Pancake Day in February or March, 
 … days before Easter Sunday. The most in

People celebrate Pancake Day in February or March, 
2. … days before Easter Sunday. The most in

Listen again and complete the story of Pancake Listen again and complete the story of Pancake 

People celebrate Pancake Day in February or March, 

Listen again and complete the story of Pancake 
Day in Britain.

People celebrate Pancake Day in February or March, 

Day in Britain.Day in Britain.Day in Britain.Day in Britain.Day in Britain.

teresting tradition on this day is Pancake races. It dates teresting tradition on this day is Pancake races. It dates 
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3. Tell the story of Pancake Day in pairs. Say sentences in 
turn. Who will say the last sentence?

4. a) Kate asked Alex to tell her about 
Pancake Day in Belarus. What do you know 
about it?

1. What is it called in Belarus?
2. When do people celebrate it?
3. Why do they burn a scarecrow1 of 

winter?
4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

your family?
6. Do you like this day? Why?

 b) Help Alex to write an email to Kate about Pancake 
Day celebration in Belarus. 

Lesson 10. GET A MEDAL!

 Test yourself and get a medal! 

1. Play the board game. Follow the 
rules in Unit 3 Lesson 11. 

 Name Belarusian special 
days. When do we celebrate them?

 Name British special days. 
When do they celebrate them?

 Speak about your favourite 
special day.

1 scarecrow [׀skɛəkrəu] — чучело / пудзіла

4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

your family?
6. Do you like this day? Why?

b)
Day celebration in Belarus. 

5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

Help Alex to write an email to Kate about Pancake 

GET A MEDAL!Lesson 10. GET A MEDAL!

4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

6. Do you like this day? Why?

Help Alex to write an email to Kate about Pancake 
Day celebration in Belarus. 

6. Do you like this day? Why?

Help Alex to write an email to Kate about Pancake 

4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

6. Do you like this day? Why?

Help Alex to write an email to Kate about Pancake 

4. How do people celebrate this day?4. How do people celebrate this day?4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 
4. How do people celebrate this day?
5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 5. How do you usually celebrate Pancake Day in 

Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! Test yourself and get a medal! 
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 Interview your classmate about Mother’s Day 
celebration in their family.

 Speak about Christmas and New Year celebra-
tions in your family.

 Speak about Christmas and New Year celebra-
tions in Britain.

 Ask and answer 5 questions about Belarusian 
special days.

 Speak about a Belarusian special day.

 Tell a joke.

 Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.

2. Sing the song “Jingle Bells!”

Dashing through the snow  
In a one-horse open sleigh1, 
O’er the fields we go,  
Laughing all the way2.  

Bells on bobtail ring3,
Making spirits bright4.
What fun it is to ride and sing
A sleighing song tonight!

Jingle bells! Jingle bells!
Jingle all the way!
Oh, what fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh!

1 sleigh [sleɪ] — сани / сані
2 laughing [lɑːfɪŋ] all the way — смеясь всю дорогу / сме-

ючыся ўсю дарогу
3 ring — звенеть, звонить / звінець, званіць
4 making spirits bright — поднимая настроение / узды-

маючы настрой

Speak about a Belarusian special day.

Tell a joke.

Dashing through the snow 
In a one-horse open sleigh
O’er the fields we go, 
Laughing all the way2

Bells on bobtail ring

Tell a joke.

Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.

Sing the song “Jingle Bells!”

Dashing through the snow 
In a one-horse open sleighIn a one-horse open sleighIn a one-horse open sleigh

Sing the song “Jingle Bells!”

Dashing through the snow Dashing through the snow 
In a one-horse open sleigh1, 

Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.

Sing the song “Jingle Bells!”

Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.Speak about Pancake Day in Britain.

O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, O’er the fields we go, 

Bells on bobtail ring
Making spirits brightMaking spirits bright
Bells on bobtail ring
Making spirits bright
Bells on bobtail ring
Making spirits bright
Bells on bobtail ring
Making spirits bright
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Lesson 11. LET’S HAVE A PARTY!
Before the party:
1. Decide who:
 a) decorates the classroom with ornaments, tinsel, an-
gels and balloons.
 b) cooks something at home and brings it to the class. 
 c) buys paper glasses, plates and tissues.
 d) buys juice and soda.
 e) brings party music.

2. Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 
an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. 

At the party:
1. Game 1. “Pin The Nose on Rudolph”.

A picture of a noseless Rudolf is 
on the wall. Blindfolded1 students 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
student wins a sweet.

2. Game 2. “Crocodile”.
One student takes a phrase from a secret bag and 

mimes it, e.g. ’hang a stocking’. The other students 
guess: Are you pulling a cracker? Are you hanging a 
stocking?

3. Game 3. “Word game”.
Students split into two teams.	They write on the 

sheets of paper words made up of the letters which are 
in the phrase on the board: “Merry Christmas!” Set the 
time limit, e.g. 5 minutes. The team with most words 
wins.

1 blindfolded — с завязанными глазами / з завязанымі  
вачыма

brings party music.

Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 
an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. 

At the party:
Game 1. “Pin The Nose on Rudolph”.
A picture of a noseless Rudolf is 

on the wall. Blindfolded
spin around and then try to pin a red 

Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 

nose in the right place. The nearest nose in the right place. The nearest 
student wins a sweet.

Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 
an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. 

Game 1. “Pin The Nose on Rudolph”.
A picture of a noseless Rudolf is 

on the wall. Blindfolded

Game 1. “Pin The Nose on Rudolph”.
A picture of a noseless Rudolf is 

on the wall. Blindfolded1 students 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 

Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 
an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. 

Game 1. “Pin The Nose on Rudolph”.
A picture of a noseless Rudolf is 

 students 

Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, Make a Christmas costume or a mask, e.g. Santa, Rudolf, 
an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. an elf, a snow�ake, a bear, a rabbit, etc. 

spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 
spin around and then try to pin a red 
nose in the right place. The nearest 

Game 2. “Crocodile”.Game 2. “Crocodile”.Game 2. “Crocodile”.Game 2. “Crocodile”.Game 2. “Crocodile”.
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4. Sing the song “Jingle Bells!”

5. Game 4. Moving activity. “Pass 
the Christmas parcel”.

6. Disco Time! 
Play your favourite music and dance! 

7. Help yourself!
Eat and drink the party food. Don’t 

forget to say: Yummy! Nice! Fantas-
tic! Thank you! 

8. Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 
everyone!

Lesson 12. READING FOR PLEASURE:  
 THE NUTCRACKER
1. a) Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?

Example: Christmas is presents, a party, …

 b) Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is 
for Kate.

Reporter: What does Christmas mean to you?
Kate: Christmas for me is always a Christmas tree, 

carols, presents in Christmas stockings, Christmas 
pudding and minced pies and going to the theatre.

Reporter: Theatre? 
Kate: Yes, we have a tradition to watch “The Nut-

cracker” in December.
Reporter: Ballet [׀bæleɪ]? I understand! This tradi-

tion is very popular in Britain and in other European 
countries1.

1 European countries [׀ juərə׀piːən ׀kʌntriz] — европейские 
страны / еўрапейскія краіны

tic! Thank you! 

Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 
everyone!

Lesson 12.

Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 

Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?
Christmas is presents, a party, …

Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is 

Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?
Example: Christmas is presents, a party, …

Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is 

Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 

Lesson 12. EADING
HE NUTCRACKER

FOR
UTCRACKER

Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?

Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 

FOR PLEASURE
UTCRACKER

Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to Wish a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to 

Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?Work in pairs. What is Christmas for you?

Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is Read part of the interview and say what Christmas is 
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Kate: Also in the USA. Many people don’t know 
much about ballet but they know this one very well.

Reporter: Maybe because of this Christmas tradi-
tion…

2. a) Read the first part of the story and answer the  
questions: 

— What gifts did Marie and her brother get from 
their godfather Drosselmeyer for Christmas?

Part	I
The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 

brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa-
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a castle with mechanical 
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 
had fun cracking nuts until Fritz took a very big nut, 
and the Nutcracker’s jaw1 broke. Marie was very sad 
and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 
went to sleep.

— What happened at night?

At night, the seven-headed Mouse King with his 
army of mice came out from under the floor. The toys 
came	alive2; the Nutcracker took command and led

1 jaw [dʒɔː] — челюсть / сківіца
2 came alive — ожили / ажылі

nuts Nutcracker

slippers

battle

ribbon

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 
had fun cracking
and the Nutcracker’s jaw
and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 
went to sleep.

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa

with mechanical 
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 

 until Fritz took a very big nut, 
 broke. Marie was very sad 

and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 

— What happened at night?

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 
had fun cracking nut
and the Nutcracker’s jaw
and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 

ther Drosselmeyer gave them a
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 

 until Fritz took a very big nut, 
and the Nutcracker’s jaw1 broke. Marie was very sad 
and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a castle with mechanical 
people but Marie liked the Nutcracker. The children 

 until Fritz took a very big nut, 
 broke. Marie was very sad 

and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa

The story began on Christmas Eve. Marie and her 
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfabrother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfabrother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a
brother Fritz got many beautiful gifts. Their godfa
ther Drosselmeyer gave them a

and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 
went to sleep.went to sleep.went to sleep.went to sleep.
and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children and gave him a ribbon from her dress. The children 

At night, the seven-headed Mouse King with his At night, the seven-headed Mouse King with his 
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them into battle. Marie, who couldn’t 
sleep, took	off her slipper and threw it 
at the Mouse King.

— Why do you think Marie’s parents 
didn’t believe her?

The next morning Marie told her  
parents about the battle between the 
mice and the toys, but the parents did 
not believe her. Drosselmeyer visited 
them in the afternoon. He told Marie 
the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

 b) Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 
Queen and say:

a) why the King was angry;
b) who made mouse traps;
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka-

took;
e) who could cure Pirlipat;
f) who cured her;
g) what happened to the boy who cured Pirlipat.

Part	II 
Once upon a time the Mouse Queen and 

her family ate up the sausage that the King 
wanted to eat at dinner. The King called 
Drosselmeyer and asked him to make 
mouse traps. Many mice died.

The Mouse Queen said “I’ll make your little prin-
cess ugly”. At night she magically made Pirlipat ug-
ly with a big head and a big mouth. She looked like 
a Nutcracker. The King gave Drosselmeyer four weeks 

mouse — 
mice

fall — fell

throw — 
threw

lead — led

a mouse 
trap

them in the afternoon. He told Marie 
the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

b)
Queen and say:

a) why the King was angry;
b) who made mouse traps;
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;

the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 

d) why it was important to find a nut called a Crakad) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka

e) who could cure Pirlipat;

them in the afternoon. He told Marie 
the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 
Queen and say:

a) why the King was angry;
b) who made mouse traps;

Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 

a) why the King was angry;
b) who made mouse traps;
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka

them in the afternoon. He told Marie 
the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 

b) who made mouse traps;

them in the afternoon. He told Marie them in the afternoon. He told Marie them in the afternoon. He told Marie 
the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Queen. 

Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse Read the story of Princess Pirlipat and the Mouse 

c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
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d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
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d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Crakad) why it was important to find a nut called a Crakad) why it was important to find a nut called a Crakad) why it was important to find a nut called a Crakad) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka
c) why princess Pirlipat became ugly;
d) why it was important to find a nut called a Craka

e) who could cure Pirlipat;
f) who cured her;
e) who could cure Pirlipat;e) who could cure Pirlipat;e) who could cure Pirlipat;e) who could cure Pirlipat;
f) who cured her;
e) who could cure Pirlipat;
f) who cured her;
e) who could cure Pirlipat;
f) who cured her;
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to find a	cure1. He found the cure: it was a nut called 
a Crakatook. They had	to	find a boy who could crack it 
with his eyes closed, and then take	seven	steps	back-
wards without	stumbling2.

The King said the boy who could cure his daugh-
ter would marry3 the princess. Many boys came to the  
palace and tried4 to crack the nut and only Drosselmey-
er’s nephew did it. But on the seventh step he stepped 
on the Mouse Queen and stumbled. Princess Pirlipat 
became beautiful again but Drosselmeyer’s nephew be-
came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

3. Moving activity. Dance to the music from the 
ballet “The Nutcracker”.

4. a) Discuss with your partner what happened to Marie 
next.

1. The parents saw Mouse King’s seven crowns and 
believed Marie.

2. The Nutcracker became prince.
3. Marie and the Nutcracker travelled to Britain.
4. Marie married the Nutcracker.
5. She became queen.

 b) Read part three and check your guesses.

Part	III
The next night, the Nutcracker came into Marie’s 

room and brought the Mouse King’s seven crowns. 

1 a cure — лекарство / лякарства, лекі
2 take seven steps backwards without stumbling — сделать 

семь шагов назад не споткнувшись / зрабіць сем крокаў назад 
не спатыкнуўшыся

3 marry somebody — женится на / ажаніцца з
4 tried — пытались / спрабавалі

became beautiful again but Drosselmeyer’s nephew be
came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

a)
next.

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven

came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

Moving activity. Dance to the music from the 

Discuss with your partner what happened to Marie 

The Nutcracker became prince.
Marie and the Nutcracker travelled to Britain.
The Nutcracker became prince.
Marie and the Nutcracker travelled to Britain.

became beautiful again but Drosselmeyer’s nephew be
came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

Moving activity. Dance to the music from the 
ballet “The Nutcracker”.

Discuss with your partner what happened to Marie 

ballet “The Nutcracker”.

Discuss with your partner what happened to Marie 

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven

became beautiful again but Drosselmeyer’s nephew be
came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

Moving activity. Dance to the music from the 
ballet “The Nutcracker”.

Discuss with your partner what happened to Marie 

came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.came ugly. Pirlipat didn’t want to marry him.

Moving activity. Dance to the music from the Moving activity. Dance to the music from the Moving activity. Dance to the music from the Moving activity. Dance to the music from the 

The parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s seven
believed Marie.

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven
believed Marie.

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven
believed Marie.

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven
believed Marie.

The parents saw Mouse King’s seven
believed Marie.

crowncrownThe parents saw Mouse King’s seven crownThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s sevenThe parents saw Mouse King’s seven

Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.Marie married the Nutcracker.
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He took Marie away to the doll kingdom, where she 
saw many wonderful things. In the morning Marie told 
her mother what happened, but she didn’t believe her 
again.

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut - 
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 
married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where 
she became queen.

5. Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or 
read “The Nutcracker”? Why / Why not?

a crown

a bangfаll off the chair

her mother what happened, but she didn’t believe her 
again.

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 
married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where 

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 

Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or 

she became .

Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or 

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 

cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 
married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where 

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 
look like!” At these words, there was a bang and she 
fell off the chair. The next moment she saw a tall young 
man. It was her godfather’s nephew. Her love turned 
the Nutcracker back into a man! Some time later Marie 

Then Marie ran to the toys, looked at the NutThen Marie ran to the toys, looked at the NutThen Marie ran to the toys, looked at the NutThen Marie ran to the toys, looked at the Nut
cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you cracker and said: “I’ll always love you whatever you 

married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where married him and they went to the doll kingdom, where 

Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or 
read “The Nutcracker”? Why / Why not?

Discuss in pairs. Would you like to watch the ballet or 
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Lesson 1. EAT-WELL PLATE

	 Challenge:	 Give your friend advice  
  on healthy eating.
	Must	use:	 Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast,  
  beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps,  
  biscuits, rice, vegetables, fruit;  
  should / shouldn’t.

1. Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un-
healthy?

healthy [׀helθi] food = good food
unhealthy [ʌn׀helθi] food = bad food

2. a) Look at the foods in Kate’s kitchen. Which foods are 
healthy and which ones are unhealthy?

cereals 
[sɪəriəlz׀]

toast [təʊst]

baked beans 
[biːnz׀ beɪkt׀]

butter [׀bʌtə]

sugar [׀ʃʊɡə] salt [sɔːlt]

	Must
  
  
  

Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, 

Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

] food = good foodhealthy

on healthy eating.
Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, 
beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, 
biscuits, rice, vegetables, fruit; 
should / shouldn’t.

Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

biscuits, rice, vegetables, fruit; 
should / shouldn’t.

Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

on healthy eating.
Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, 
beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, 
biscuits, rice, vegetables, fruit; 
should / shouldn’t.

Are you hungry? What do you usually eat when you are 
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

on healthy eating.on healthy eating.on healthy eating.
Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, 
beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, 
Healthy, unhealthy, cereals, toast, 
beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, beans, butter, sugar, salt, crisps, 

hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un
healthy?
hungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or unhungry? What’s your favourite food? Is it healthy or un

] food = bad foodunhealthy ] food = bad foodhelθi] food = bad foodhelθi [unhealthy
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 b) Which foods do you like / don’t like?

3. a) Listen to the poem. What food groups are good 
for your health?

Food	Groups
There are four important1 groups
Which are good for you to eat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.

Eat food from each food group
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
You’ll be OK!

 b) Recite the poem.

4. a) Read the article about a healthy diet. What �ve food 
groups are there on the “Eat-well plate”? Match the num-
bers to the letters.

There	are	5	different	food	groups.
1. The first group includes2 bread, pasta, rice and 

cereals. These foods give you energy. After a night’s 

1 important [ɪm׀pɔːtənt] — важный / важны
2 include — включать в себя / уваходзіць, належаць

biscuits 
 [bɪskɪts׀]

vegetables 
[vedʒtəblz׀]

fruit [fruːt] crispsrice

Which foods do you like / don’t like?

There are four important
Which are good for you to eat.
They are fruit and vegetables,

Listen to the poem. What food groups are good 

Also, milk, bread, and meat.
Eat food from each food group

Also, milk, bread, and meat.
Eat food from each food group
On your plate every day,

Which foods do you like / don’t like?

Listen to the poem. What food groups are good 
for your health?

Food
There are four important
Which are good for you to eat.

Food Groups
There are four important
Which are good for you to eat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.

Which foods do you like / don’t like?

Listen to the poem. What food groups are good 

Groups
 groups

Which are good for you to eat.

Which foods do you like / don’t like?Which foods do you like / don’t like?Which foods do you like / don’t like?Which foods do you like / don’t like?Which foods do you like / don’t like?

Listen to the poem. What food groups are good Listen to the poem. What food groups are good Listen to the poem. What food groups are good 

They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.
They are fruit and vegetables,They are fruit and vegetables,
Also, milk, bread, and meat.

They will make you strong and healthy —They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —They will make you strong and healthy —They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
On your plate every day,
They will make you strong and healthy —
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sleep, you need a lot of energy for a day. A bowl of  
cereals for breakfast is a good idea!

2. Fruit and vegetables contain vitamins and mine-
rals. They can help the body to fight infections and keep 
your skin and eyes healthy. You should eat 5 portions 
of fruit and vegetables every day. For example, a glass 
of fruit juice at breakfast, perhaps an apple and banana 
as snacks and two vegetables at lunch and dinner.

3. Foods from the milk group include milk, yogurt 
and cheese. Foods from this group make your bones 
and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 
milk group every day.

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 
be stronger. You should eat two portions a day.

5. The fatty1 and sweet foods group includes but-
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks.  

1 fatty — жирная / тлустая

E

A B

C

D

and cheese. Foods from this group make your bones 
and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 
milk group every day.

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 
be stronger. You should eat two portions a day.

5. The fatty
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks. 

and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 

 and sweet foods group includes but
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks. 

and cheese. Foods from this group make your bones 
and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 
milk group every day.

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 
be stronger. You should eat two portions a day.

5. The fatty  and sweet foods group includes but
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks. 

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 
be stronger. You should eat two portions a day.

 and sweet foods group includes but
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks. 

and cheese. Foods from this group make your bones 
and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
eggs, nuts and beans. These foods help you grow and 
be stronger. You should eat two portions a day.

 and sweet foods group includes but
ter, cakes, chocolate, crisps, sweets and sugary drinks. 

and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 
milk group every day.
and teeth strong. Eat two portions of food from the 
milk group every day.

4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 4. The meat group includes meat, chicken, fish, 
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You shouldn’t eat many fatty or sugary foods because 
they are bad for your teeth and can make your body fat.

b) Look at the words in bold: ’should’ and ’shouldn’t’. 
What do they mean? Check your ideas in the Gram-
mar reference.

 c) Make up true sentences.

You 
should 
eat

You 
shouldn’t 
eat

meat group foods

bread and cereals

many fatty foods

fruit and veg-
etables

milk group foods

because they are good 
for bones and teeth.

because they help you 
grow.

because they give you 
energy.

because they have vi-
tamins and minerals.

because they make 
you unhealthy.

5. Moving activity. “The Five food groups” game.

6. a) Answer the questions of the quiz. 
1) Do you eat cereals for breakfast?
A. Often B. Sometimes C. Never
2) How many portions of vegetables and fruit do 

you eat a day?
A. 4–5 B. 2–3 C. 0–1
3) How many portions of milk foods do you eat a day?
A. 2 B. 1 C. 0
4) How many portions of meat foods do you eat a day?
A. 2 B. 1 C. 0
5) Do you eat fatty foods?
A. Rarely B. Sometimes C. Often

should 
eat

You 
shouldn’t 

because they help you 

because they give you 

because they have vi
tamins and minerals.

because they make 
you unhealthy.you unhealthy.

Moving activity. “The Five food groups” game.Moving activity. “The Five food groups” game.

bread and cereals

many fatty foods

fruit and veg
etables

milk group foods

fruit and veg-

milk group foodsmilk group foods

because they help you 
grow.

because they give you 
energy.

because they have vi
tamins and minerals.

bread and cerealsbread and cerealsbread and cerealsbread and cerealsbread and cereals

many fatty foodsmany fatty foodsmany fatty foodsmany fatty foods

milk group foodsmilk group foodsmilk group foodsmilk group foodsmilk group foodsmilk group foodsmilk group foods because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.
because they make 
you unhealthy.you unhealthy.

Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. Answer the questions of the quiz. 
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 b) Work in pairs. Compare your answers and give each 
other advice.

Example: You should eat more … / you shouldn’t eat 
many … because … 

7. Work in groups of three and make up short stories about 
�ve food groups in your diet. Use the material of the lesson 
and the help box. Who’s got the healthiest diet?

                                 I eat / don’t eat foods from … group 
every day. I often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat 
… . I think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many 
… because … .

Lesson 2. AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS  
 THE DOCTOR AWAY

	Challenge:	 Speak about meals in British families  
  and in your family. 
	Must	use:	 Broccoli, melon, watermelon,  
  grapes, peach, pear, apricot, lettuce,  
  cabbage, beet, onion, pepper, snack.

1. a) You should eat 5 portions of fruit and vegetables 
every day. What fruits and vegetables do you know? 
 b) Look at the greengrocery stall. Which of them are 
fruits and which of them are vegetables?

broccoli

pepper pear [peə]

lettuce 
[letɪs׀]

                                 I eat / don’t eat foods from … group 
every day. I
…
… because … .

Lesson 2.

                                 I eat / don’t eat foods from … group 
often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat 

think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many 

Speak about meals in British families Challenge:	 Speak about meals in British families 
and in your family. 

                                 I eat / don’t eat foods from … group 
often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat 

think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many 
… because … .

Lesson 2. AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS 
THE DOCTOR AWAY

                                 I eat / don’t eat foods from … group 
often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat 

think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many 

AN APPLE A DAY KEEPS 

often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat often / usually / sometimes / rarely eat 
think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many think I should eat more … / shouldn’t eat many 

THE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAYTHE DOCTOR AWAY

Broccoli, melon, watermelon, use:	 Broccoli, melon, watermelon, use:	Must
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 c) Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 
fruits and vegetables correctly?
 d) Which fruits and vegetables do you often / some-
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit /  
vegetable?

2. Moving activity.  “Pass the envelope” game.

3. a) Read about Kate’s meals. Does she have a healthy 
diet [׀daɪət]?

Kate usually has some cereals, a toast with butter 
and jam, orange juice and tea with milk for breakfast. 
She sometimes has baked beans and sausages.

She doesn’t have lunch at home. She takes a packed 
[pækt] lunch to school. It’s usually a sandwich, some 
fruit and a drink. Also she has one or two snacks — 
some crisps or biscuits.

Kate usually has meat and vegetables for dinner. 
Her favourite vegetables are potatoes. She also likes to 
eat pudding — a kind of cake. 

melon
watermelon

cabbage

peach

beet 

grapesonion 
[ʌnjən׀]

c)
fruits and vegetables correctly?

d)
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit / 
vegetable?

peach

Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 

Which fruits and vegetables do you often / some
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit / 

Moving activity.  “Pass the envelope” game.Moving activity.  “Pass the envelope” game.

Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 
fruits and vegetables correctly?

Which fruits and vegetables do you often / some
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit / 
vegetable?

Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 
fruits and vegetables correctly?

Which fruits and vegetables do you often / some
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit / 

Moving activity.  “Pass the envelope” game.

Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 

Which fruits and vegetables do you often / some
times / rarely / never eat? What’s your favourite fruit / 

Have a competition. Who will read all the names of Have a competition. Who will read all the names of 

Moving activity.  “Pass the envelope” game.

vegetable?vegetable?

Read about Kate’s meals. Does she have a healthy 
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 b) Work in pairs. Complete the questions and interview 
Kate about her meals.

1. What do you usually have for …?
2. Where do you usually have …?
3. Do you eat / drink …?

 c) Interview your partner about his / her meals. Do you 
think he / she has a healthy diet? Why / Why not?

4. Write about meals in your family.

Lesson 3. ZUCCHINI CAKE

	 Challenge:	 Explain how to make a zucchini cake.
	Must	use:	 Some, any, no, much, many, a lot of.

1. a) Kate is at her friend’s house. They are doing a 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 

Jill: Kate, I’m hungry. Would you like something 
to eat?

Kate: Yes, please. Are	there	any crisps?
Jill: No, there aren’t. 
Kate: Is	there	any bread?
Jill: No, there isn’t. There	aren’t	any biscuits and 

there	isn’t	any cheese.
Kate: Is	there	any food in your house?
Jill: Well, there	are	 some zucchinis and there’s	

some vegetable oil.
Kate: What? Sorry, I don’t like zucchinis.
Jill: Me neither1. What shall we do?

1 Me neither — Я тоже не (люблю). / Я таксама не (люблю).

Lesson 3.

	 Challenge:	
	Must

1.
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 

Explain how to make a zucchini cake.
Some, any, no, much, many, a lot of.

Kate is at her friend’s house. They are doing a 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 

 Kate, I’m hungry. Would you like something 

what the problem is. 

 Kate, I’m hungry. Would you like something 

ZUCCHINI CAKE

	 Challenge:	 Explain how to make a zucchini cake.
use:	 Some, any, no, much, many, a lot of.

a) Kate is at her friend’s house. They are doing a 

Explain how to make a zucchini cake.
Some, any, no, much, many, a lot of.

Kate is at her friend’s house. They are doing a 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 

ZUCCHINI CAKE

Explain how to make a zucchini cake.
Some, any, no, much, many, a lot of.

Kate is at her friend’s house. They are doing a 

ZUCCHINI CAKEZUCCHINI CAKEZUCCHINI CAKEZUCCHINI CAKE

project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
what the problem is. 
project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say project together. Listen to their conversation and say 
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b) Look at the phrases in bold and complete the rule 
with “some” or “any”. 

Countable	nouns 
исчисляемые 

существительные / 
падлічвальныя 

назоўнікі

Uncountable	nouns 
неисчисляемые 

существительные / 
непадлічвальныя 

назоўнікі

+ There are … zucchi-
nis.

There is … oil.

? Are there … crisps? 
Yes, there are. /  
No, there aren’t.

Is there … bread?
Yes, there is. /  
No, there isn’t.

– There aren’t … bis-
cuits.
There are no biscuits.

There isn’t … cheese.
There is no cheese.

 c) The girls have an idea: they want to 
make a zucchini cake. Look at the ingredi-
ents. Is it a healthy cake? 
Ingredients:

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	In offers and requests (в предложениях 
и просьбах / у прапановах і просьбах) we use 
some in questions:

Would you like some tea?
Can I have some biscuits?

?

cuits.
There are no biscuits.

There isn’t … cheese.
There is no cheese.

(в предложениях In offers and requests 

Are there … crisps? 
Yes, there are. / 
No, there aren’t.

There aren’t … bis
cuits.
There are no biscuits.

Is there … bread?
Yes, there is. / 
No, there isn’t.

There isn’t … cheese.
There is no cheese.

Are there … crisps? Are there … crisps? Are there … crisps? Are there … crisps? 
Yes, there are. / 

There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.There are no biscuits.

(в предложениях (в предложениях 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (в предложениях (в предложениях In offers and requests In offers and requests In offers and requests In offers and requests In offers and requests In offers and requests 
и просьбах / у прапановах і просьбах) 
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1. … eggs 
2. … g vegetable oil
3. … g brown sugar
4. … tsp vanilla
5. … tsp cinnamon

6. … g flour [flaʊə] 
7. … zucchinis, grated1 
8. … g nuts
9. … tsp baking powder

10. … salt

 d) Look at the foods Jill has in her kitchen and at the 
ingredients of the cake. Which ingredients are there in the 
kitchen? Which ingredients aren’t there in the kitchen? 

																																There’s some … . There isn’t any … .  
There are some … . There aren’t any … .

 e) Ask and answer questions.
Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

2. a) Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for 
the zucchini cake. Listen to their conversation and 
complete the recipe in ex. 1c with numbers.

 b) Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we 
use “many”,  “much”  and  “a lot of”? Complete the rule 
below.

Jill: Kate, let’s make a zucchini cake.
Kate: Zucchini cake? That’s a good idea! What do 

we need?
Jill: Let me see. Eggs, vegetable oil, brown sugar, 

vanilla, cinnamon, flour, courgettes, baking powder, 
nuts and salt. There’s a	lot	of flour and a	lot	of nuts in 
the cupboard. There isn’t much salt left but we need 
just a bit. 

1 grated — тёртые / надзёртыя

																																

e)
Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

There’s some … . There isn’t any … . 

Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for 
the zucchini cake. Listen to their conversation and 
complete the recipe in ex. 1c with numbers.

Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for 
the zucchini cake. Listen to their conversation and 
complete the recipe in ex. 1c with numbers.

																																There’s some … . There isn’t any … . 
There are some … . There aren’t any … .

Ask and answer questions.
Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

Ask and answer questions.
Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for 

There’s some … . There isn’t any … . 
There are some … . There aren’t any … .

Are there any …? Yes, there are. / No, there aren’t.
Is there any …? Yes, there is. / No, there isn’t.

There’s some … . There isn’t any … . There’s some … . There isn’t any … . There’s some … . There isn’t any … . There’s some … . There isn’t any … . There’s some … . There isn’t any … . 
There are some … . There aren’t any … .

There’s some … . There isn’t any … . 
There are some … . There aren’t any … .There are some … . There aren’t any … .There are some … . There aren’t any … .

Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for a) Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for a) Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for Kate and Jill have bought all the ingredients for 

Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we Read the beginning of their conversation. When do we 
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Kate: And there aren’t many eggs in the fridge. 
How many eggs do we need?

Jill: Two.
Kate: How much vegetable oil?
Jill: 100 grammes.

Countable	nouns
исчисляемые 

существительные / 
падлічвальныя  

назоўнікі

Uncountable	nouns
неисчисляемые 

существительные / 
непадлічвальныя  

назоўнікі

+ There are … nuts.
– There aren’t … crisps. 
? — How … eggs do we 
need?

+ There’s … fruit.
– There isn’t … salt.
? — How … sugar do we 
need?

 c) Continue their conversation. Use “How much” / “How 
many”.

3. Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

4. a) In pairs act out the conversation between Kate and Jill.
 b) Make up your conversation “In the kitchen”.

Lesson 4. HEALTHY FOOD VS JUNK FOOD1

	Challenge:	 Tell the story about Bob the  
  Raccoon and give him advice.

1. a) Listen to the story about two raccoons. Which pic-
tures show Jack the Raccoon and which one shows Bob 
the Raccoon? Were they happy? Why / Why not? 

1 junk food = unhealthy fatty or sugary food

назоўнікі

+ There are 
– There aren’t 
? — How 
need?

Continue their conversation. Use “
many”

назоўнікі

 sugar do we 

How much” / “How 

Moving activity. “Two chairs”.Moving activity. “Two chairs”.

назоўнікі

… nuts.
– There aren’t … crisps. 

… eggs do we 

Continue their conversation. Use “

 eggs do we ? — How 

Continue their conversation. Use “

назоўнікі

+ There’s  fruit.
– There isn’t 
? — How  sugar do we 
need?

Continue their conversation. Use “How much” / “How 

+ There’s + There’s 
 crisps.  crisps. 

In pairs act out the conversation between Kate and Jill.
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b) Listen again and complete the sentences about 
Jack and Bob.

1. Jack the Raccoon 
loved …
2. He made … 
3. He ate …
4. He had …
5. He was …
6. He wanted …
7. He could …

8. Bob the Raccoon 
couldn’t …
9. He got tired …

10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
12. He never ate …
13. He had …
14. He was …

 c) What do you think happened next?

2. a) Listen to the ending of the story and check your 
guesses.

b) Listen again. How has Bob’s life changed? Compete 
in two teams: who will spot more changes?

Example: Bob ate junk food before. Now he eats 
healthy food.

3. Moving activity. “Make a sentence”. 

b) Listen again and complete the sentences about 

1. Jack the Raccoon 
loved …
2. He made … 
3. He ate …

Listen again and complete the sentences about 

10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
12. He never ate …
13. He had …

5. He was …
6. He wanted …

Listen again and complete the sentences about 
Jack and Bob.

1. Jack the Raccoon 

2. He made … 
3. He ate …

11. He ate …

Listen again and complete the sentences about 

8. Bob the Raccoon 
couldn’t …
9. He got tired …

10. He didn’t have …

Listen again and complete the sentences about Listen again and complete the sentences about Listen again and complete the sentences about Listen again and complete the sentences about 

4. He had …4. He had …4. He had …
10. He didn’t have …10. He didn’t have …10. He didn’t have …10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …
10. He didn’t have …
11. He ate …

14. He was …7. He could … 14. He was …14. He was …14. He was …14. He was …7. He could …7. He could …
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4. a) Choose one role: Jack or Bob. Tell your story for the 
TV programme “Be healthy!”
 b) Write Bob’s story.
5. Do you have anything in common1 with the raccoons?

Did you know?                               Raccoons wash  
their food before eating. They  
don’t feel happy if they don’t find  
any water to wash their food.

Lesson 5. MY HEALTH DIARY
	 Challenge:	 Start your health diary.

1. a) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 
your daily routine.
1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta-
bles?
2. Do you eat junk food?
3. Do you drink water?
4. Do you brush your teeth in the 
morning?
5. Do you brush your teeth in the 
evening?
6. Do you sleep 8 hours a day?
7. Do you exercise?
8. Do you play video games?

Yes, always.

Yes, often.

Yes, sometimes.

No, rarely.

No, never.

 b) What do you think about your partner’s lifestyle? Is it 
healthy? Why? / Why not?

1 anything in common — что-нибудь общее / што-небудзь 
агульнае

any water to wash their food.

Lesson 5.
	 Challenge:	

a) Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 
your daily routine.

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 

1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta-1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta

MY HEALTH DIARY
	 Challenge:	 Start your health diary.

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 

MY HEALTH DIARY
Start your health diary.

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 

1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta

MY HEALTH DIARY
Start your health diary.

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions about 

MY HEALTH DIARYMY HEALTH DIARY

your daily routine.
1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta

your daily routine.your daily routine.your daily routine.
1. Do you eat fruit and vegeta

your daily routine.your daily routine.

Yes, always.Yes, always.2. Do you eat junk food? Yes, always.Yes, always.2. Do you eat junk food?2. Do you eat junk food?2. Do you eat junk food?2. Do you eat junk food?2. Do you eat junk food?
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2. a) Read the article about healthy tips and match them 
with the headlines.

D. A clean body E. A healthy diet

B. A nice smileA. Sports C. A good sleep

F. Video games G. Walking

A	Healthy	Mind	in	a	Healthy	Body

1. Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif-

ferent foods every day. You should eat a lot of  

and . Sweets,  and other junk food are not 

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

you know that more than half of your body is just ? 
So you need at least 5 glasses of liquids1 a day. 

2. But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of 
keeping your body and mind healthy. There are many 

sports you can play, for example, ,  or . 

You can also go running, jogging,  or riding a 

. PE lessons are also good. They help you to re-

lax and get some energy between other lessons.
3. There are simple things that can make you healthy. 

For example, you can walk up the stairs instead of tak-

1 liquid [ˈlɪkwɪd] — жидкость / вадкасць

1.

ferent foods every day. You should eat a lot of 

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

 Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif

 and other junk food are not 

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

you know that more than half of your body is just you know that more than half of your body is just 
So you need at least 5 glasses of liquids1 a day. 

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

you know that more than half of your body is just you know that more than half of your body is just 
So you need at least 5 glasses of liquids

Healthy

 Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif

ferent foods every day. You should eat a lot of 

. Sweets, 

 Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif

ferent foods every day. You should eat a lot of 

 and other junk food are not 

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

Healthy Body

 Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif

ferent foods every day. You should eat a lot of 

 and other junk food are not 

MindMind inMind inMind

 Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif Eating healthy food is important for you. Eat dif

very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did very healthy, so you shouldn’t eat much of them. Did 

 But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of  But it’s not only this. Exercising is a great way of 
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ing the  or you can  to school instead of going 

by .
4. It is also important to  at least eight hours at 

night. Your body needs rest after a  day, so don’t 

go to  late!

5. Keep your body clean!  is your good friend. 

Take a  every day. Have a  once a week. Wash 

your  once or twice a week. Always wash your 

 with soap before you . You should also wash 

your hands when you come  after school or after a 
walk. 

6. The best way to have a nice smile is to brush your 
 at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at 

bedtime, don’t eat any . Also, you should visit a 

 once a year. 

7. Do you like playing  games and watching ? 

It is OK, but you shouldn’t spend more than two hours 

a day on doing it which includes TV, computer, , tab-
let, and video game time. 

If you want to be healthy, you should act healthy. 
Try it!

Take a 

your 

 with soap before you 

your hands when you come 

 once a week. Wash 

 once or twice a week. Always wash your 

. You should also wash 

 after school or after a 

 The best way to have a nice smile is to brush your 
 at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at 

 The best way to have a nice smile is to brush your 
 at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at 

 every day. Have a 

 once or twice a week. Always wash your 

 with soap before you 

 once or twice a week. Always wash your 

 with soap before you 

your hands when you come 

 once a week. Wash 

 once or twice a week. Always wash your 

. You should also wash 

 every day. Have a  every day. Have a  every day. Have a  every day. Have a 

 once or twice a week. Always wash your  once or twice a week. Always wash your 

your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come your hands when you come  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a  after school or after a 

 at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at  at least twice a day. After brushing your teeth at 
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 b) Read the story aloud replacing the pictures with 
words.
 c) Work in pairs and make two lists: what you should 
do and what you shouldn’t do to be healthy. Compare your 
lists with the other students. 

3. Moving activity. “A miming game”. 

4. a) Alex keeps his health diary. Listen to him 
speaking about his yesterday’s routine and complete 
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 
Why do you think so?

 b) Describe Alex’s day. What did he do? What didn’t 
he do?

Example:	Alex ate 4 portions of fruit and vegetables 
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 
carrots and a pear.

 c) Give Alex advice. What should he do? What 
shouldn’t he do?

5. a) Start your health diary. 
1. Copy the grid into your exercise-book or a sheet 

of paper. 
2. What day was it yesterday? Write it in the grid. 
3. Remember what you did yesterday and complete 

the first grid’s line. 

 b) Work in pairs. Describe your day to your partner. 
 c) Did your partner have a healthy routine yesterday? 
Give him / her advice. 

speaking about his yesterday’s routine and complete 
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 

b)
he do?

Example:
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 
carrots and a pear.

speaking about his yesterday’s routine and complete 
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 

Describe Alex’s day. What did he do? What didn’t 

Alex ate 4 portions of fruit and vegetables 
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 

Give Alex advice. What should he do? What Give Alex advice. What should he do? What Give Alex advice. What should he do? What 
shouldn’t he do?

speaking about his yesterday’s routine and complete 
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 
Why do you think so?

Describe Alex’s day. What did he do? What didn’t 

Example: Alex ate 4 portions of fruit and vegetables 
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 

Describe Alex’s day. What did he do? What didn’t 

Alex ate 4 portions of fruit and vegetables 
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 

speaking about his yesterday’s routine and complete 
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 

Describe Alex’s day. What did he do? What didn’t 

Alex ate 4 portions of fruit and vegetables 
yesterday. He ate some grapes, a vegetable salad, two 

the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 
Why do you think so?
the grid on the disc. Did he have a healthy routine? 
Why do you think so?Why do you think so?

carrots and a pear.carrots and a pear.carrots and a pear.carrots and a pear.carrots and a pear.carrots and a pear.
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VOCABULARY

Unit	1
Ago (adv) [ə׀gəʊ] — тому назад / таму назад
after (prep) [׀ɑːftə] — после / пасля
be	born (v) [bɔːn] — родиться / нарадзіцца
beach (n) [biːtʃ] — пляж / пляж
build (v) [bɪld] — строить / будаваць
buy (v) [baɪ] — покупать / купляць
camp (n) [kæmp] — лагерь / летнік, лагер
camp (v) [kæmp] — раз би вать лагерь / разбіваць лагер
come	back (v) [kʌm ׀bӕk] — возвращаться / вяртацца
fall (v) [fɔːl] — падать / падаць (валіцца)
fun (n) [fʌn] — веселье / весялосць
have	fun (v) [hæv ׀fʌn] — ве се литься / весяліцца
inside (adv) [׀ɪn׀saɪd] — внутри / унутры
last (adj) [lɑːst] — последний, прошлый / апошні, былы
next (adj), (prep) [nekst] — следующий, после этого /  

наступны, пасля гэтага
make	friends (v) [meɪk ׀frendz] — подружиться / пасябраваць
mountain (n) [׀maʊntɪn] — гора / гара
outside (adv) [׀aʊt׀saɪd] — снаружи, на улице / звонку, на вуліцы
pick (v) [pɪk] — собирать / збіраць
rock (n) [rɒk] — камень / камень
rule (n) [ruːl] — правило / правіла
sand (n) [sænd] — песок / пясок
sandcastle (n) [׀sænd׀kɑːsl] — песочный замок / замак з пяску
say	(v) [seɪ] — говорить / гаварыць
seaside (n) [׀siːsaɪd] — побережье / узбярэжжа
see (v) [siː] — видеть / бачыць
sit (v) [sɪt] — сидеть / сядзець
spend	(v) [spend] — тратить, проводить (время) / марнаваць, 

бавіць (час)
storm (n) [stɔːm] — шторм / шторм
surf (v) [sɜːf] — заниматься сёрфингом / займацца сёрфінгам
surf the	Internet (v) — проводить время в Интернете / бавіць 

час у інтэрнэце
surfer (n) [׀sɜːfə] — сёрфер / сёрфер

back (v) [
fall (v) 
fun
have
inside
last (adj)
next (adj)

наступны, пасля гэтага
friends

— возвращаться / вяртацца

] — последний, прошлый / апошні, былы
] — следующий, после этого

/ пасябраваць
] — гора / гара

] — снаружи, на улице / звонку, на вуліцы
] — гора / гара

(adv) saɪd] — снаружи, на улице / звонку, на вуліцы
 [pɪk] — собирать / збіраць

kʌm ׀bӕk
] — падать / падаць (валіцца)
] — веселье / весялосць

hæv fʌn] — ве
ɪn׀ ] — внутри / унутры

lɑːst] — последний, прошлый / апошні, былы
, (prep) [nekst

наступны, пасля гэтага

литься / весяліцца
] — внутри / унутры

] — последний, прошлый / апошні, былы
] — следующий, после этого

— подружиться
] — гора / гара

— возвращаться / вяртацца
] — падать / падаць (валіцца)

литься / весяліцца
] — внутри / унутры

] — последний, прошлый / апошні, былы
] — следующий, после этого

— возвращаться / вяртацца— возвращаться / вяртацца
] — падать / падаць (валіцца)

— возвращаться / вяртацца
] — падать / падаць (валіцца)] — падать / падаць (валіцца)] — падать / падаць (валіцца)] — падать / падаць (валіцца)
] — веселье / весялосць
] — падать / падаць (валіцца)
] — веселье / весялосць] — веселье / весялосць] — веселье / весялосць

селиться / весяліцца] — весе

frendz
] — гора / гара

meɪk ׀
maʊntɪn] — гора / гара

meɪk 
maʊntɪn

frendz
] — гора / гара

 [meɪk 
maʊntɪn

(v) [
maʊntɪn׀

friends
(n)

(v)
(n) [

friends
mountain

/ пасябраваць/ пасябраваць/ пасябраваць/ пасябраваць— подружиться— подружиться / пасябраваць— подружиться— подружиться— подружиться
] — гора / гара

— подружиться
] — гора / гара

rɒk] — камень / камень] — камень / камень(n) [
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tent (n) [tent] — палатка / палатка
then (adv) [ðen] — потом, после этого / потым, пасля гэтага
time (n) [taɪm] — время / час
tourist (n) [׀tʊərɪst] — турист / турыст
travel (v) [׀trævl] — путешествовать / падарожні чаць, вандраваць
visit (v) [׀vɪzɪt] — посещать / наведваць
yesterday (adv) [׀jestədeɪ] — вчера / учора

Unit	2
activity (n) [æk׀tɪvɪtɪ] — занятие / заняткі, занятак
babysit (v) — сидеть с малышом / даглядаць дзіця
babysitter (n) — няня / нянька
bark (v) [bɑːk] — лаять / брахаць
breathe (v) [briːð] — дышать / дыхаць
countryside (n) [׀kʌntri׀saɪd] — сельская местность / сельская 

мясцовасць
dislike (v) [dɪs׀laɪk] — не нравиться / не падабацца
excursion (n) [ɪks׀kɜːʃən] — экскурсия / экскурсія
go	for (v) — заняться, сделать что-то / заняцца, зрабіць нешта
go	out (v) — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 

выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома
enjoy (v) [ɪn׀dʒɔɪ] — получать удовольствие / атрымліваць 

задавальненне
free (adj) [friː] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва-

бодны
hate (v) [heɪt] — ненавидеть / ненавідзець
hike (v) [haɪk] — ходить в походы / хадзіць у паходы, вандра-

ваць
housework (n) [׀haʊswɜːk] — работа по дому / хатняя праца
mind (v) [maɪnd] — возражать / пярэчыць
picnic (n) [׀pɪknɪk] — пикник / пікнік
popular (adj) [׀pɒpjʊlə] — популярный / папулярны
relax (v) [rɪ׀læks] — отдыхать / адпачываць
go	shopping (n) [׀ʃɒpɪŋ] — ходить за покупками / хадзіць па 

крамах
stretch (v) [stretʃ] — потягиваться, тянуться / пацягвацца, 

цягнуцца
take	a	nap (v) [næp] — спать днём / спаць днём

(n) — няня / нянька
(v) [

breathe
countryside

мясцовасць
dislike
excursion

for (v)
out (v)

] — сельская местность / сельская 

 — заняться, сделать что-то / заняцца, зрабіць нешта
 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 

выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома
] — получать удовольствие / атрымліваць 

выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома
(v) ] — получать удовольствие / атрымліваць 

задавальненне

 — няня / нянька
] — лаять / брахаць

briːð] — дышать / дыхаць
(n) [ kʌntri

мясцовасць
dɪs׀laɪk] — не нравиться / не падабацца

(n) kɜːʃən] — экскурсия / экскурсія
 — заняться, сделать что-то / заняцца, зрабіць нешта

] — сельская местность / сельская 

] — не нравиться / не падабацца
] — экскурсия / экскурсія

 — заняться, сделать что-то / заняцца, зрабіць нешта
 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 

выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

] — дышать / дыхаць
] — сельская местность / сельская 

] — не нравиться / не падабацца
] — экскурсия / экскурсія

 — заняться, сделать что-то / заняцца, зрабіць нешта

 — няня / нянька — няня / нянька
] — лаять / брахаць] — лаять / брахаць] — лаять / брахаць] — лаять / брахаць

] — дышать / дыхаць] — дышать / дыхаць] — дышать / дыхаць
] — сельская местность / сельская 

] — дышать / дыхаць
saɪd] — сельская местность / сельская saɪd] — сельская местность / сельская 

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

(v)
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома /  — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

 — выходить из дома, проводить время вне дома / 
выходзіць з дому, бавіць час не дома

] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сваfriː] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва] — бесплатный, свободный / бясплатны, сва(adj)
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take	part (in) (v) — принимать участие / прымаць (браць) удзел
theme	park (n) [׀θiːm׀pɑːk] — парк развлечений / парк забаў
weekend (n) [wiːk׀ɛnd] — выходные / выхадныя
What’s	up? — Как дела? / Як справы?
workshop (n) [׀wɜːkʃɒp] — мастер-класс / майстар-клас
yoga (n) [׀jəʊgə] — йога / ёга

Unit	3
action	film [׀ækʃən] — боевик / баявік
adventure	 film [əd׀ventʃə] — приключенческий фильм / 

прыгодніцкі фільм
amusing (adj) [ə׀mjuːzɪŋ] — смешной, развлекательный / 

смешны, забаўляльны
be	 on	 TV — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па 

тэлевізары (аб праграме)
both (pron) [bəʊθ] — оба / абодва
brave (adj) [breɪv] — храбрый / храбры
cartoon (n) [kɑː׀tuːn] — мультфильм / мультфільм
cheerful (adj) [׀tʃɪəfəl] — жизнерадостный / жыццярадасны
comedy (n) [׀kɒmədi] — комедия / камедыя
cowardly (adj) [׀kaʊədli] — трусливый / палахлівы
detective	film [dɪ׀tektɪv] — детектив / дэтэктыў
documentary (n) [׀dɒkjʊ׀mentəri] — документальный фильм / 

дакументальны фільм
educational	programme [׀edjʊ׀keɪʃənəl -prəʊɡræm] — познаватель׀

ная программа / пазнавальная праграма
exciting (adj) [ɪk׀saɪtɪŋ] — захватывающий / захапляльны
fairy	tale (n) [׀feəri ׀teɪl] — сказка / казка
fantasy	film [׀fæntəsi] — фильм жанра фэнтези / фільм жанру 

фэнтэзі
game-show (n) [׀geɪm׀ʃəʊ] — игровое шоу / гульнявое шоу
genre (n) [׀ʒɒnrə] — жанр / жанр
half (n) [hɑːf] — половина / палова, палавіна
hard-working (adj) [׀hɑː(r)d ׀wɜːkɪŋ] — трудолюбивый / 

працавіты
helpful	(adj) [׀helpfəl] — помогающий / які дапамагае
horrible (adj) [׀hɒrəbəl] — ужасный / жахлівы, жудасны
horror	film [׀hɒrə] — фильм ужасов / фільм жахаў

(adj) [
смешны, забаўляльны

be
тэлевізары (аб праграме)

both
brave
cartoon
cheerful
comedy

] — смешной, развлекательный / 

 — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па 

] — жизнерадостный / жыццярадасны

] — трусливый / палахлівы
] — детектив / дэтэктыў

] — документальный фильм / 

] — трусливый / палахлівы
detective tektɪv] — детектив / дэтэктыў
documentary (n) [ dɒkjʊ

mjuːzɪŋ
смешны, забаўляльны

 — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па 
тэлевізары (аб праграме)

bəʊθ] — оба / абодва
breɪv] — храбрый / храбры

 [kɑː ] — мультфильм / мультфільм
(adj) [ tʃɪəfəl] — жизнерадостный / жыццярадасны

] — оба / абодва
] — храбрый / храбры

] — мультфильм / мультфільм
] — жизнерадостный / жыццярадасны

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — смешной, развлекательный / 

 — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па 

] — храбрый / храбры
] — мультфильм / мультфільм

] — жизнерадостный / жыццярадасны

] — смешной, развлекательный / ] — смешной, развлекательный / 
смешны, забаўляльнысмешны, забаўляльны

 — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па  — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па  — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па  — идти по телевизору (о программе) / ісці па 
тэлевізары (аб праграме)тэлевізары (аб праграме)

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
kaʊədli] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
kaʊədli

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

kɒmədi
kaʊədli

kɒmədi
kaʊədli׀] 

(n) [
(adj)

kɒmədi
(adj)

(n)
cowardly (adj) ] — трусливый / палахлівы] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

] — комедия / камедыя
] — трусливый / палахлівы

дакументальны фільмдакументальны фільмдакументальны фільмдакументальны фільмдакументальны фільм
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lazy (adj) [׀leɪzi] — ленивый / гультаяваты
loyal	(adj) [׀lɔɪəl] — преданный / адданы, верны
mean (adj) [miːn] — скупой / скупы
music	programme [׀mjuːzɪk ׀prəʊɡræm] — музыкальная програм-

ма / музычная праграма
nature	programme [׀neɪtʃə ׀prəʊɡræm] — передача о природе / 

перадача аб прыродзе
nosy (adj) [׀nəuzɪ] — любопытный / цікаўны, дапытлівы
quarter (n) [׀kwɔːtə] — четверть / чвэрць
romantic	film [rəʊ׀mæntɪk] — романтический фильм / раман-

тычны фільм
rude (adj) [ruːd] — грубый / грубы
scary (adj) [׀skeəri] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

страшны
science	fiction	film [׀saɪəns ׀fɪkʃn] — научная фантастика / на-

вуковая фантастыка
silly (adj) [׀sɪli] — глупый / дурны, неразумны
sports	programme [׀spɔːts ׀prəʊɡræm] — спортивная программа / 

спартыўная праграма
strong (adj) [strɒŋ] — сильный / моцны
talk	show (n) [׀tɔːk ׀ʃəʊ] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу
the	news (n) [njuːz] — новости / навіны
touching (adj) [׀tʌtʃɪŋ] — трогательный / чуллівы (заміла-

вальны)
TV	series (n) [׀sɪəriːz] — сериал / серыял
weak (adj) [wiːk] — слабый / слабы

Unit	4
angel (n) [׀eɪndʒəl] — ангел / анёл
April	Fool’s	Day — День смеха / Дзень смеху
celebrate	(v) [׀selə׀breɪt] — праздновать / святкаваць
chimney (n) [׀tʃɪmni] — труба / труба
Christmas (n) [׀krɪsməs] — Рождество / Раство, Каляды
decorate (v) [׀dekəreɪt] — украшать / упрыгожваць
Easter (n) [׀iːstə] — Пасха / Вялікдзень, Пасха
Fatherland	Defender’s	Day [׀fɑːðəlænd dɪ׀fendəz ׀deɪ] — День  

защитников Отечества / Дзень абаронцаў Айчыны
fireplace (n) [׀faɪə(r)׀pleɪs] — камин / камін

(adj) [ruːd] — грубый / грубы
scary (adj)

science
вуковая фантастыка

silly (adj)
sports

спартыўная праграма
strong (adj)

] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

] — научная фантастика / на

] — спортивная программа

] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу
] — новости / навіны

] — трогательный / чуллівы (заміла

] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу
news (n njuːz] — новости / навіны

touching (adj) [׀tʌtʃɪŋ

] — грубый / грубы
skeəri] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

film [׀saɪəns 
вуковая фантастыка

sɪli] — глупый / дурны, неразумны
programme spɔːts prəʊɡræm

спартыўная праграма

fɪkʃn] — научная фантастика / на

] — глупый / дурны, неразумны
prəʊɡræm

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — грубый / грубы
] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

] — научная фантастика / на

] — глупый / дурны, неразумны
] — спортивная программа

] — грубый / грубы] — грубый / грубы] — грубый / грубы
] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

] — грубый / грубы
] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, ] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, ] — пугающий, страшный / жахлівы, 

fɪkʃnfɪkʃn׀fɪkʃn

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — сильный / моцны
ʃəʊ] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — сильный / моцны
ʃəʊ

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

strɒŋ] — сильный / моцны
tɔːk 

strɒŋ
 tɔːk׀

(adj)
(n)

 [strɒŋ
(n) [

(adj)
show ] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

] — сильный / моцны
] — ток-шоу / ток-шоу

вальны)
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get	presents [׀prezənts] — получать подарки / атрымліваць 
падарункі

Halloween (n) [׀hæləʊ׀iːn] — Хэллоуин / Хэлаўін
hang	stockings — вешать чулки / вешаць панчохі
Harvest	Festival [׀hɑːvɪst ׀festɪvl] — праздник урожая / свята 

ўраджаю
Independence	Day [׀ɪndɪ׀pendəns ׀deɪ] — День Независимости / 

Дзень Незалежнасці
invite (v) [ɪn׀vaɪt] — приглашать / запрашаць
Labour	Day	[׀leɪbə ׀deɪ] — День труда / Дзень працы
light [laɪt] candles — зажигать свечи / запальваць свечкі
lights (n) [laɪts] — огни / агні
May	Day — 1 Мая / 1 Мая
midnight (n) [׀mɪd׀naɪt] — полночь / поўнач
mince	pie [׀mɪns׀paɪ] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок
ornament (n) [׀ɔːnəmənt] — украшение / аздабленне, упрыга-

жэнне
paint [peɪnt] eggs — красить яйца / фарбаваць яйкі
Pancake	Day [׀pæn׀keɪk ׀deɪ] — вторник на Масленой неделе / 

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
play	jokes	on … [dʒəʊks] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

з …
pull (v) [pʊl] crackers — стрелять из хлопушки / стрэліць з 

хлапушкі
reindeer (n) [׀reɪn׀dɪə] — северный олень / паўночны алень
relative (n) [׀relətɪv] — родственник / родзіч, сваяк
Remembrance	Day [rɪ׀membrəns ׀deɪ] — День поминовения / 

Дзень памінання
send	cards — посылать открытки / пасылаць паштоўкі
sing	carols [׀kærəls] — петь рождественские песни / спяваць 

калядныя песні (калядкі)
sleigh (n) [sleɪ] — сани / сані
snowflake (n) [׀snəʊ׀fleɪk] — снежинка / сняжынка
The	Queen’s	Official	 Birthday [׀kwiːnzə׀fɪʃəl׀bɜːθdeɪ] — Офи-

циальный день рождения королевы / Афіцыйны дзень  
нараджэння каралевы

tinsel (n) [׀tɪnsəl] — мишура / мішура

 [laɪts] — огни / агні
May Day — 1 Мая / 1 Мая
midnight
mince
ornament

жэнне
paint [peɪnt
Pancake

аўторак на Масленым тыдні

] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок
] — украшение / аздабленне, упрыга

] — вторник на Масленой неделе

] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

 — стрелять из хлопушки / стрэліць з 

] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

 [pʊl] crackers

] — огни / агні
 — 1 Мая / 1 Мая

mɪd׀naɪt
paɪ] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок׀

украшение / аздабленне, упрыга — [ɔːnəmənt׀]

eggs — красить яйца / фарбаваць яйкі
Day [ pæn keɪk ׀deɪ] — вторник на Масленой неделе

] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок
] — украшение / аздабленне, упрыга

 — красить яйца / фарбаваць яйкі
] — вторник на Масленой неделе

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

] — полночь / поўнач
] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок

] — украшение / аздабленне, упрыга

 — красить яйца / фарбаваць яйкі
] — вторник на Масленой неделе

] — огни / агні] — огни / агні] — огни / агні
 — 1 Мая / 1 Мая — 1 Мая / 1 Мая

] — полночь / поўнач] — полночь / поўнач] — полночь / поўнач
] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок

] — полночь / поўнач
] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок] — сладкий пирожок / салодкі піражок

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
dʒəʊks] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
dʒəʊks

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
dʒəʊks

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
 … [dʒəʊks

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
on

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
 … [

аўторак на Масленым тыдні
jokes ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць ] — сыграть шутку над … / пажартаваць 

хлапушкіхлапушкі
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Valentine’s	Day [׀væləntaɪnz ׀deɪ] — День Святого Валентина / 
Дзень Святога Валянціна

Victory	Day [׀vɪktəri ׀deɪ] — День Победы / Дзень Перамогі
watch	a	parade [pə׀reɪd] — смотреть парад / глядзець парад
watch	 fireworks [׀faɪə׀wɜːks] — смотреть салют / назіраць 

салют
wish	happiness [׀hæpinəs] — желать счастья / жадаць шчасця
Women’s	Day [׀wɪmɪnz ׀deɪ] — День женщин (8 Марта) / Дзень 

жанчын (8 Сакавіка)

Unit	5
bean (n) [biːn] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля
beet	(n) [biːt] — свёкла / бурак
biscuit (n) [׀bɪskɪt] — печенье / пячэнне
broccoli (n) [׀brɒkəlɪ] — брокколи / брокалі
butter (n) [׀bʌtə] — сливочное масло / сметанковае масла
cabbage (n) [׀kæbɪʤ] — капуста / капуста
cereal (n) [׀sɪərɪəl] — блюдо из круп, злаков в виде хлопьев / 

страва з круп, злакаў у выглядзе шматкоў
crisps (n) [krɪsps] — чипсы / чыпсы
fruit (n) [fruːt] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна
grapes (n) [greɪps] — виноград / вінаград
healthy (adj) [׀helθɪ] — здоровый / здаровы
lettuce	(n) [׀letɪs] — салат-латук / салата-латук
melon (n) [׀melən] — дыня / дыня
onion (n) [׀ʌnjən] — лук / цыбуля
peach (n) [piːtʃ] — персик / персік
pear (n) [pɛə] — груша / груша
pepper (n) [׀pepə] — перец / перац
rice (n) [raɪs] — рис / рыс
salt (n) [sɔːlt] — соль / соль
snack (n) [snæk] — перекус / перакус
sugar (n) [׀ʃʊgə] — сахар / цукар
toast (n) [təʊst] — гренок, тост / грэнка, тост
unhealthy (adj) [ʌn׀helθɪ] — нездоровый / нездаровы
vegetable (n) [׀veʤətəbl] — овощ / агародніна
watermelon (n) [׀wɔːtə׀melən] — арбуз / кавун

biːn] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля
(n) [biːt

biscuit
broccoli
butter
cabbage
cereal

страва з круп, злакаў у выглядзе шматкоў
crisps (n)

] — сливочное масло / сметанковае масла

] — блюдо из круп, злаков в виде хлопьев

] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна
] — виноград / вінаград

] — здоровый / здаровы

] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна
(n) ] — виноград / вінаград
(adj) [׀helθɪ] — здоровый / здаровы

] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля
] — свёкла / бурак
bɪskɪt] — печенье / пячэнне

brɒkəlɪ] — брокколи / брокалі
bʌtə] — сливочное масло / сметанковае масла
 [ kæbɪʤ] — капуста / капуста
sɪərɪəl] — блюдо из круп, злаков в виде хлопьев

страва з круп, злакаў у выглядзе шматкоў

] — брокколи / брокалі
] — сливочное масло / сметанковае масла

] — капуста / капуста
] — блюдо из круп, злаков в виде хлопьев

страва з круп, злакаў у выглядзе шматкоў
] — чипсы / чыпсы

] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля

] — печенье / пячэнне
] — брокколи / брокалі

] — сливочное масло / сметанковае масла
] — капуста / капуста

] — блюдо из круп, злаков в виде хлопьев
страва з круп, злакаў у выглядзе шматкоў

] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля] — боб, фасоль / боб, фасоля
] — свёкла / бурак] — свёкла / бурак] — свёкла / бурак] — свёкла / бурак

] — печенье / пячэнне] — печенье / пячэнне] — печенье / пячэнне
] — брокколи / брокалі

] — печенье / пячэнне
] — брокколи / брокалі

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

krɪsps] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

 [krɪsps
fruːt

krɪsps
fruːt] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

(n)
(n) [ ] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — чипсы / чыпсы
] — фрукт, фрукты / фрукт, садавіна

] — салат-латук / салата-латук [ letɪs] — салат-латук / салата-латук] — салат-латук / салата-латук] — салат-латук / салата-латук] — салат-латук / салата-латук] — салат-латук / салата-латук] — салат-латук / салата-латукletɪs] — салат-латук / салата-латук(n)
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